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x , iN T g g p u m  m
Location and Sxtont of tho xoa.
The aroa surveyed reprose, its some 75 square miles of tho ground 
between the villages of Xinlooh Rannoah and Struan in Control Perthshire* 
It in bounded on tho oeuit partly by Loch Toy Fault and p rtly  by an 
arbitrary, almost north-south line. Tho western boundary on tho other 
hand in for tho most part of goological significance in tho senso that i t  
has been drawn parallel and a quarter milo west of the lino of noin dia- 
looat m in the area. Tho southern and northern boundaries of tho area 
are arbitrary east-west linos (Map 1).
In goneral the western and southern parts of the area are moun­
tainous rising up to and in the oase of the peak of Sohiohallion above the 
3000 ft. contour. The north east corner of the map forms lower ground, the 
hills not rising above 1600 ft* In addition traversing the ground from 
west to east there aro two <naJor valleys, CionErroohty to the north and 
Strath T unmet to the south.
Qenerul Geotorey
The solid rooks of this aroa consist largely of metamorphio rooks 
belonging to two systems : -
the Boundary Slide* Of ttiase tho JIoine gr.nnulltos are by the genoral 
consensus of opinion tho older formation* Intruded into thorn aro the post -
’foine quartso folspathio granulites 
Dalracian ndca schists and quartzitoa.
The line separating the two is a fold-fault, whioh w ill be called
MAP 1 - K>UNDART*8 OP THE ARIA.- Contours in feet
above aea level. Cmss ornament represents 
the extension of Cam vtaclach s i l l .
<inloch ^annoch, K* Loch Kinardochy. )
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orogenio minor Igneous intrusions ranging in type from fairly  aoid folsitos 
to diorite porphyries and lamprophyrcs. Suoh intrusions fom relatively 
resistant topographical features of whiah tho most conspicuous is the Cam 
Fiaclaah ridge near tho western boundary of the area.
Covering and in parts obscuring the nolid geology are glacial mor­
al nio dO/Ositu and occasional boulder clay. In addition, fluvipglacial 
deposits are abundant in Bunrarmooh* ospecially the part of the valley 
adjacent to Loai R&nnoch, while the floor of Glen Errochty is mainly covered 
by drift. No special investigation of superficial deposits has boon attempted
Fhysi oftraphv
The most outstanding single fact of physipgraphlcal significance is  
that the distribution of the two main metamorphio systems controls ti e topo­
graphy. A glance on the Map 1 shows that the iialradian rooks are those 
forming the high ground and the Mdnian form the low ground. Evidently the 
reason is the resistance to the erosion shown by the Dal adian rocks, but 
is  also supplemented by tho existence of novcr igneous intrusions at the 
Maine Dalradian boundary.
The influenco of such intrusions is particularly \7o ll eidiibitod by 
tho roughly triangular tongue of the Dolradian rooks projoctimg for some six  
miles northwards into the Heine country. Thin tongue w ill be called from 
here onwards the Dalradion Triangle and its western side is buttressed by the 
numerous intrusions of fe lsitc  and lamprophyre which form the high ridge of 
Cam Fiaolaoh. Tho eastern side of the Triangle is  a vdfe outcrop of sdiists
-  3 -
and limestones whiah torn lower ground.
Within tho Dalradian outcrops the topographic details are not by 
any means so s i plo. On the however, vihen ouartaite is massive, it
is tho most resistant rook and foma the high mountains of Sdiiohallion 
3^k5k f t . )  and Bon a*Jhuallaiah (2925 f t . ) .  However, dien it  is flaggy or 
develops a ol 3o0 jointing it  seems to ho less resistant than tho adjacent 
schists, wliicn aro an a rule closely corrugated and do not develop a 
regular jointing system. Whoa tho flaggy quartz!te is highly inclined its  
resistance to erosion in particularly low.
The larger rivers in tho area do not ahour any particular rolution to 
the underlying structure. Both Tunnel and Krrodrty water flow in part 
parallel to tho strike and in part aoross it . Minor streams, however, are 
to a greater or lesser oxtent adjusted to tho otructuro flowing nor tolly 
parallel to tho strike. Some of the streams originate in certain high level 
loohs such is  a stream which flows out of Lodi Kinardoohy, the lattor being 
situated on a watershed (Mao l ) .
During the loo go tho whole ground was covered by ice. The evidence 
for this is visible in glaoial striae which are soon throughout the urea, 
but eepeoially woll exhibited on tho high quartz!te peaks of Schichallion and 
Bon a'Chuallaidi. Judging from the direction ol these striae the movement 
over most of tho area has been east to south-east.
The Obioot of Study -
Tho present work concerns it s e lf  almost exclusively with the aaoient
-  4  -
structure of tho mstara.rphie rooks, as well as with the state and origin 
of their jaotamorphism. I t  is generally accepted that ths deformation and 
metamorphism of P d  radian rooks is  of Caledonian ago and it  is a ana i  do red 
that the prosent study provides important additional data in interpretation 
of the geological history of the Caledonian Orogeq/.
-  5 -
II. 0JTL1NB OP Psmigi
Previous work
Apart from sporadic investigations of 3 one apodal features of the 
area, such as Playfairs investigation of Sahiohallion quartzite ( lo l l )  and 
laoCulloch’s oonparisun of thu Sohioiialllon Boultior Bod with the Port-^skaig 
Conglomerate of Islay (IL19) no general work on the district was published 
until tho beginning of the twentieth century. The first oonyrehenaiw aooount 
appears in the; memoir of the Geological Survey of Great Britain fox SItoot 55 
(1^05) ufrjre most of the area under examination was described by J. S. G. Wilson. 
A strip of about a mile idtie and two miles long in the oztrsiau south wostem 
corner is , however, inoluded in Shoot 5k » the memoir for which was not 
published until 1923-
The ideas in tho Memoir for Sheet 55 were strongly influenced by tho 
views of Cunningham Craig who envisaged a large scale unoonf ordty within the 
Dalr&dian rooks. Such an unconformity was deemed necessary to explain tho 
fact that the main quartsites of the Dalradian sequence ware found to be 
Adjacent to tho various other members of the same sequence. This hypothesis 
was further strengthened by the presence of the Sohiahalllon Boulder Bod, 
apparently at the base of tho quarts!to. The isolation of the outcrops of 
quartzito was interpreted in terms of isoclinal folding siib&oquent to the 
unoonf omity, eac > isolated outcrop bocouing the ooro of a synoline. As a 
result of such a scheme the following succession of beds was proposed 1-
-  6 -
Quarts! to
Sohiohallien Cong lane rate (Bouldor Bed)
Unconformity 
Blair Atholl Limestone 
Blade Sohist 
Bon Labors Sohiat
Gametiferous mioa-aohist (Ben Lui Schiat)
Looh Tay Limestone 
Pitlochry Schists 
Creon Beds
Ben Ledi Grits and Schists 
Maine type.
Those stratigraphloal ideas were in oonfarrnity with the structural 
views advanced by Peter MaNair (1903), whereby tlie structure of the Central 
Highlands mbc interpreted in tonne of synolinorla and antiolinoria.
At the same time G. Barrow working to the east of thin area oonooived 
a different Interpretation of tho relations of the quartzite (lpOif). He 
suggested that the quartsite uhows two "edges”. One "edge" of tl*e quartzito 
is associated with a black riohly gra jhitio schist, whidi in turn in associ­
ated with a calcuroouu Ben Lowers schist. The othor "odge" of quarts!te is  
overlaid in an ascending order by the poorly graphitic Bark Schist and B lair 
Atholl Limestone. Ifoe "two edge" hypothesis of quartaito was further 
explored by E.B. Bailey and on hia suggest!a E.M.Anderson (1923) re capped 
parts of the prosont area. The ouooossion established in his paper is  
essentially tho ono adapted by Bailey and MoCdlien in 1937 ,when tlic wholo 
of the district was reassessed and mapping extended south to tho slopes of 
Ben Lawers. However, certain minor modifications were introduced into tho 
auocosnion proposed by Anderson. Exoept for the removal of Beoil Schist f r o » 
1 oine soquonoo, tho rpresen* work does not show any Justification fov 
altering the suooession advanced by Bailey and McCallion* This suocossion

together with general litholugioal doaoripti ons of the rook type a is eh own 
on tho table No. 1.
Establishruent of a suocosaion in a structurally comple;: area does 
not by it s e lf  justify any inferences as to the order of deposition* Anderson 
(1923) argued that the order of deposition is such that the B lair j tholl 
Scrioa is  older than the Perthshire Quartzite Series. One of the main axguraor&E 
was the exLntonoe of calcareous boulders within the Schichallion Boulder Bod.
By it s e lf  an argument of this type is  inoonolueivo. However, Bailey and 
iioCalxion were able to establish a very close correlation between the 
Dalradian succession of Perthshire and Islay, putting beyond aiy dotfbt the 
identity of the order of deposition in both areas. The lex? metanorphic grade 
and. tho oor^>arative sirplj city of structures on Islay allows an excellent 
preservation of original sedirientary structures such as current and graded 
bedding. Thus, there is  a general agree xmt about the order of succession on 
Islay. Table 1 shows the correlation of Islay succession with Central 
Highland succession, and rinco tho sequence on Islay is  up ftro-a Port skaig 
Conglomerate into Quartsite i t  is reasonable to appose that the sums applies 
to Perthshire
n darn on proposed that the line separating the Dalradian from the 
Moinian rooks ia a fold-fault. fliis was substantiated in detail by Bailey and 
IToCallion idio have called this particular structuro the Boundary Slide. In 
the interpretation of the Dalmdian tectonics, however, there was an 
i* portant difference betweon the explanation a advanced by ndornon on one hand \
2 -  Ben a1 GhurOLlaich rund Dunalnfltair Cores
and B allay and MoCallion on the other. Anderson suggested that tho Dal radian 
rocks arc overlying the 'foinian in such a way tiiat the structural suooession 
Is right nay up. f^ia implies that a l l  the synclinal cores are composed of 
the younger formations and a l l  the antlolinal cores of the older rocks. Bailey
and MoCallien on the other iiand claimed that there is  an important inversion
%
of structural suooession. Their argument ms based on tho inference drawn from 
certain e:q>osuros noar the summit of Ben a'Chuallaidi. Aooordiag to Anderson 
when a core of B la ir Atholl Berles mis traced to the top of tho mountain, i t  
was found to be surrounded untiolinally dy quartsite. Bailey and MoCallion on 
the other hand claisaed that the p it ah of the corduroy fluting which la 
abundant in the quartzita is parallel to the pitch of the fold, and sinoe tho 
inclination of tho pitch whioh averages 30°  tending 10- 20°  east of south is  
greater than the southern slope of the mountain, the structure must be a synfam 
sinoe the B lair Atholl care widens southwards (J lg .l ) .  Tho torra synfoxw was 
used in a purely geometrical sense applyiz*; to tho fold alooing downward .^
Sinoe in this case the caru is older than the envelope a large scale structural 
inversion must be postulated.
This synform was called tho Ben a ’Chuallaidi synform. Another belt of 
D jair Atholl Series which is situated further to the oast was called the 
Dunalastair synform and the intervening ground of the Perthshire Quartsite 
Series, the Ballionore anti form (! lap 2). In addition Bailey and MoCallion 
point out, that whereas on the western side of Dal radian Triangle tho Dalxud- 
ians for Borne distance overlie the Kcinian rocks, to the south west of 
Trin&four the position is  reversed. This aooordii\: to Bailey and MoCallion
-  8 -
Following *>•
• y p f u n g e  0 f  c o r < * v r 0 /
Ben a Chuallaich
from the west
Fij .1 -  Contoured mnp and tlic topographicnl 
profile of Bon a* Chunllaloh. oolo: 
liiu  ■ 1 mile#
9 -
inplios a fairly largo saalc reounibont fold with a core of Dalradians and cm 
envelope of Moines.
One of the moat puzzling features of this urea is a regional right 
angle bend of tho stride; this bailey and .oGallien explain in terms of a 
subsequent twist. Tho development of the Boundary Slido was held to have been 
prior to the recusant folding and twisting. Finally on the basin of a 
preliminary study of netamox^ >i.io zones tho same authors were inclined to 
oonsider sliding as a post-satamorphio effect.
rrobloa to be Solved-
Dos dto the faot that Bailey and e .allienr s work was a considerably 
advanoe on the pro-existing knowledge of tho district it  owed muok to the 
preceding publications of Wilson and Anderson. In a similar fashion the 
present ntu$" starts from the problems le ft  over by Bailey and MoCallien.
The moot important problem of o il is tho nature and origin of tho 
right angle deflootior* of strike* whioh in tho general region further to the 
east* south and south-west is consistently west aoutli west to east north east.
Wo satis factor; explanation has been advanoed by any of the previous 
workers. Wilson suggested that 1iie do flection was related to subterranean 
intrusions of hypothetical igneous bodies. He did not think that any post­
folding nave rants could account for such a modification of the general 
OaLedonoid strike. Indeed it  is veiy d ifficu lt to envisage torsional move­
ments of the type suggested by Bailey and lioCallien whiah operated subsequent 
to tlie original folding. Anderson approached the problem very cautiously.
Mo pointed out that there is a general relationship between the dominant 
linear foliation, which ho discovered in many parts of the area and the 
curvature of the strike. khile, he thought, that the linear foliation is  
related to a flow of some kind ho lo ft tho problem ooen.
Tho present work is centred round this particular problem which is  
not only of a looal but of regional importance, since such right angled 
deflect!ana of strike are noticeable features of the Grampian Highlands, 
occurring for instance in Toudntoul district of Banffsiiire, Ben Vraokic of 
Perth siiire and Lodi G reran of rgyllahire.
The theoretical aspects of the stud/ are also of relevance to tlie 
question of the relationship between lineations and folds.
The other problem of regional importance is tho relation botween the 
structure and meta.iorpid.am. Bailey and McCall ion* s inferences about Hie time 
relations botween the movements cold laotanorphisra were based on relatively 
few observations, and a more detailed study was clearly desirable.
Apart from such regional aspects several local complications were le ft  
unsolved by tho previous workers. One of these arose ftrom the teotoiio syn­
thesis advanced by Bailey and MoGallien, and apparently has escaped their 
notioe. I f  the Ben a'Ghuallaidh fold Is indeed a synform, then since according 
to the map produced by the authors there is no tectonic hiatus within the 
Dalradianc of tho Triangle the inversion of the sequence at Ben a'Chuallaich 
implies tliat the whole of tho Dalradian sequence of the Triangle is  
structurally inverted and yet they overlie tho Moine granulites at the western 
side of tlio trianglo end underlie them at the eastern side.
-  10 -
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Mapping leaves no doubt that the Men a'Chuallaidi structure is 
a fold, so tho only explanation for such a situation is that two episodes 
of recumbent folding are represented. Clearly this possibility needed
to be azcarainodL
.nofchar problem of aonsidoraolo interest was tho status of Beoil 
Sdiist diich has boon tentatively included in the Mainian soquoncc. Tho 
universal parallelism of the Schist with Boundary Slido implies simile 
structure in the Moines, diioh for a number of reasons Ir Improbable*
Several approaches liavc been employed to solve these prdblonu and 
before the proposed solution in advanced tho methods used in this research 
ore described.
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I II . MREKQD3 Cg P TCSTIG. TICK
H a pp ing
The area was mapped geologically on 1/1Q560 (s ix  indies to a 
mu.Ic/ so&lu, though locally more lotniled maps wore const ruct-ed. The 
dT^hasic t-iroughout was on mstariorphio rock?:, but major igneous masses 
were mapped as wall. Because of the limitations of scale and time very 
small bodies of horn blonde acriat and epidiorite v/cru not mapped. Scrao 
smaller igneous intrusions likewise have not been traced. The broader 
tracts of drift and alluvium arc marked on the map, but no systematic 
delineation of a ll supertfioial outer cps has been attested.
jj’or most of tho ground contours projected from the 1 inch topo­
graphical maps were used. These were found to be not entirely accurate in 
the western parts of the area and come apprxdmate contouring using an 
Abney level has been done. Positions were determined on aerial photographs 
and frequently choc.cod by compass readings.
Structural Observations
Throughout the Investigation it  waa considered that tho minor 
structures would provide a cluo to the *mjor structures. Consequently the 
lattox were especially investigated. .All the minor structures could be 
divided into two najor groups :~
(o) Planar structures (b) Linear structures,
Dip and strike measuvai^nts were made on planar structures whidi
inoluded bedding, foliation, schist isity iind " flaggineaa". Some joints 
were also measured but no special investigation of jointing has been 
carried out. Altogether more than 4,000 observations on planar structures 
were recorded. A catiipasG and a cuLinarater wero used for this purpose.
Trend and plunge of the minor linear structures wero recorded.
The latter included folds, lxneations of various kinds,viiioh have been 
classified and differentiated, and occasional glacial striae. Most measure­
ments were done using a compass and a olinofrotGr. On steep overhanging 
surfaces the raeasure:.ients were .iuuu using stenographic constructions as 
advocated by McIntyre (l^51/« Leusuremonta of soae tiiree thousand minor 
structures wero taken.
A ll structural measurements were carried out to tho limit of 1J, 
though on the whole xt is likely that suah accuracy except in special cases 
is not warranted.
In addition in so far as folds were concerned a record was made 
of varieties of styles encountered in the field.
rineralqgioal and Laboratory Studios.
In general mineralogy of the main rook types of the area la 
sufficiently simple to onabln identification in the field. The existence of 
frequent politic bonds enabled the author to produce a map (S3 ) of 
motamorphic zones. This port of stucty' war. auppleinented by so.se 400 thin 
sections, which wore found especially useful in tracing the fyanite zone 
in the western parts of the area where the rooks havo suffered a ndld 
retrogressive metaraorphisKL In addition, the thin sections wero used for
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de&uoi.ng the relations botwoen deformation and motamorphisn as reflected 
in textural zaodifioations.
Several petrofabric diagrams wore constructed but no special 
study of petrofabrioa has been undertaken. I t  has beon assumed tiiat un­
ravelling of macro-structures on tlioir om merit may provide a better basis 
for future potr^fabrio studios. On the other hand several orientated 
specimens were cautioned and asod to supplement structural inferences.
Descriptive . xrungeitent of tho Thesis.
While the ultimate significance of the minor structures depends 
on elucidation of the structural history of an area, there are several 
relatively simple geometrical relationships between the minor and the major 
structures tliat have to be presupposed before a major structure could be 
defined gooraotrioally,
It  has beon found Hiat the or, tabliailment of suah geometric 
relationships can not be done cn tho solo evidence found in Central Highlands 
and data collected from other areas Iiad to be used. In particular Clough's 
tfoark on Cowal (1097) makes naiy structures intoGLligiblo. His observations 
supple; ented by observations and deductions from Central Highlands form the 
basis for interpretation of major tectonic features of Schiohallion complex. 
It  seems thus Justifiable to define and describe the minor structures found 
in Hie area separately from Hie main theme of the thesis* Such general 
account of minor structures and tho methods of investigation based on then 
w ill be included in tho reiad/ning three sections of Part I.
In Part I I  the stricture and tectonic history of the area w ill 
bo deacribod using Hie methods and results outlined in Part I.
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Part I I I  is  reserved four tho atuty of metamorphiem and the 
distribution of niatasnorjhio zones in the area, as well uo their relation 
in space and time to the structural pattern described In Part III* Souo 
related poafc-orogenic events v^ill be also included in this part.
.dforevlations
To avoid tho repetition of cumbersome phrases several abbrevi­
ations ore Introduced oa folio.w h
(a ) From no.v on tho aroa which has been iaapped and is shown on the 
map Sx in the folder, w ill be designated with a capital A and referred to 
ac the Area.
(b) The tongue of Dalradian rooks projecting northwards into the 
Haines end characterised b/ north north west to soulh south cant strike 
w ill be called thj Dulradian Triangle or where a possibility of misinter­
pretation does not exist, the Triangle, Its moat northerly point w ill be 
called tho apex of the Triangle.
(a ) Xn order that particular localities are simply and easily 
identified a locality map Is prepared and is in the folder (S2).
Any particular locality mentioned in the thesis usually hau u 
bracketed code number attached to it. Tho in itia l letter and the first  
numerical after i t  refor to a grid square immediately identifiable on Uap 
S2* The two other nunfcers separated by commas refer respectively to h or is on-  
tal and vertical oo-ordinatos within each individual square. Since on tho 
scale at whioh the squares are drawn (1 in. side) it  is  difficult to do
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measurements of an accuracy Mghar than *01 of an inch, a ll the grid 
numborn are moneured to this limit which in terms of actual flintanoen 
on tho grcaind imply nn accuracy \7ithin fifty  feet.
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IV. i l , . . , .
introduction
The term inoludes planes of bedding, foliation, Bonistoeity»
■train B lip1, ' flagginesB and Joints. Tho problem of the Joints has 
not been investigated in any detail. The other structures and their 
relations to each other w ill be described in tnio section. In so far as 
the terminology is concerned as feu* as possible tho cora:ion British use of 
the worus is  followed. The use of Hie term S- surfaoo for planar structures, 
while has tho advantage of being non-gunetioal, tends to hide the differences 
uetween tno various structures and is in general unsuitable for description 
of macroscopic structures. In consequence, oxoopt where a roforenco is  
made relevant to the subject of petrofabrios tiio term is  avoided.
In raetai.iorphio terrains i t  can not be assumed a priori that tho 
moot conspicuous pianos of lithologioal diiferenoo represent the original 
pianos of bedding. Colour banding has boon suggested to represent bedding 
in peaitsnitic roccs. While possibly this statement is  correct, unless nano 
signs of primary sedimentary struo euros aro present a final evaluation of 
such banding has oeen le ft suo-judicc. Trie priuc-pal sedimentary structures 
that are helpful in this respect ore s­
- (a) Current bedoing (b) G-rudeu. be&diiig (o) Slump bedding.
Of these, graded bedding i f  well developed is probably tho moot 
reliable. Current bedding unfortunately can be easily confused with oortain
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types of sheared out folds and vice versa. Sluq^ bedding is oven less 
reliable as the possibility of confusion with tectonic folds is considerable.
It  must be pointed out that even i f  the sedimentary structures 
ore plain and un dotakable and prove a particular band to bo a bod, it  is  
not always safe to assume that its relations to the adjacent layers are 
necessarily stratigraphioal, ranee as pointed out by J„ P.H. Green ( 1 3^1) 
close folding and a preferent?.al oil mi nation or thinning of liabo could 
account for an apparent succession of layers which is unrelated to strati- 
graphical order of deposition. According to the type of folding two oases 
may arise
(a) TiOwer lirib is preferentially thinned and vfcat appears as a 
succession is a pack of fragments of one and tho same 3tmti graphical 
layer (Fig. 2a).
(b) %per limb is prel'crentially thinned. Mjy relict sedimentary 
structures would indicate a succession in a reverse order from the original 
(Pig.2b).
Both types of folds were observed in the Area where in general 
they are devoid of minor sedimentary structures of any kind.
Schistoaitv and Cleavage
term schistosity is  restricted here to tho dominant planar 
orientation of conspicuous platy minerals such as micas and clilorites.
Aarely amphibole bearing rooks arc marked by planar rather than linear 
orientation of that mineral. In such cases the term sdiistosity is again
Following p * l ;
Fig»r -  Graded bedding in closely folded poonmitio layorn. 
a •  Preferential thdjniing of tlio louor limb* 
b -  Preferential thinning of tho upper llrib.
applicable. On the other hand a ll  the cases of closely spaced fractures 
and joints ore excluded unless such fractures are conspicuously lined by 
uioaoeouij minerals.
Jjserican structun 1 gedLqgists such as Leith \lJ2jj and Van 
Hisc ( 1896) used the ic.m schistosity and slaty or flow oleavage in the 
same sense. In cor.non with Ilarkcr { i j j s )  they distinguish two types of 
cleavage
\a) Slaty cleavage recc, ixired by planar orientation of minerals.
(L, Fracture cleavage recognised as a system of closely spaced fractures. 
Slaty cleavage and sctfiiatu6j.ty were assumed to liave been produced 
by deformation by flattening. t least in so far as the unit represented
by the fold its e lf is concerned tiio theory is  widely applicable, since among 
other features it  explains tJic da.dnc.nt develop tent of slaty oleavage 
parallel to the axial planes of folds, This direction is easily correlated
parallel to the Ad plane of the strain ellipsoid (Fig. 3a) •
The supposition that sahistosity i s  universally a direct heir 
of slaty oleavage is untenable as the analysis of s c h is t  shows that the 3ame 
fragment of rock often possesses several schistoaitics.
In the Area tho **.nst conspicuous sahistosity at any point is  
almost invariably parallel to tho axial planes of local minor folds when such 
are visible. This is most conspicuous whore die general dip is higl . Where
tho goner.X dip of tiio formations is low schistosity at first sight appears
to be sJbporalloJ or parallel to tho compositional banding* Turner (1%DJ 
points out that an analogous case in New boaland has to be explained by
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Following p«19*
Fig* 3 -  Stages in evolution of oleavagc in a fold
a -  Development of ale&vage in a symmetrical fold and 
at right angles to the compressive forces F* 
b <? c -  Progressive roouinbenoy is resulting in oanoontration 
of tlie si tear component f .2 along the plane of cleavage* 
F is assumed to be the regional foroe and AC is the angle that 
suoh regional foroe makes with the cleavage of the fold*
As the angle OC decreases f * 2 (shear ooo}X>n0nt) increases.
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reoutfcent folding and horizontal transport. Ho denies the probability 
load rcotamorphi?na an advocr.tod by Daly (1917)*
Ac a general rule Turner*s ideas aro applioabi© to tho Area, the 
apparent schistosi-ty or* bedding beirv; axial planal to the isoclinal recum­
bent folds. Exceptionally., sdaintoaity on bedding follows tho closures of 
folds. Several oaacc of this ohenenzenoa were Observed in parts of Banded 
group where tborc aro thin politic lcyorc with dominant psanmitic bends. 
Movement of flexure* .ilij) type accounts for such cases.
..hare tho achistU3ity is at low angles to the compositional 
banding it  is ol*ten possible to see that it  Is also a plane of pronounced 
ahear and the ir.ora Feeuflibent Hie associated folda arc the stronger in the 
shear.
Observations made on aimil&r phenomena elsewhere I-ave lod to the 
main objection to ecaistosity beir^ parallel to 13 plane of the strain- 
elllpooid. Suggests on was made by Becker (1893) that sujh sohistosity corres­
ponds to a piano of no deformation wiiioh is oblique to £3 plane of the 
strain ellipsoid. It utilU remained nocoeuuiy to explain why typically tho 
most dominant plane of oGhistosity is  a single plane, wiureas there are two 
planes of no deformation in a sui/ain ellipsoid, and v&iy such sahiotooity 
is axJ.al-planal. Ihe relation between recumbency of folds and shearing on 
Hie axial planal achistcaity toads to indicate tliat a two etago process 
ooold be etivisagod in the case of suoi aaidatocity in the .urea i-
1 . Develo:iment of a symmetrical fold (fig . 3a) ii;ere ochiatosity 
is approximately parallel to the axial plane.
• rugi’essive reouuibency of uiie fold whien causes coneontration 
of shearing stress parallel to tho planes of uchiBtosity producing 
Slip (Pig. Jb).
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Superficially the everburning of the fold can be visualised 
in terms of a rotating ellipsoid. Movement on a series of planes, however, 
can not be explained by appeal to Jhe strain ellipsoid as deformation Is 
nttoh more akin to plastic. So even tile simplest roc mbeni fold and the 
attendant sohistosity iiuve to be explained in terms cf two phases. In tho 
first the deformation was approximately clastic while in the second it was 
plaatio* In the first phase the main process was the flexure of the band 
and in the second the shear of ihe same band.
The simplest oase just described has more complex ramifications.
I f  tho planar structure vhich was folded is a pre-existing schistoaity or 
raoru rarely a very close succession of very thin nitemating bands of 
politic and psamidtic material, the distance between each two planes of 
sohistosity i «  of tho same order as half of the wave length of the folds 
produced. This has been often called the strain slip  cleavage (Fig.4)« The 
space in between each two x>lanea of such cleavage is packed with lit t le  
puckers, and often it is possible to rSbserve that as the folding proceeds to 
becorao rooumbont shear concentrated on the planes of clepvago separates the 
equivalent puckers one from tho other. Such puckers have been called 
wTotfalton,? by jbupferer (192?) and havo been acLitted to be sheared flexure 
folds. Certain folds in Cowal show tho existence of nod) "Totfalten" at tho 
orestj of largar folds tho limbs of which show obvious shear parallel to 
tho planes of sohistosity (Fig.5)* It  is this doaorvatian (see King and Rant 
1955a ) , which suggests the probability of at least some shear folds repres­
enting the last stage in evolution of flexure folds. In line with definition
Following p#21.
Fig.4 •  Strain slip  cleavage#
Tho broloan linos indicate an earlier 
olenvogej tlie strain slip  being 
represented by slightly irregular solid 
lines*
Fig. 5 -  "Tot falton”
A later stage in the ©volution of 
strain slip  cloavrge*
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of sdkistosity advocated in thir> thesis tho strain slip  cleavage i f  it  
is conspicuoucly lined with micas hore w ill be called the strain slip  
Bchistosity. The development of 'strain d ip " nohlatosity is aoccmpaniod 
by fine crumpling of micaceous layers involved in folding. Such ommplinga 
with their slightly irregular but essentially parallel el natation in the 
direction of axes of larger folds w ill be later on described more fully.
They ero normally closely folded planes of pre-existing schistoaity. There 
is l it t le  doubt that such crunrulings have been produced by compression 
and being typical of phyllites they oan be called the phyllitio lineation.
Schists and phyllitos with a well developed planar struaturo 
often develop another structure which in cross section could resemble tho 
phyllitic llrieation* The structure has been called Hie strain band and 
occasionally confused with strain slip sahiatosity. The band is  a monoolinal 
double buckle (Fig. 6 ) , which has an unusually long linear dimension parallel 
to the axle of budding and in this respect differs noticeably frcm strain 
slip cwiples. Tho strain 3lip  cr r.ioles typically nhow the ratio aA  = Xz 
t&izvq a is  the amplitude of the arun^ ule and 1 is its elongation parallel to 
the axis. Tho strain band bnc lea measured in Hie bo o il nohist had the ratio 
of /[ of tho order of 1/1D*3 to 1/500 end no doubt, even mate extreme cases 
exist. The deformation along strain bands only occasionally ends by pro­
duction of simple monoclines. l n the fie ld  they are often found to show 
eventual overturning a*z& a concentration of ahoaring soon Hikes places at the 
axicoies of the buold.es giving rise to schistosity, since the planes of 
shearing aro almost inevitably’ lined by micas. In psamr iitio rocks the n^age
Following p. 22
Fig. 6 ** DiogrrOTjatic representation of a strain band.
at W iic u i overturning occurs does not develop easily oad. instead the rook 
fractures through a system of closely spaced faults parallel to the axial 
planea of strain bund buckles* This is evidently tlio fracture cleavage 
of Karker and others* The possible modlanlcul cuuso to bo suggested for 
tho in itia l phase of for aiion of the strain bandf, Is shearing. Indeed 
such an explanation is demanded since as the Fig* 7 uhu./s points sue*. no 
Q utiu i) liuvo moved towca'ds each other in a horizontal sense and cmay frcm 
each otlier in a direction oblique to the planes of sunistoslty or bodding 
in tiie rodk* Evidently as suggested auch shear duos not take place 
parallel to the AU piano of strain ellipsoid* Tlic evolution of strain bands 
can be again explained in terms of h+>> phases*
( 1 ) n unsontially elastic stage resultii^ in formation of buckled 
tt& n o G lin e s *
(2) Piovided the rock ia capable of plastic Reformation, overturning 
occurs and a schistosity Je/elopn niiioh has a different ge^natrio relations
to.Ihe buckled material from that £&sractoristic of strain clip (Fig. 8)*
#
Tills w ill be oalleJ. the strain band schistosity. I f ,  hcvwvcr, the work is 
psaiinxLtic I t  beiifivos as a brittle  substance and fractures supersede the 
dflfvelopi uiiit of in itia l buckles
In a ll  the oases discussed tho schiatonity in its ultimate 
character can not bo compared with either slaty or false cleavage proposed 
by Ilarker (1939, pp. l^f.-lC.l), since tho in itia lly  different processes give 
rise to ultimately siib.lar structures, once the concentration of shear 
promotes the grtwtb of platy minerala. ffre devolopraent of such ndnor&la
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Following p. 23*
Fig*7 • Relations of a strain 
ellipsoid to a strain b ind# 
Arrows represent slxear
• t
stresses. SS and SS are 
the ourfaoes of Deodnun 
shear*
Fig. 8 -  Strain band sohiatosity, 
represented by thick lines.
curing tho plastic phase Is in a sense mi-astie, since they utilise the 
planes of siiear predetermined by a preceding phase of do for; ration. I f ,  
however, by rdrnetio one bup .ioa the type of growth Tshioh is entirely post- 
tectonic then tho terra an a general rule is not *^plioG.ble. f^e tendency of 
thickenning of sc£iisto«c layers vj± Lh defer -.^ ati on and a Lear clearly indicates 
that deformation and mineral reconstitution go hand in Ii&nd. In this respect 
thore is considerable cvidouoo presented by Clough frcsii Gowal (1897 > p. 26). 
lie points out tluit trio development of the pim&ti of strain slip and the 
growth of minerals on thorn finally give rise to a type of banding which is 
far more pr ooiinent than the relicts of boudiqg aeon here and there in the 
shape of loos <3eformo& resistant psanr'itio bands and sheared out lonticles 
botr/acn tho planes of sohiatosity; t*hioh by then have been so thickened with 
accumulated mica as to achieve the statue of foliation. Such psoudo-bedding 
oould after careful examination be differentiated frun the actual bedding 
in the relatively lua grade me tan»rphic rooks of southern CcauI. With the 
increase in luotaiioriiio grade which occurs noi*thwaras the last relicts of 
bedding disappear, leaving foliation which has been produced on the planes 
of sahistosity masquerading as bedding.
Multiple Schistositiec.
In the ac«o»jnt of development of cchistooity so far as 
important simplification ha* boon introduced. T c^ reaumbenoy of a particular 
set of flexure fold? or strain band nan xslines has been treated as a final 
result of de formation. Throughout the Area there is considerable evidence that
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suoh is not tho case* kgain tho understanding of the observed rjhenoiaena 
has beon gained via structural considerations put forward by Jlough (1897 
pp. 9-29) from Cuwal. Clough noticed tnat the in itia l schistosity can bo 
folded a^ain and affected by strain clip. Eventually the strain slip gives 
rise to a now schistoaity, but even tiiis schistoeity coec not represent 
■fche last azage deformation* as i t  gets folded twice more, each new 
episode being associated with a new schistoaity* n il four oniaodas of do- 
i  urination in dowel iire attributable to a continuous maintonanco of more or 
leas uniform regional foroes, aa tuo strikes of a ll schistdeities are 
approximately the same and parallel to the Galedonoid direction, and as eaoh
4
episode proceeds to reauisbcncy inure is a final correspondence in dip 
val'aes us well. These observations provide one of several explanations for 
the oxiutcnoe of laultiple planes of ocbiBtosi1$r or the £»~ surfaces of 
writers on petrofabrios. For instanoe starting rrcsn the simplest possible 
casu of axial planal schistosity with no micas on tho bedding plane we oan 
detect IS surface (Fig- 9a), but i f  tiuo 8 surfaou ic in itse lf folded and a 
new schistosity develops, two extra S surfaces are produced (Fig.9b). In 
Central Perthshire the wetaiaorphic grade is high and tho schists have been 
subjected to strong x'ecrystallisation often loosing the ovidanoa of bedding 
be-nee dating of schistosities is not so single as in Cowal. It  is a ccnraon 
field  experience, however, tirat micas, even where t.*e megascopic plane of 
schistosity is  prenounced, do not have an absolutely planar orientation; 
instead, they ahow a complex: sub -ihombLadal arrangement* On close inspection
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l«bllorriiY; p#25
Fig. 9 *  The evolution of multiple schistosities.
On refolding ol’ the original sohistosity IS (a) 
two additional sohistositieo 2S and 3 * oorae 
into existence.
of uuj polished orientated 3pe oinsens several planes of inclination of 
micas were lound* I t  is  probable -that the present orientation of the 
micas in such schinta is  the result of several episodes o f a continuous 
serios o f deformation*. In such a case the present oohintnsity is a 
oonprorxLso e ffec t of these &&for^tians an3 may bo called after Turner 
(19^5* p.2?30), tho "aoe^ronise nchiotosity" „ For instance a specimen of 
Killieorart'^ie schist collected from Me nil Dear g (Pt 37,56,77) shotia on super­
f ic ia l omnination only one pronounced piano of schiotosity. A composite 
pctrofaLrlc diagram of tho same aahint rcvoals the presence of at least 
6s surf cos (Fir;. 10) of which three intersect at sT"all angles on the axis
Cl
b and the three c-ther loss imortant S nurfaoes intersect on the a:rdLa b.
I t  is very prdbsfcle that tho explanation lies in the hypothesis of nultiido 
foldings, which lias been outlined on the preceding pages.
Foliation.
The term foliation is used hero in the cenno normally applied by 
British geologists. I t  implies com josi.tionnl banding and as such is different 
from odiistosity. Foliation orn not be everywhere distlriy ’.inhed from bedding, 
but two main ty >es of fo lia  fdon can bo in general recognised in Central
Fighlands.
(1) Bedding foliation, which either reflects the original bedding or 
represents planes of mineral segregation that occur parallel to the 
bedding.
(2) Schist osi/ty foliation, which is localised on the pre-exiatent 
planes of scblstocity. *ts pointed out in the preceding pages such 
foliation depends largely on the toot^nic control.
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In Idgh grade gneicnoa© rooks other of foliation evidently
exist and ifiedianiscns such £ , permutation by mugwatia u aLut ioua, l i t  par 
l i t  injection, different J and diffusion havw boeu suggested res­
ponsible for their >rigiu-
Schmidt (1932 j advocated puialy i*^ viianiccJL processes responsible 
fcr fa l l  at ion in lov7 and medium grained achist*. Rcwever it  sooias likely  
that the moat auoceacfu1  rredxuiism in these rooks is mstamos^hio differenti­
ation due to metamorphlc diffusion. Suoh weabaaisis wua suggested by Turner 
(122*2/ for the low grad® sallists of Hew Zealand- Clough \13S7# p.22) long 
before pointed out that the growth of ialoan on the planes of strain slip  
’’must imply a molecular oh^ i tgo tiir >ughout*.
delation* bo tree a Bedding. SehiBtoalty and lo llc  c_jL>n.
Whereas in the sequence of upright isoclinal folds of weakly meta­
morphosed rocks tho d iscrep an cy between schictosity and bedding ic oonnen 
the reverse is not infrequent in schists. Hcvoral factors bringing tills 
>C3ition ah o', it have been already pointed o?i±, but at this stage it  is con­
venient to systematise them under two general s’ib-hoadingfi.
1 . Husking effect of n oor^roreine sch: stosity" «  H:o size of rdcae in 
schistose rocks in oftem of the order of thickness of laminae of beddiny or 
a \70cd: foliation, 3inco litbaLogical differences between auch laminae arc 
often alight they are masked by the muah roro a  .s dcuoua orientation of 
micas and arc not normrdly detectable except on very smooth slicked aurfaccc 
This applies 3 speed ally to sorcdpoliti© type* of Maine granullto. Bedding is
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soon as a rather inconspicuous caLour banding only where the rooks have 
been polished by the action of water. An especially good cxarrple of this 
phenomenon is seen on the northern all ore of Loch Ilannooh, 1 ndlo west of 
Klnloch liannoah (Pt.A6,75*94)• Un the beach, the water-worn surfaces of 
the roc.as show a moat Intricate folding with dominant sohistosity being 
parallel to the "flagjiness' of tho granulite. fei yards above theso, in 
tho rough granulitos by tho roadside no other structure, except Mfleshiness" 
can bo detected. Similar conditions prevail in Dalradian schistose quurtzitu 
and n&oasohists east of tills locality. These rooks in the field ofton do 
not appear to possess any structure except a unifon fLagginess, yet frequent 
folds can bo aeon in orofls-sectionu out in the laboratory. Such folds are 
recumbent in style and do not fold the flaggy layers themselves.
2. Shearing out of linbs and t^ioies of folds. -  It  has been already
pointed out that one of tho effects of progressive reountoenoy is concentration 
of shear on the planes of sohistosity giving rise to an eventual foliatioi.
On the very a a l l  scale of the "Totfalien" this shearing takes place on both 
liribs of overturned folds simultaneously, since oacli plane of sohistosity is  
a piano of oqulvalent shear. With strain bands two alternative possibilities 
occur os foiloosi-
(a) Shear oon jentration on both buokles of tho monocline, a stf to
of affairs already illustrated on Fig.O. T)1is caao is especially chur- 
acuorintio of single monoclines.
(b ) Shear concentration on lov/er buoJilos of tlic monoclines (F ig .ll).
This type frequency occurs where there arc many monoclines one after 
the other. The apices of such corrugations are usually very much sharper 
than of those associated with strain slip sohiBtosity.
Following p*2g*
Fig* 11 -  She nr concentrated on the lower bonds of 
tho strain bonds*
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At a stage in def ormation when the evidence of sohistosity 
indicatos a £jronounced shearing the effect of it  is not confined to the 
voxy snail scale struct ires. Larger folds also show the evidence of 
shearing, and givo riso to the following stylos
(a ) Concertina folding with sheared out lintoa of harder units -  
Bonded group south of Lasslntulliah often show this type of 
defoliation (Fig. 12a). At this extreme stago of deformation the 
succession tends to be of the same order of tldclmess as previous 
to tho folding.
(b) Extension shear folding when tie lower limb of the fold is  
preserved. Mary oases of this style aro known ft*am Kjllicr&nkie 
Sahists aouth-wost of Kinlooh Rannoch. In this, as in the previous 
case tho dip of schist oaity aloaely approximates tho dip of the 
formation as a viiole (Fig. 12b).
(o) Sohistosity shear folding when tho shear has concentrated on 
tho closely spaced planes of ochistosity as in Fig. 6.
(d) Shearing out of both limbs of the unaohistoae member of a 
succession. For example a sheared out fold of amphibolitc from 
l i t  Hor near Kinlooh Rannooh tet.B5,97>V7) (Fig.l2o).
Tho extreme style of shearing is evidently associated with the 
last stages of deformation involving an appreciable recumbency. Throughout 
the Central Highlands this type of deformation becomes dominant as the 
11 oine-Dal radian boundary is approached and is characterised of the Moinos 
themselves. (Sec King and R&st I'Jltjb) • It  givos rise to a characteristic 
fLagginess of the rooks near this boundary. Burrow has coined the term 
"Maine phase" as an expression of this stylo, however, tn© terra shear 
tectonics seems to be more appropriate despite its genotical connotations. 
rihe areas characterized by si*ear tectonics show more or less platy 
achistosity which is often of a " compromise" type. These areas also show 
numerous sheared out folds and where shearing is loss intense the folds 
are clearly racument with the average dip of sohistosity, bedding and 
foliation being the same.
Following p*29*
Fig* 12 -  Styles of systems of rocunl>;nt folds* 
a -  Lower limb eliminated, 
b -  Up]»r limb eliminated, 
o -  JVjth limbo eliminated.
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V. LIN&.JR STRUCTJKES
Introduction
Tho most important linear structures are minor fold, but since 
12ie explanation of their geometrical variety depends largely on theoretical 
considerations it  is convenient to remove then to another section. In 
this section the main varieties of lino at ions w ill bo described bringing 
in the examples noticed in the Area.
Lineation and its T:/.->es
While the terra lineation according to Cloos (1942, p. 1) includes 
a ll the linear structures irrespective of their origin in this thesis the 
main concern is obviously with the linoation produced by structural 
deformation in metamagrpkio rocks. In the same memoir Cluoo has devised a 
oa iprehensivo scheme of classification of lineaticns. Tlio s die me is largely 
geuetioal and includes some 13 different types. Sinoe, however, the origin 
of snrno of tho linentions met with in meta: norphic rocks is s t i l l  in dispute, 
it  seems advisable to sub-d;'vide tho lineaticno encountered in tho Area 
according to their morphological characteristics. Such a sub-division is 
necessarily just & working field  classification.
Apart from the ninor folds seven typos of linoations have boon 
recognized in Central Perthshire. They are as fallows : -
1. Preferential elongation of minerals
2. Strotdhed pebbles
3. JFiiyllitio lineation
4. Intersections of planar structures
3. Grooves and sliokensides
6. Hullione
7. Boudins and Tectonic inclusions.
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Preferential Elonatlon of Ilinoruls.
Growth of acioular minerals in such a way that a majority of 
individual crystals point in tho sar© direction is a very common phenomenon 
in mstanorphic rooks. In the Central Highlands hornblende schists of a 
presumed igncuus origin show this par oxoellenoe. T^e degree of parallelism 
varies with mineral content, but also probably with type of deformation. 
Presence of parphyro blasts of garnets usually disturbs tho regularity of 
oriontation and the aoio'ilar hornblendes tend to wrap round tho oqui- 
dimensional garnets. Suah irregularity is  even more pronounced when those 
garnets show signs of rotation contemporaneous with growth, which are seen 
in tho development of 3 trends of inclusions within the gamots.
Presumed sodimentary hornblende sohists as a rule behave differently. 
The calcareous Ben Lowers schist is especially prone to develop sedimentary 
anphibolitos, which at first appear as a "Qorbensohiefer" type of rook in 
which aotinolitio aiqpliiboles form laths of up to 3-4 oms. long. Tho individual 
lathe in these rocks grow on planes of sohiatosity and do not show any 
preferred linear orientation. The groundmaan in such r cks consists of 
quartz, oaloitc, opldote, chlorite 5 plagioolase and accessory eoisite and 
spheno. If lean and oros also occur frequently. With tho increase in nietanor- 
phio grade these minerals are usually converted into same more hornblende 
and almandlne garnet, the final product being a ooarne homblendio rook in 
which the anphibolen n tlll possess a lath shaped habit and do not ctevolop 
a specially conspicuous lineation.
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- part from hornblende schists few other rock types shrm thin type 
of lioo&tion. A porphyroblastic soapolite schist near Lassintullioh 
fpt.Efc # however shows a similar type of growth of soapolites. In this 
rook soapolites up to an inch in length have a surprisingly regular 
orientation.
When these minerals form the hulk of tho rook the linoation is invar­
iably parallel to the minor folds i f  suoh are to he found at or near the 
exposure. On rare occasions cparoe growth of 9 o i l  crystals of araphibole has 
been observed to ocour on tho in ter-faces of quartzose or ampfclbdlitic layers 
when suoh are f dried into upright folds (Fig. 13). In suoh ouseo the horn­
blendes are found to he orientated at right angles to the axis of tho fdd .
It  must he emphasised that the intor-faooa of these layers are in effect 
Joints and hear a ll the characters of late movement. They are found 
particularly noar Crcag Varr.
Ifioas at times show elongated habit especially on the jointed surfaces 
of lioino granulites. Their direction of elongation is  at right angles to the 
trend of minor folds wiiioh are Cole&onoid in most localities. Those minor 
folds with axes at right angles or nearly so to the local Caledonoid trond 
usually show the elongated micas parallel to their axes* Evidently there ia 
a differenoe in origin of suoh lineations occurring on the Joint surfaces and 
the overall reorientation of minerals in metaraorphic rocks. Tliis linoation 
seems to be later than tho main move aents and belongs to that stage of 
deformation which could bo loosely described as brittle.
F a llo w in g  p . 32
Fig. 13 -  Lineation of rmphibolos on tho surf no© of 
quart zooe layer*® of a fold from Creag Varr#
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Elongation of Pebbles
The district of Sohiohallion is rather favourable for the stud? of 
elongated pebbles, since the occurrence of the Sohiohallion Boulder Bed 
affoi'ds a good op ortunity. Tho author has seen the lineated conglomerates 
of Norway described by Kvale (1943) but no comparable phenomena have boon 
observed in Central Perthshire, where the deformation is evidently much 
weaker, at least in so far as the conglomerates are concerned. Fhree main 
types of peobles and boulders occur in Sohiohallion Boulder Beib
(a; uranitoid (b ) ^uartaoae and phyilitic (o ) Calcareous
Granitoid pebbles are generally equidimenaional and do not appear to have 
been appreciably deformed 01* indeed preferentially orientated. Romo quart- 
aose pebbles arc also equicLLraensional and again lit t le  signs of defamation 
have been found.
A fa ir proportion of the quartzono and a ll  phyllitlo pebblos, however, 
aro elongated. Usually it  is diffio it  to oay whether this elongation is  
primary or tectonic* Probably a ll these pebbles were originally elongated, 
but also subsequently modified by move onta. The rather abnormal dimensions 
of certain fragments indicate the high probability of post dapoeitional 
deformation of the pebbles. About 50 measure mnts wero made on the pebbles 
from Cnoo an Jtfiithich ^Pt. E7r90,82 ) and A llt Mor, 1 mile west of Glen- 
goulandie. In some cases the dimensions wore definitely abnormal such as 
10 am. x 1 cm. x .73 cm. The majority, however, were on average of the 
order of 3 eras, x 1 an. x 0.5 certain proportion on tho other hand
were larger and equidimenaional. While a sarple of 50 is not adequate for
statistical analysis it  can bo said that the moderately elongated fragments 
formed 75 1 of the oanple.
The elongated pebbles are invariably parallel to the axes of looal 
minor folds or at least to one of tlio trends i f  more than one are present. 
CaloareouB pebbles are invariably elongated again parallel to the axes of 
minor folds. Quartz ore and granitoid pebbles tend to be more or leas equi- 
dimensional. Those parts of Bouldor Bed which arc calcareous tend to contain 
more equi dimensional granitoid and quarfcsosa pebbles, than the more quartzoso 
portions of the same formation. It  seems that the following hypothesis would 
explain adequately the above observations.
(a) Pebbles of different lltholqgy show different powers of resistance 
to deformation.
(b ) Granitoid pebbles arc meet undoforiable rjhile calcareous pebbles 
arc. moat deformable. The quartzose pebbles are in between.
(o) Originally equidimensional pebbles have suffered less deformation 
than those possessing primary elongation.
(d) Competence of the matrix is an important factor in deformation of 
pebbles.
Phyllitlc Lineation
Plications of the amplitude o^oparable to tho distance between each two 
planes of schistoeity are not included here in the definition of the miner 
folds. Such plications have already been mentioned in the lust section under 
the terms of phyllitic lineation and strain bands. The former structure is  
much norc widespread and consequently more important. Normally it  is a small 
scale crumpling of schistose foliao of a sails t. Often the or unplod sahistosity 
appears to be suibparallel to the bedding and the conclusion may be reached
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that tho bedding has been crumpled.
Such appearances are duo to the fact that orwapling does not appear 
until a pronounced sohistosity dmracteristic of shear teutonics *ias been 
formed* Though the effect of shear tectonics is to produce a statistical 
parallelism of lithological bands and achistooity thoro are as a rule to bo 
found some discrepancy v&erc the closures of folds have been proserved.
Once such a succession is refolded t:*e ply H it  ic lineatlun appears and is
parallel to the axes of now folds. The old closures of the folds arc generally
difficult to recognise especially i f  refolding occurs on analogous axes. Here 
the phyllitio lineation is useful in recognition of two episodes of folding 
sinoe its direction of plunge w ill not bo absolutely parallel to the plunge 
of the closures of the older fold* . The relevant observation is that the 
trend of phyllitic linoation in cut abruptly by the litholqgioal continuity 
of the older closure. These conditions have been actually encountered in 
Central Perthshire and a very good axan^lo from tho Moino Granulitos north of
Glen Errochty will be described in Section XII.
Interception of Planar Structures
Linuations of this type result from the intersection of cleavage or 
sohistosity and bedding or foliation, and sinoe cleavage and sohistosity are 
usually axial planal, trace of oleavage on bedding or bedding on cleavage is 
parallel to tho direction of plunge of the fold. Unfortunately, in high grade 
or medium grade sdiistoso rooks these criteria are rarely applicable in 
practice, as cons icuoua intersections of sohistosity and bedding are often 
lacking.
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Such interoections especially i f  at a small angle aro very difficult 
to observe in the field. Ilotraver, Fig. 10 shows such c case as a result of 
a petrofabric ntudfcr, where the recognised axes b rnd b con be matched by 
minor folds in the field.
Gr JQVQ3 and Slickensidua
On the whole sliol:en3iding except in the neighbourhood of Loo 'fay 
Fault has not boon found to be widespread in the Area. Usually it  represents 
the result and indicates the direction of the latest displacements on a plane. 
On vertical surface* subpar&llel to Loch fay Fault slidsensiding is often 
subhorizontal and parallel to the fault, though other directions exist as well. 
However, the quartzoao rooks adjacent to the fault at and north of Glen- 
goulandie aro broken up by nacrous joints and whatever the overall direction 
of movement, on tho joint it  was conditioned by local orientation of the joint 
plane.
Other typos of grooves exist in association with mullions and boudinage 
and w ill bo discussed under those headings.
Mull j. oar,
A variety of struoturos has boon included under tills title . In a recent 
paper Wilson (1953) has described these structures from the type locality at 
Oykell Bridge and has differentiated them intoi-
1. Bedding or fold mullionu.
2. Cleavage millions.
3* Irregular mullions.
Rod&ings.
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iiOcordiAj to Wilson mulliona are ooqposod of country rook, whereas 
rodding is synonymous with quartz-rods derived ftpom segregationa of silion  
during movements. Both of the two struct urea have boon reoo^nized and are 
widespread In the Area.
Cleavage raullions have been observed in .JLlt Mor west of Crlengoulandie 
(Ft. K9>J-9>41) «nd consist of prisms of quartsitc derived from the inter­
section of closely parallel joints and bedding at the clan urea of folds.
As ragards the other two types of millions a varioty of structures 
lias been reoognized and w ill bo described •
(a ) Corduroy fluting -  Tho tern was introduced by Bailey and McCallien 
(1937) and is probably more or loss synonymous with irregular laulLions of 
Oykell Bridge, The raullions are pencils of psannitio material separated by 
rather irregular joints. Such structures are invariably parallel to the 
direction of local minor folds. South cast from Sohiohallion, in jJ.lt Mor 
these structures appeal* to be especially associated with tile oores of ti;;ht 
folds and are in the nature of joints to tho extent of possessing a sparoe 
coating of musoovito-moa; in this respoot resembling flaggineno of tlie 
Moinian granulitos. Bailey and HcCallien have especially reported them from 
a h i ll  known as Meal."! nan Bun north of the summit of Ben a'Chuallaiah 
(B3,55j25). Thoso oxiosuros have been now ro~examdnod and two distinct 
structures wero found.
1. Muilionn of irregular type.
2. Grooves proceed on recrystallised quartz veins. Such quartz 
veins are nearly planar and oovor joint olanen. These grooves, 
thus, are analogous to slickensidos and almost certainly are late 
structures. They arv parallel to tlie irregular mullions on Meall 
nan Bun and plunge at 20°~3^° trending 10°-20° east of south.
Such grooves do not seem to be analogous with the grooves which are 
occasionally associated with boudinage, where it  occurs in quartzose 
formation; in which oase the edges or the boudine arc grooved.
The quarizose portion of Banded group exposed in Erroohty Water 
near frinafour (Pt«F2,90,54) mama this phenomenon veay well.
The ous&non association of irregular mui^una with c 'res of folds 
suggests that their origin i.nv be related to relaxation experienced by 
tho rook after release of pressure. Paring the period of movements tho 
rook in the core of a fold expoiueuooa a high oarprosaive stress. On release 
of pressure, so called " released fractures" w ill occur giving rise to tho 
irregular Joints whioh form the surfaces of the mullions. (Fig. 14).
(b ) Whale badk mullions -  The irregular mullions of the Area are often
on tins scale of 1-3 oins. across each individual pencil. Whale back mullions 
have been so culled by the author becauso they have the sliape of broad 
elongated humps often several foot across. Quarteite, ospecially xiiore it  
is adjacent to schistose formations is prone to show this structure.
Numerous observations indicate that the30 mullions are racunbent folds 
(Fig. 15) of an unusual diaracter, the broad hump of the million being the 
uninvertod limb of tho fold. The steep eastern slope of Creag on Ffithiah 
slious these structures very well.
(c ) Qraan xdpcs -  The term was introduced by J.3.G. Uilson in the Geological 
Survey Memoir for Sliact 55 (1905) for rather peculiar elongated structures 
which have the appearance of organ pipes. The type locality is tlic bed of 
river Garry two miles north-west of Sirtian, Perthshire. Those structures are 
again f  ids, owing their particular aiape to the oenfcination of original
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F o llo w !. i£ p . 3 •
Fig* 14 -  Tho ori in o irregular mtiLlionrj vine to 
relaxation of ooopioaoion from f. to f«
Fig* 15 -  Whale back nulliona -  (vrostorn slopoa of Ben 
a* ChunllcAch) •
reonotry and modification by erosion (Fig. 16). Similar though less extreme 
structures are present in ti«o bed of l i t  Jar, north a£ Kinlooh rtosmoch 
(pt B5,95 >57) • structures are of the same order of magnitude as shale
buck :aolliw~a.
(dy rbcudoripple uulliuna -  These aro normally 01' moderate dimensions 
of a few aentitaetere acroou aid in a^^xiai'auoe readable ripple marks* Their 
aou-sedimentfary origin in obvious as tnoy are almost invariably associated 
t/ith crostj of folds. A ll the a oe.aiii;i0jQ cug .^cat tnat tiiey are 00ipreosional 
structures, but there is uo uctuul evidence os to wither they are in fact 
flexure folds or aufc. Such nuliions are common tl trough out fcne quartsose 
rooks of the roa (Pi&*17)«
houdlnar.e
Bou&inage is  here used for the rtruoture described by behest (1909) 
from Belguiin and redoaoribod by Wegnonn (1932) and Cl000 (1947). The structure 
cinsists of a series of parallel, disjointed, clang ted segments whici in ora® 
section appear os a series of sausages (boudins) of o usually more competent 
roe?; surrounded by a less oa ipatent medium. The segments arc normally 
quartsooe 01* arriiiooLitic and tlio medium sc listosc.
The gcciaotry of theoo segments l i l i e s  tiiat they liave been originally 
a cxmtinuc>u3 layer and owe tlid r deformation to tensions! forces (Fig.lba).
In addition to this typo, which is ctiaracterioed by the barrel si taped 
orossHscctioQS of boudins, in for nations such as Banded Group there eidats 
a different type of structure with segments having a loaenge shaped cross- 
sootiona* gain ti*o segments are elongated at right angles to the cross-
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Follow! g p. 32*
Pig*lb -  ft sketch of orgpn pipe structure -  
River Grjpiy#
P ig • 17 •  A aketoh of poeudoripple millions 
If nil© north er*st of Kinloch I-rjujoch*
section (Fig. 18b). An explanation of such geometric diversity oould bo 
sought in tho mechanics of deformation of the relatively competent materials. 
In the case of barrel shaped boudinaf e the competent layer starts yielding 
by plastic deformation first and. only later the two segments got separated.
In tho case of lozenge shaped b adinage there ia no plastic stage preceding 
fracture. JJL the stages of transition from one type to the other can bo 
so^n in the Area.
Normally boudins aro elongated parallel to the earns of local folds. 
Oases havu been observed, however, viiere tlie barrel shaped boudlns nave an 
elongation obliquG to the axes of local folds. (Pt. 35 , 92 , 7C).
Since boudinag© ia produced by tension affecting and disrupting tho 
harder layers, the rasuits obtained bv metallurgical experiments with shoots 
of mild steel subjected to tension are of interest (Nad&i 1931$ pp* 33-6-327). 
These experiments show that dopendit* on tne thiornons of die slieet failure 
con happen on a zone either perpendicular or obliruo to the direction of 
principal stresses. It  is not unlikely that layers of rock w ill behave in a 
similar way. In other words boudins with axes oblique to the axes of folds 
racy originate due to the impact of the sore set of stresnos as were respon­
sible for the folds themselves.
Jonclusiuiu,
With the except on of slioKensides, oblique boudinage elongation of 
hom'oleudes and occasional micas on tlie inter faces of layers of quartzitc and 
ar#>iiibaiite, a ll other lineationn described in this section arc parallel to 
the axes of local minor folds. This implies tliat tho structural problem of 
relations between the minor and the major structure can be c$>proached by e:m»- 
ination of mechanics style and IdLnomatic significance of folding.
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Following p .4 0
Fig.lB - Boud nage*
a) Barr l-shrped.
b) LozengO"»s}vu)ed«
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VI. FOLDS M> HBFULDlilG
Introduction *
Minor folds and linoations of tho Area shs*? auch a diversity 
of geometric forms that no a ll  embracing mechanism in applicable. Geo­
metrically, most of the rdnor folds in the Area can be classified into two 
major groupss
1. Nearly symmetrical folds
2. Strongly overturned folds.
Though transitional canes exist, on the wtioie they arc not very frequent.
Tho Symmetrical folds arc not difficult to interpret as there 
is a general acceptance that in most cases such folds have originated by 
budding; nevertheless, the common association with phyllitio lineation 
must be explained.
The overturned folds on the other hand present several features 
whiah merit special considerations. In the Area three important styles of 
such folds have been recognized.
1. Those folds that arc characterized by a reduced or eliminated
lower l i T>b.
2. Those folds in which the upper linib is thinned, wliile tho
lower limb is preserved.
3. Closures of the folds with both limbs thinned out.
In addition to tho diversity of styles tiie minor folds show a 
diversity of structural relations to the major folds. Sone folds affect 
many layers at the same time, while others affect only one layer; yet
another set of folds refold tho prc-oxistcnt flexures.
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To explain such fea tares a number 01* mechanisme has been 
advanced and aru avail-able in tho 13 tor&ture. For instance a CJOJprohonsive 
review by Traip (1937) given a sum.iazy of various lueol^nisms of wuioh four 
can bo advocatei. to explain most of tme loida in tlie jurecu The four mech­
anisms are aa fol^ows:-
1* Budding mechanism.
2* Pushing mechanism.
3« Drag znod.aiiism.
4* Shear raeatianlsin.
buckling Meoharjin i
I f  a horizontal layer in subjected to horizontal compressive 
forces two possibilities can be envisaged.
1. Shearing strongth of the lay or is s dialler than buckling 
limit, resulting in the fracture of the layer.
2. Shearing strength of tho layer is larger than buckling 
limit and tho layer w ill buckle.
Neither operation involves ary external bonding moments, while such
undoubtedly aporate internally. Since, geologically speaking, in the deeper
parts of tlie or "genic bolt a confining pressures arc high tho shearing
strongtli is also high and budkling is tho nor .\*il process of re lie f of
accumulated strc.ni.
The physical properties of buckled material were investigated 
by Snoluchowski (l£09). Under conditions of high stress ho has indicated 
that in a buckled Iryor X s  ch 3/4
Where: »  wave length of undulation
c  b constant
h s: thickness of the layer
The equation applies to elastic substances, but can be usod in a general
way for plastic deformation.
The above equation indicates that folds with small wave leng th 
require a very small thickness of the layer. Thin fact is of a goologioal 
sigiiificance since it  e^laina the origin of phylliiic line a ti on. Bedding 
planes in which continuous thin micaceous layers do not exist are not likely 
to give rise to small scale corrugations- On the other hand the surfaces 
of slaty cleavage or axial plane schistosity i f  subjected to a subsequent 
episode of deformation will give rise to corrugations with very snail wave 
length. In other words the first phyllitie lineation w ill in nar a l oiroun- 
stnnoes be subsequent to the first sahistoeity.
In the Central highlands the phyllitio lineation, being in ti*e 
nature of s a l l  scale crumpling, is undoubtedly associated with movements 
which have folded pro-oxietent sohistosity. Suoh oan be sometimes proved in 
individual exposures where refolded folds are to be seen.
'0io other important feature arising from studies of physical 
causes and effects of buckling and reoognirod by onginoors is that any sheet 
of mater al subjected to ccrrpronoive forces exceeding buckling limit, v/xll 
buoIxLe simultaneously «i two sets of axes. The main fold with a small radius 
of curvature w ill be formed with an axis at right angles to the direction of 
pressure, rhila the cross-fold w ill bo formed with an axis parallel to the 
direction of pressure (F ig.19). Denoting the larger radius of curvature R 
and the 3 sailer radius of curvature r i t  has boon found by Koenigsberger 
(1924) and Hungurer (1922) tJiat tho ratio decreases with the increasing 
thickness of the layer, provided tho other dimensiais of the layer are kept 
constant. Or more explicitly tho cross-fold becomes more pronounced in thicker 
layers. In addition, the cross-fold increases in amplitude relative to tho
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Following p*4;’.
Fig«l i -  Relations betv»en the main and the
oross-fold in a buckled layer* Tho rr uius 
of tlio main buckle (r ) is smaller than tho 
radiun of cross-buckle (H)«
main fold with the increase in plasticity. Hungurcr (1922) suggested that 
this is the appropriate mechanism for the origin of culminations and de­
pressions in the Alps. Evidently such 1 automatic" oross-buokles w ill become 
•noro intense with overbur.iing of the main buckle and i f ,  in the process of 
overturning the main buckle experiences a lateral resistance the oroas-buokle 
w ill become quite an important structure. In other words, the development 
of a cross-bucklo always lags bohind in relation to the main fold, i t  is  
submitted that these considerations are especially applicable to thtok goo- 
synclinal prisms and folded region** where cross-folding of this type can be 
expected.
A fold evolving duo to the operaticxi of buckling will gradually 
overturn, This is essentially a reflexion of internal friction within the 
material whereby the compressive foroos are dissipated with distance and the 
points nearer to the locus of incidence ox' force w ill tona to override t5ie 
more distant points. I f  compression continues s t i l l  furrier a rupture w ill 
devolop and a thrust w ill foxia at the base of the recumbent fold. Such a 
sequence of events is portrayed on the Fig. 20, the implication being that 
folds with thinned lower limb have developed by a buckling mechanism. This is  
not to be taken as moaning that the great over folds with exceedingly largo 
amplitudes have their origin solely due to this mechanism. I t  is , however, 
very likely that they Iiave began as buckles.
lushing lie onanism
This meulianism is directly related to the ; rbblera of bending. A 
horizontal layor i f  pushed vertically at any particular point, while its  
edges are kept down, w ill bend and farm & fold. There is no definite evidence
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Following p.44*
Fig. 20
_ . a rociinkteut fold*
-  The evolution o a
that such pus!)ing is cortnon the ruperfAcini parts of the earth crust, 
however, it  is very likely to occur in the area characterized by larger 
recumbent fold*-. It  is a known fact that the internal friction in the 
rooks Is such that force can not bo transmitted for a Ion,: distance. A 
possible explanation, however, is available assuming that, material is 
squeezed into the cores of the folds pushing them actively forward. The 
recumbent l'o.ldr with thicker lower linbs nan bo interpreted in terms of 
this racohanisn. The explanation involves two stage© (Fig. 21)j -
!• Formation of an overturned fold with subaidiaiy drag folds 
by budding and drag mechanisms or pushing mechanism.
2, Ileouri>ency by pushing raeohnnisra.
As a result of this mechanism a total extension of the envoi ope of tlie 
fold takes place, but this extension is especially concentrated on the 
llnbs. The belt of Killiecrankie Schist both north and south of Kinloch 
Rsnnoch shows numerous folds of this type.
Draj: ^ochanisn
The easiest illustration of this mechanism is afforded by drag 
folds which are a frequent occurrence on the liHbo of larger folds, the 
normally accepted explanation being that buckling of the layers of any 
thickness promotes subsidiary shearing stresses (Fir*22). On a major scale 
the wchanism has a very nrobable application in the formation of over folds 
with basal thrusts. To be more explicit, at first a buckle formed by oom- 
prosaional forces w ill have a vertical axial dans. As the lovoTent proceeds 
and tho buckle overturns shear component of compressive foroe becomes more
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Fig*2- -  Su nidiaiy shearing developed dui?irvr buckling.
Fig. 22 -  ho ori in of folds by pushing.
and more concentrated on the underside of the buckle and further novo ent 
w ill take plaoe by drag.
In so far as the minor folds are concerned, it  is rather 
diffioult tc differentiate between the drag folds and overturned small 
scale buckle folds unless the way that the folds are packed one upon the 
otiier oar. be observed for a -mo distance Moreover a fold v/ith utrur^ly 
unequal linfcs, especially i f  i t  is within a particular layer is in general 
a drag fold. On the other hand, i f  mny layers are involved it  is probably 
a buckle fold.
Like the buoklc folds, the drag folds ire ciiaraoterized by 
basal thrwita.
Sheay Meohanigm
This mechanism involves in tor penetrative movements of layers.
It  seems likely that frequently such mrvoTents take place only after the 
production of buc7dLes.
On a very small scale Tetfalten", but also larger fold-closurea 
with sheared out linbs owe their origin to the operation of interpenetrative 
movements.
.He folding
Whatever tho mechanism of folding, the resultant folds are 
sometimes clearly ref xLdod. Clough in his work or Oowal (1697) introduced 
two sobs of criteria for recognition of refolding.
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1. he argued that undar normal cireunsbanees small rJoum?)ent
folds w ill suffer from elimination of tho 10r;or I f ,  however, the
folds show ellmination of the inpor listib alone, this oircumstaric© is due 
to overturning subsequent to ti*o origin of the normal fold. While tills 
criterion is inapplicable in U'.e Central Highlands, inferences drown from 
i t  neom to o::pla2n the structure of Cental satis fact orily.
2. Clough recognised a series of folded schistoaities and also 
folded strain slix>3. Thin second argument is decisive in the uonoe tliat the 
folding of the sdiistoaity mast happen after the episode of movement res­
ponsible for production of the first schistosity. Actually, the third and 
most important criterion of refolding is present in CwwaL, as v?oil oo in 
the Central Highlands, hut was nob described hy dough. It  is  that minor 
Hilda can be themselves folded; such a criterion can ho called the geometric 
criterion of refolding* Three possibilities exist :~
1. fhe first and the oocond tixas o ' folding arc parallol to
each other (Tig. 23a).
2. The first and the second arras of foldin^ aro at right angles
to each other (Fig.23b).
3. Tho first and ihe second arras of folding are cfbliquc to each
other (Fig.23o).
.11 those cases have beer* rraeqgni&ed in tho Area and w ill bo 
described subsequently.At ttds stags it is more appropriate to oxanino some 
general implications of refolding.
Obviously, &«y second episodw of refolding w ill not affect 
materially the trend of the previous folding 00 lQfjg as it is either parallel
TOllowlng P*^w*
Pig*23 -  Hefolding.
a -  Tho axis P  of the earlier fold la parallel
t
to tlie axis P of the Inter fold.
b -  be axis P of the earlier fold is at right
cih lea to tho axis P of tho later fold*
o -  Tho earlier and the later axes of folding
1
(P and P) ait) oblique to each other*
See p. 139.
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or at right angles to that trend, n t l«  latter case, however, the degree 
and direction of plunge of the previous a^ss and the associated lineationa 
w ill be altered (Fig. 24a). I f  the refolding v.ma of the second episode 
of folding arc associated with a mo~o or l^ss sjnrretrical folds, o^ain the 
prev** >us dbliquo axes w ill show a deviation in the degree and direction but 
not tho trend of their plunge. On tho other hand i f  the refolding folds 
arc overturned an appreciable scattering of tho previous axws and lineationa 
is expected. This is obvious auV? can be easily verified by drawing a line 
on a sheet of paper nnd folding it  obliquely to the line. (Fig.24b). Tho 
rrooi ogioa1 implications of this fact aro important in the aroaa where more 
tl an one episode of folding is suspected; since the a pparent scatter of the 
older net of axes w ill be due to the subsequent folding and not to their 
original irregular!tv . Nevertheless a fleaend episode of refolding especially 
i f  i t  hapi*ms on axes trending across the first set of folds should a  priori 
be loss reg’ilar than the first one. This phenomenon is the result of the 
fact that In any orocess of folding any irregularities of the pro-existing 
structure w ill tend to influence the distribution of subsequent stresses, and 
inevitably structures w ill be formed Tfiiah show the effects of compromise 
betiwen the original structure and the subsequent folding. 3uch utruotureo 
havo beon recognised In the Central Highlands.
Continuous and *oun le f aiding
Theoretically two distinot regional causes may activate refolding 
of earlier structures
Following p.i*8
Fig.2i* -  Relations be tv/eon the folded lineatio ib and folds, 
a -  Pro-existent folds and lineations at right 
aaglos to the new trend, 
b -  Pre-existent folds and lineations oblique to the 
raw trend.
1. .n episode of folding entirely later than the first
op in ode of folding , ssoh as the effects of an entirely 
separate ororgonlc ooisode or even a later orogency.
2. Continuity of moveraervtis producing refolding of earlier
ctructara3. For instance an already argued the effects of 
simultaneous oross folding may appear in strength only when 
the rain fcldin^ has been sufficient!,/ evolved; so that the 
culininr.tions and depressions w ill form rna/or linos only late 
in tho procoon of or agency* -pio is the inference drawn 
from tlie studies of Hungurer (1922)• Even several rcfoldings 
or tho Sc-ue axis :uay bo the result of continuous movements 
necoseitatod by the interplay of several modhaninras of 
folding. ‘
Yhilo any single or compound episode of folding mey result in
final over tyxning, recumbent folding and shearing giving the rocks an
aspect of shear teotonic3, it  may bo arrested at a relatively early ullage
of ayj;i etrical or nearly syranletricul foIds. Such folds have a widespread
phyllitic lineation associated with them and they are responsible for
* j
i^buming of ary previous structures. nfhile minor drag folds are frequent 
there is no appreciable shearing on cither plazies of sohistosity or the 
1 owcr llrbn of the structures. Such a stylo of tectonics rd ll bo called 
from here onwards flexure tectonics, and in the Central Highlands tho 
areas Characterised by flexure tectonics ahow a ll  the signs of late folding. 
However, this w ill erergo from the detailed study of the structures in 
the Area. *
With theso renarks in bac-:gro md such detailed desaription oan 
be nov; attempted.
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Introduction
A comparison of the map 3? with the map produced toy Bailey and 
lSuJullien (1337) shown -that at le?ist in no far as the distribution of the 
Dalradlan outcrops ip. concerned there is a large measure of aj ree lent 
between the present work and theirs. In fact, in this resDect tho main 
difference is in the mapping of Ben Eagach Schist in the western part of 
the area.
Again, a l l  the slides, rhioh hove been roopgniacd toy Bailey and 
MoCaliien, have been substantiated in this work; and since tho present 
study is a successor to theirs, as far as possible tho same terminology
has been used to denote particular structures*
hajn Lithologioal Bolts
Leaving aside for the time being the subject of the Molnion rooks,
a ll  tho Dalrad/ an rooks oan toe divided into two parts aocording to their
structural significance.
1. Perthshire Quartzito Series.
2. The B lair Atlioll buries strati graphically lower and
Ben Laworn and Ben Sagadi saLists stratigraphioally higher 
than the Quartsite Series.
The second group makos a series of bolts divided toy tho Perthshire 
Quartzite Series. 1 tog: other Ifrero are four important belts of Blair 
. tholl Series of wl ich t:*e most easterly has a subsidiary core Wiich is
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cut obliquely by'Loch Tny Fault ^Map 3,’-
These four belts are restricted to the eastern parts of Dalradian 
outcrops. In addition there are chree belts of Ben Eagaoh and Ben Lasers 
soh istG  restricted to  the western parts of the iialradian outcrops. All 
tuese seven b o lt s  are evidently cores of large scale foLds.
Of the four Blair Atholl cores two are seen to show right-angled 
doflecftiarm of strike and in thin respect, at least for descriptive purposes 
i t  is  convenient to separate tnem from the other two oo?03. In other
9
words it  is oonvoniont to describe the Area, nub-dividing it  into three 
sectors shown on tho map 3. The three sectors can be coiled s-
1. Tho Central or Bunalastair Sector.
2* The Western or Balhosnla See cor.
3. Tho Eastern or Kinardnahy Seat or.
Tho Dunalantair sector includes the two Blair Atholl core* *cith right­
angled bonds. Tho DaXhosnio sector includes the three cores of Ben Lawerc 
and Ben Eagaoh Schist. The Kimrdoofiy eoetor includes thu two eastern 
cores 3f Blair Atholl Series. Of these three sectors the aentral sector 
of Dunalastair provides the key to the district and it  w ill be described 
first. The Moinian rocks of the area w ill be treated in a lator section.
B b llo w in g
Ben Lowers « Ben Eagach Schists 
Perthshire Q uartzite  Scries 
B lair Atholl Series
| "" DunalastairSector 
2 '  Dalhosnie Sector 
3  ”  Kinardochy Sector
1,2,3,4 -  Belts of Blair Atholl Series
5,6 7 -  Belts of Ben Lowers t  BenEogach
Schists
Map 3 -  Major fca urea of the /xoa«
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Roci2s of iwo i ctariur^uc series, the Perthshire Qu&rt»ite and the 
Blair . thoLl, exist in this sosoor, the former being etratigrapIiloiOLly 
higher. Tlie o^rjoxtxl Ij lii Hcgy of the ctib ~di vi aiotic of tho«*c tiro series has 
been sucioirisG^ iii Table 1. However thora nre timorous local lithol qgloal 
mo&ifioati*"as tl*at w ill require description.
■t
Within the B lair tholl Series apart fro© nilnai* «nd haphazard litho l- 
cgioel variatitina thero ie a tendency far a f*yetes»tio variation which can 
be ascribed to t»*e iiifluenoe of Baundar/ Slido. Such syste^tio variations 
ere summarised in the table
v i i i , aacffOR,
Strati^raiiiioal i i Ltfcholagy
m _ level i ____ _ _ ____ NqmdL LithulQgy_____ ___i. _ near .the slide
: i ~ ~
\Jhite Limestone s CJzystaillne ) icirbic with : Fror.olit© rich schist.
  i — m a r t i n i  m^ffl-toaB«ute ___________________
Banded Grojp i Distinctly bemded series of * Granulitic quarts ndoa
; and aa^sfc layer* : sc- hr, a ll -jitiy bonded.
Dark Limn stone s Dark slightly irmuro rnarblo 3 Often trwmlitlo schist
__________________ s____________________________________ I w ith  a tn o  m u ftlo ________
Derk £afclst \ Slir itly graphitic trdoa schist : Dark tintite schist with
s s l i t  lo  graphite
In thio sector the Dark Sohist has normally a hi pH proportion of ndcn 
the flakes of *faioh are as a rule corrugated giving tlio schist a linoated 
aspect, ffcioh has been tar.asd by ~ jideraon linear foliation, The thin sootiuic 
and polished hand apeainetis leave no doubt titat this is in fact a rather 
extreme typa of tightly p^oksa phylxitic lineation, ccaas!anally thewe nohiatn
beo >no highly qufirtaose, but remain dark clue to tho presence of many
inclusions of finely 3iscansLnato& graphite. Often a rather ouriouc oorrug-
aurfaoeo arc frequently 1:1 nod with inter^uittent fXalasa of biotite elongated
parallel tn the direction o f’ corrugation. Such flakeu are possibly miwotio._
parallel to the ct reetion o f  corrugation. Such flakes t»re possibly nrnootio.
The Dark Limestone as a rule is a massive rock >nlj occasionally 
showing conspicuous ribbing due to the prd&euce of c&lc-silicaie bands. 
Snrvotines these ribs get cloeoly folded &n& sheared out producing small 
sigmoidal fragment© d’apersed throughout the rock. Sonus of ihe ribs show 
small, very sharp corrugations which wt.re found to bo useful in working out
\
the direction of folding in otherwise featureless massive rod:* Suoh oorrug- \
ationr. hove been for or venience called ’’ribbing* lineaiion; in fact they 
are miniature folds.
The Bands & Cr up almost everywhere lias its characteristic banding, but 
occasionally becomes dominantly quartsose as near BaLlintium (Pt.E5, 95, 25) 
or south of Lasaintullich (^.£7,29,87). On the other hand at times the 
group in rather uniformly schistose as noar Lochan Daim (Pt.F7,57, 86) Near 
Cnoc an Fh' fchf oh (Pt.F7,39,kh- ) & eurioua fi aios of the Banded Group shows a 
rather unusual growth of Jrphyrdb.laatlc dean showing raonoclinio form. In 
the sams general locality books of up to two inches across are seen in 
association with irregular veins of pegmatite. A flaggy modification of Banded 
Gr rp can * 3 seer. north of Lochan Duhm (Pi.F6, 58, 01) v;Lcrc rather slaly 
fine grained rocks show banding on a very much- smaller scale than usual, with 
the thic^aiess of each band not exceeding a Aew raillimoters.
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The Limestone generally be'',rs some tremolite* In places want
of Lasseintullich (rtJE6,78, 01 , i t  shotvs a quartzoso modification with 
numerous rose'etc:- of trc::elite. iJorth west of fcMa locality tho limestone
i.: associated with a p^phyrdblaa tic  scapolite schist. l.cqpolitizatian 
algo affects the adjacent Scfoldhallion Boulder Bed and to a certain extent 
ports of a large body of hornblende schist intruded into those rock a.
The 3chlahalXi€«a 3o ildcr Bod is the raoat variable formation in tho 
sector. In general i t  is caleareous at its margin with the kbits Limestone, 
the passage from cnc to the other be ng through a caloorrocua schist with 
weathered out o. Id te . Ttiis reck has been called by Wilson (1^05) the honoy- 
cork r c ok. ifert to the Schiak&llian Qu&rtaite on the other iiand tl*e Boulder 
Bed is highly quartzoso and often develops stra tdgraphical intercalations 
of quartzite. In addition i t  shews a ll types of variations from a rather
O rt<  -LaJ ^ cA L0
schistose m br:_:c to a very hardNalmost hornfelsic in ap a; ranoe. There is 
no oex.parative variati n in the types of pebbles except that calcareous 
varieties in general increi $e towards the margin with the White Limestone.
^ie highly quartsose rocka of the Perthshire Quartette Series show 
much le g vcir? t: on tlu.n the iL ir .thoil Servos. en then, several vj riotiea 
of Killleorankie Schist can bo reoo rrized. Normally th • schist is a more or 
lers uniform containing both bintite and. muscovite. Tt is occasionally richly 
grrnet? fd^ous and frequently r,hows quartzito bands. The size of mioac is 
variable. Tot instance the sc’ ists near uchtipart (Pt. e5# 16,07 ) 
characterized by snail micas and reserfcle the more ndcaceous varieties of 
Koine cranulitea. On the other hand in Glen Errochty (Pt.F2,50,93) these sahisla
j
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aro nuoh ooarsor in grainy they arc strongly oorrugutod and have abundant 
thin psaridtiu bands rtiich show signs of several stages of da formation by 
rofolding.
Dolordti c Bods
Stratigr&j-iiically tho Polca.iiticj Beds are no important that they should 
be described separately* Anderson (19*15) mistook thorn for nembors of B lair 
Atholl Rories and indeed tSiey resonfclo trio tfhitc Lime stono olosely. Bailey 
and MoCallion (1937) have roooc: tiaed throe important outcrops of these beds:
(a ) The outcrop ot.rotiling from tlic neighbourhood of Trlnafour to a point 
several hundred yajtls south of d lt  rrn Maine Bhuidhe* Near th±3 stream the 
beds are anoociatod with a noapolit© riah hornblende schist very dragnostic 
in hand speaimenn since soapoXitos appear an white porphyrcblasts 1 to 3 nvru 
across* The origin of this rook is  doubtful, as except for tho abundance
of Beapolite i t  appears to bo indistingidahable from the other hornblende 
sahiots in t id e  area, vidoh are c le a r ly  of Igneous origin.
(b) The Dolonitiu Bods of Tern <ar bum tfiero the beds arc associated wrifch 
dark biotito riah flaggy schists. This aa well as tho aforomentioned 
closures of Doloutf tic Beds lias beon accepted in tide thesis to bo a too sided 
stratigraphical intercalation within tho Schichallion Quarts!to.
(o) Tho Dolordtic bods occurring in a wide bolt along the eaatorn flank of 
Sohishallion are in a separate category and w ill be discussed subsequently 
(p. 82 )•
hornblende Sdhiato an! antes
These rooks aro voxy numerous in tho Area, hut thoir treatment is 
noro conveniently reserved for a separate section (p22k ).
Distribution of Outcrops
Tho struoturo of thin soot or is  dominated by the two main cores of 
Blair thbll Series4 which unite west of Lochan Daim ( lap 3J. The western 
of the two coros has boon allied by Balloy and ModaLlion (1937) the Bon 
a'Ghuallalah aynfarm end the e&sborn the Dunalastair synform. A close 
examination of the (details of the cores mi we that they cannot be explained 
as syn forme. The reasons arc us follows
(a) Near the summit of Ben a'Ohuallaidi it  is possible to see an anticlinal 
itpf jiLd of oaloru'oous honeyoo rook surrounded by Sahiahollion Quartcito,
nRibbing ' lineation associated with tlie rook plunges 10°  west of north at 
13°. The disposition of tho upfoiLd indicates that such ia the plunge of 
the unfold as '/oil, and viiile it  is not tlie main closure of Bon a*liiualiaich 
core it  nevertheless indicates a right way up structural succession, whereas 
Bailey and HeCallisn (1937) aintaln that the succession is inverted.
(b) The Dunalastair core brandies into two at Dunalastair house. The main 
brena continues nortli of Sdiidiallion to the western boundary of the sector 
and beyond. The subsidiary branch to be o<iUod Loo^ uiu an Daim fold closes by 
tlie shores of tlie Loohan, Map k shows that a ll the local minor folds and 
lineations plunge south south-eastwards and tills is  also tine plunge of Lochan 
an Daim structure as is shown by the distribution of dips. Tliis i>apliea that
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the fold in an antiform, and since it  possesses a cure of the oldest Dark 
Sahist tho succession is uainverted, whereas the sup asition that tfie Dun- 
ulastair ooro is a synfonn implies that tho succession is upside down.
(o) A similar oaso is apparent in the southern part of the Ben a'Ghunllaich 
core where tno strike aiangea abruptly (Hap 5)* Here an obvious antiform 
of Dark Limestone in eurrmaided by Banded Group and a nin locally the 
succession is normal.
vhe position is not alleviated i f  following Anderson it  is assumed that 
both lien a'Ghuallaich and Dunalastair folds are antiforms f since in that 
case the quortzitu intervening botween the two B lair Atholl cores w ill have 
to be a synform* This is impossible as the plunge of In or fblds at and near 
the closure of this structure (Map 6) indicates tiiat it  is an nntiform.
While in relation to tho structures of intermediate size mich as Lochan 
an Daim fold there is a direct proof that tJie plunge of the minor folds 
directed 1GJ~30° east of south indicates their plunge, since the distribution 
of dins confirm it ,  there In no suoh proof for the raa.jur structures such as 
Bon a fChuallaiGLi fold, noruin lioa the explanation of tho apparently anom­
alous behaviour of these folds* It  is proposed tiiat ttio plunge of the minor 
folds and linoatiown in this sector gonerally ropresonta the effects of the 
latoat epinods of deformation superimpoaed on the cores of pre-existing folds.
The present north-south elongation of tic Ben a’Chuullaioh and Dun­
alastair cores is the reflection of such la to movement. However, the closures
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Map* if •  Loch i. i Do! fold*
*'Iap* 5 -  3:»uthern part of 
Ban c.% Chuallaich ooio*
m  Q u artz ite  
l8,,81 Boulder Bed 
HH1 White Lst. 
I~-al Banded Gp.
U all Dark Lst.
1 Dark Schist 
I V  1 Epidiorite
/  Steep- dip,
/  VertLCatdL/x
)/ Axes [xLvnytno30 a/k/vwx J
« Axesji.Lungi.fxj
t»0 afifXA^x:
4- m i lt
Following p«57*
Map 6 -  Structural map of Dunalastair Sector (Minor Structures) 
Blair Atholl cores ( 1 4 3 )  are separated by a quartzite core (2)
o f  both  fo ld s  are a t  tho northern c x tr e  d t i o s  o f th e two B l a i r  t h o ll  
ooros and no amount o f  r e fo ld in g  can in flu e n ce  the p o sitio n  o f the clo su re  
o f  a t i g h t  f o ld  a t  any one p o in t, provided the fold-axw s o f  tho second
*
episode o f fo ld s  are a t  r ig h t  angles to  th e axes o f  the f i r s t  fo ld in g . The 
r ig h t  angle bend s u ffe r e d  by the two ooror, i s  a ls o  e v id e n tly  the r e s u lt  o f  
r e fo ld in g *  im plying th a t  th e  axes o f th e f i r s t  fo ld in g  wore approxlm ately  
a t  r i ^ t  an gles to  the l a t e r  d ir e c tio n . In  s h o r t, th e o r ig in a l,  unrefoldsd  
cores o f Ben a 'C h u a llo lc h  and D unalast& lr a ls o  olosed to  the north.
I f  the second episode o f fo ld in g  i s  resp o n sib le  fo r th e north-north ea>it- 
noixth go iti west tren d  o f  the Ben a 'O h u a lla io h  core north o f  the Junanel, i t  
i s  reasonable to suppose that the o a s t nortn cast-8 o u th  south went trend o f  
the B la i r  A th o ll cores north e a s t  o f S c h ic h a llio n  corresponds ap proxin u to ly  
to  th e  trend o f th e  f i r s t  fo ld in g , which must have been dalodonoid. In  auah 
a oaso the r i,£ it anglo bend o f th e  s tr ik e  o f the cores im p lies th a t tho fo ld s  
o f  the f i r s t  episode o f  fo ld in g  wero C aledonoia nappes, wtaLeh clo sed  t o  
the north* Suoh an a n a ly s is  c a r r ie d  out on the evidence o f th e map i s  con­
firm ed by the ob servation s mad) on the ch a ra cte r and d is tr ib u tio n  o f n in o r  
s tru c tu re s.
' i n o r  S tru ctu res o f Ben a ^ h u a lla io h  Core (horth o f  tl*3 Tummel).
The gen eral dip  o f  the format!cans i s  a t  5 0 °-7 0 ° to  the o a s t  
or 1 0 ° north o f e a s t. T h is  in  a ls o  the g e n era l dip o f  s o h is to s ity  T&doii 
where i t  is  w e ll developed lias a s s o c ia te d  w ith  i t  a  pronounced p h y l l i t i o  
l in e a tio n . Tho most r e v e a lin g  exposures occur ju s t  north o f  ic h tip a r t (l!ap 7 )-
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lap 7 -  ''Structural map of Auohtibrxt (A) aootor#
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Here a r e la t i v e ly  th in  remnant o f  S o h ic h a llio n  Q u a r tz ite ,  *h ich  shows 
some fo ld e d  r e l i o t  redim entary stru c tu re s  suoh as cu rren t beddin g, can t Pins  
unfolded in to  i t  sh eets o f e p id io r ite . In  ge n eral most o f the fo ld s  p resen t  
are sm all antifcrhis and synforms w ith  rounded clo su re s. Such fo ld s  aro 
norm ally alm ost sym n etrlcal and aro fre q u e n tly  a sso o ia te d  w ith  sm all s o a le  
lo o a l o lid o o . t  the ju n ctio n  w ith  tho K illie o r & n k io  S c h is t  bands o f  q u a r t-  
z i t o  a l t  ornate w ith  ndoa and hornblende a d ilu te  and show nuiiierous uaoudoripple  
'.m illions. The plunge o f  the m illio n s  and th e azos o f  the a y n fo m i and a n t i ­
forms va rio a  from 10 ° e a s t  o f  south a t  20 ° t o  10 ° w est o f  north a t  l $ u.
In  a d d itio n  th ere are a nurjjor o f  e a r lie r  reoumbont fo ld s  
w ith  stoop axan o iro cte d  down the dip  o f th e form ations, These fo ld s  plunge  
20 °-3 0 'y o a s t o f  north a t  50°-6Cc‘. Apart from those fo ld s  thore are numerous 
f in e  lin o a tio n s  tlx*-t co a id  be observed on the eastern  fla n k  o f  Jen a 'C h u a lla id i  
and which on average havo the name d ir e c tio n  and degree o f  plunge. Such 
l in o a tio n s  are o ften  very reouirfoent p h y l l i t i c  o ru rp lea, b u t a ls o  on occasions  
d ir e c tio n s  o f  elo n gatio n  o f  ao io u la r m inerals. The re c o g n itio n  o f th e se axes 
and lin e a tio n o  w ith a gen eral Caledonuid d ir e c t !o n  as a s s o c ia te d  w ith  the  
dominant 10 ° o a st o f  south axes i s  in p o r ta n t, s in ce  th is  fa o t supports the
0
con ten tio n  t a t  the Don a*C h u allaioh  core in  a fo ld e d  fo ld . The dominant 
trend i s  e v id e n tly  the trend o f c r o s s -fo ld in g .
That the d ir e c tio n  o f  the e a r l i e r  axes i s  more n o rth erly  than  
th a t o f  Hie average Caledon o ld  tren d o f  the C e n tra l H ighlands which i s  2 0 °-4 0 °  
north o f e a s t  to  20 °-40 ° south o f  w est, i s  a t tr ib u t a b le  to  th e f a c t  th a t the
l o c a l  cross f o ld  tre n d  i s  n ot p r e o is o ly  a t  r i^ h t an gles t o  the Oalodonoid  
trend- I t  lias been pointed out th a t  such a circum stance r e s u lt s  in  d e fle c tio n  
o f  tho p r e -e x is t in g  lin e a tio n s  and foldr* see p. 60 ).
The c r o s s -fo ld s  o f  Ben a 'tlh u a lla io h  core w h ile  m aintaining a  
unifbrm  tren d  fre q u e n tly  show v a r ia tio n s  o f plunge. V e iy  f in e  oiq/onurea occur 
ju s t  w est o f Torr nan CaLur (P t,D 5.8 0 , 42) where the pseudoripple m illio n s  
are seen to  fo llo w  clo su res o f  fo ld s  which show frequent; r e v e r s a ls  o f  plunge. 
Tho B l a i r  . t h o l l  S e r ie s  o f  th e Bon a 'C h u a lla io a  core show numerous r e v e r s a ls  
o f  plunge o f  th e cro ss  fo ld s  os w e ll. By comparison w ith  the ground fu rth e r  
to  th e  went i t  has been concluded th a t th is  phenomenon i s  e s s e n t ia l ly  l a t e r  
than cross fo ld in g  *soe p. 39 )• Such v a r ia tio n s  in  th e plunge o f  cross  
fo ld in g  d ie out north o f  th e nunroit o f  Bon a 'G h u u lla ich .
While no s p e c ia l atu«$r o f th e jo in t s  has been undertaken, i t  
i s  c le a r  in  most exposures th a t the a c  jo in t s  o f  th e c r o s s -fo ld s  arc the most 
frequent.
Hinor S tru ctu re s o f Bon a ’ C h u a lla ich  Core (South o f  the Tun n el).
The main core cun be detected  south o f the Tumrael shore i t  
continues south south westwards towards S o h io h a llio n  and swings sh arp ly in t o  
the e a st-w e st tren d  (Map 6). The in te r e s t in g  p o in t i s  th a t  the m ajority o f  
minor fo ld *  and lin e a tio n s  a l s c  fo llo w  t h is  swing. Those fo ld s  and lin e a tio n s  
have a  plunge o f 20u- 30 °  which swings from 2 d J e a s t o f  south to  p r a u tio a lly
e a s t. However, numerous o b servatio n s ah or* th a t th ere i s  a ls o  a number o f
ste e p e r axes and lin e a tio n s  whica do not awing a t  a l l .  In  fa o t  r ig h t  a t  the
bend they plunge down th e dip  o f  the rocks as shown on tho map 6. The
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d is tr ib u tio n  o f  d ip s in d ic a te s  th a t t h is  i s  th e  plunge o f  th e  com paratively  
la r g e  an tifo rm al oore o f  lim esto n e , which plunges 5 0 °-6 0 ° south o f  at at 
a r e l a t i v e l y  h i$ i  an gle.
The e x is te n c e  o f  two c r o s s - f o ld  a x ia l  d ir e c tio n s  in  t h is  area  
must be explained* I t  i s  su ggested  th a t th e swinging trend o f  th e minor 
fo ld s  has r e s u lte d  from th e in flu en ce o f  th e mass o f  S d h io h a llio n  Q u a r tz !bo 
p a r a lle l  t o  which there are axes t o  th e south o f  the mountain as w e ll. On 
the other hand e a s t  o f  S a h ic h a llio n  normal o ro ss-faL d  axes w ith  a plunge o f  
2 0 °-3 0 (< tronding 20 °-30 ‘1 soufh o f  e a s t  reappear again. A few C a le  dun o ld  fo ld s  
are aga in  v i s i b l e ,  fo r  in sta n ce  in  the b o lo m itio  Bods o f  Teipar burn (F t.
D7, 94, 55)*  Tliose beds have been p ro te cte d  by the th io k  quarfczite on the  
o ith e r  s id e  o f  thorn, and on hiinor s c a le  have n ot s u ffe r e d  a p p re cia b ly  from 
tho o fib e b s of e fo ld in g . In  consequence tho a sso c ia te d  f in e  grain ed  b i o t i t e  
s c h is t s  are p la t y  and do not shew? ap p reciab le cru p lin g .  On the other hand 
th e s c k is to s o  form ations o f  th e main B l a i r  A th o ll  cores do n ot show t h i s  p la ty  
s o h ia t o s it y ,  b u t an e x te n civ e  s n a il  s c a le  crumpling and p h y l l i t i c  lin e a tio n s .  
Even in  th ese o ccasio n al s ig n s  o f  the f i r s t  fo ld in g  are presen t. To r  instanou  
the quartzose bands o f  tho Banded Group are o ften  sheared in to  te c to n ic  i n -  
clusi'Tfic which are in  a d d itio n  fo ld e d  on c r o s s -fo ld  axes. U n fo rtu n ately  
th ere are  no adequate exposures where the plunge o f  the p r o -o r o a s -fo ld  
olosu res can be read d e a r l y .  In  a d d itio n  the te c t o n ic  in c lu s io n s  and indeed  
tho continuous q u a r tz itc  bands o f th e Banded Group show frequ en t s ig n s  o f  
lozcngo-aliaped boudinage, which on lo c a l  evidence i s  e it h e r  p o s t-o r o s s -l*d d in g  
or rouglily contemporaneous w ith  i t .
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Tho b ig g e s t  and the most sp ecta cu la r te c to n ic  in c lu sio n  w ith in  
th e  B l a i r  t h o l l  cores occurs a t  the southern end o f  th e B a lliem o re fo ld .
The in c lu s io n  c o n s is ts  o f a com pletely discon n ected c lo su re  o f  tho B a llie n u r e  
f o ld  and i s  alm ost a ndJLo in  le i^ th  and up t o  300 yds. in  \;idth* L ith o lo g -  
i c a l l y  i t  oonniats o f  Boulder Bed w ith  a discontinuous 86lvage o f  h M te  L in e -  
stone surrounded everywhere by Bonded Group (Hap 5)*
Thu Ben n ’ C h u allaich  core south o f  th e Tunvnel a t ta in s  in  
p a rts  an alm ost v e r t i c a l  dip of l i t L o l q g i c a l  u n its. I t s  sa h ir  tose p a r t s < 
however, o fte n  show s tr a in  alix> s o h is to s ity  dipping a t  moderate an gles o f  
l*i)0-5 G ° t o  tile e a s t or o a st n o rth e a st, which in d ic a te s  the ge n era l in c lin ­
a tio n  o f  th o  a x ia l  p lanes o f th e lo c a l  c r o s s -fo ld s .
Hinor S tru ctu res o f  B u n a la sta ir  Core.
South o f  tho Tum-iel, as shown on the Hap 6 , minor str u c tu r e s  
conform w ith th o se o f  Ben a 'C h o a lla io h  cere. Thero a r e , however, d iffe r e n c e s  
north o f  th e r iv e r  where the rooks o f  D u n a la sta ir  core are in  gen eral norc 
oquoczed and show the in flu en ce o f  shear t o  a g r e a te r  e x te n t. For in sta n ce in  
l i t  na Hoine Bhuidhc (P t.E 4 ,9 1, 32 ) Hie Banded Group o f  th e w estern lir«t> 
o f the B u n a la sta ir  core shows a voxy reg u la r banding w ith  sharp c lo su re s  o f  
Hie o ro ss-faL d s and a p referred  elo n g a tio n  o f  Hie qu artz and fe ls p a r  g ra in s  
p a r a l l e l  to  Hie f o ld  axes.
Again Hie Bark 3 o h ist o f  the inner co re , which south o f  the  
Tummel has a c h a r a c te r is t ic  l in e o te d  appearance due to  crumpling assumes a 
p r o g r e s s iv e ly  more p lan ar a sp ect towards l i t  na Maine. Further north a t
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Croftnagowan where in  th e clo su re  o f  tlie  fo ld  tlie Dark S c h is t  expands s^ain  
i t  regain s i t s  lin e a to d  ch aracter. Such v a r ia tio n s  in  a s p e c t ore to  be  
a t tr ib u t e d  to  th e in flu e n ce  a id  proxim ity o f  the Boundary S lid e . T h is does 
n o t mean th a t s lid in g  i s  n e c e s s a r ily  e n t ir e ly  contemporaneous w ith  cro ss­
fo ld in g ,  s in ce  tho B o o il  S c h is t  allows a  strong p h y l l i t i c  l in e a tio n  on the 
c r o s s -f o ld  tijsda.
The s ig n if ic a n t  swing o f  s t r ik e  a t  Croftnagowan does not 
d e f le c t  the axes o f  minor fo ld s . 13 a - la y  and M edallion (1937) henro demonstrated  
th a t t l i i s  swing i s  due to  tho e x iste n ce  o f a recumbent f o ld  v*hioh has 
re fo ld e d  th e D u n a la sta ir  core. That t h is  i s  no i s  obviouc frrci tho r e la t io n s  
o f  th e  minor stru ct*iros t o  tlie swing as i s  shown on th e Map 6.
T rln afo u r Gore
A m ile north e a s t  o f Croftnagowan a clo su re  o f  anotlior core  
o f  Dark S a h io t can bo recogn ised and i t  i s  in  f a c t  the co n tin u atio n  o f tlie  
lim eston e in vo lve d  in  t h i s  core th a t i s  soon to  continue round th e  apex o f tho  
Dalradj.an T ria n g le . Tho core can b e traoed  southwards t o  A l l t  na Moinc Bhuidhe 
where inooirplote p o rtio n s o f i t  Ixave boon found and s t i l l  fu rth e r  south near  
Lochan B e o il  Ghaidhaiahe p o rtio n s of i t  can bo seen, here as w e ll as in  l i t  
na Maine Bhuidho t h is  core i s  separated from tho L u n a la a ta ir  core by a s t r ip  
o f P e rth sh ire  Q u a rta ite  S a r io s. T h is o o ie , which b ein g ad jacen t t o  the  
Boundary S l id e ,  has su ffe r e d  more deformation than th e other B l a i r  A th o ll  cares  
w i l l  be o a lle d  the Tritiafour core (Map 8).
Polio :1 « >?•
Moine
1-Bcn aChualloich core
2-Dunalastair core
3-Trinafour core 
FH 9ark Schist
□  Perthshire Q uartzitc Scries
P ig * 8 -  T r ln a fo u r  o o ze*
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The N ature o f  tho B l a i r  tfa a il Ccrea
I t  has been a lrea d y shown th a t  th e cares o f B la ir  t h o l l  
Sorieu in  t h is  s e c to r  are Incom patible w ith  Hie liypoth esis o f  then bein g  
e ith e r  synforrae o r  an tiform s. I t  has been t e n t a t iv e ly  aug .ested ti a t  tliey  
may be th o  upturned cores o f  recumbent fo ld s  o f la r g e  magnitude. The minor 
str u c tu r e s  in d ic a te  th a t a t  le a s t  two ep iso d es o f fo ld in g  have a ffe c te d  
".on e co res. The f i r s t  episode o f which l i t t l e  i s  known n ev erth eless has 
l e f t  r e l i c t s  in  the shape o f minor fo ld s  w ith  Goledonoid axsc* I t  seems, 
thus p o s s ib lo  to  make an in fe ren ce th a t the f i r s t  episode o f movement a ls o  
produced th e  la r g e  s c a le  fo ld s  on Caledonoid axes.
The second episode wh±ah in  re sp o n sib le  fo r  upturning o f  
the Caledonoid axes, and which has re fo ld e d  th e p r e -e x is tin g  s o h ia to s ity  
o f  th e  s c h is ts  in to  numerous corru gation s im parting Hioroby a a h a ra o te rio tio  
p h y l l i t i c  l in e a t io n , was r e la te d  to  axes approxim ately a t  r ig h t  an gles to  
the Caledonoid d ir e c tio n . Most o f  tho minor fo ld s  and lin s a t lo n s  o f  th is  
s e c to r  have been nroduced by th is  second ep isod e. The trend o f th e B la i r  
Hi o i l  ooros has been determined p a r tly  by such arcxso-folding and p a r tly  by  
the o r ig in a l a t t itu d e  o f  th e oores.
Tho clo su re s  o f the th ree oores are the upturned olosures o f  
Hie f i r s t  e >isode o f fo ld in g , ^ ic re a s  th e ma^or d e fle c tio n  o f tho s tr ik e  a t  
T rin afou r i s  th e e f f e c t  o f  the second epiaodo, which has a ls o  produced a 
reoumbent fo ld * From th is  I t  i s  p o s s ib le  to  show th a t Hie f i r s t  move rent i s
more profound, sinoe from tho oloaure o f tho D u n a la sta ir  fo ld  t o  tho 
clo su re o f  th e c^nplernentary Ballioraoro fo ld  tho d ista n ce i s  m iles  
im plying a corresponding measure o f recumbency during tho Calodonoid  
episode o f  deform ation. On tho other hand, tha measure o f reourabenoy 
due to  tho o r o s 3 -fo ld  movements i s  only about 2 M iles near T rin afou r.
I ore over, recumbency o f th is  order of magnitude on crosa-fbld arose appears 
to  he e x ce p tio n a l.
A t th is  s ta g e , t o  s im p lify  the d e s c r ip tio n , th e  two jw o  jor.ta 
which aro a s s o c ia te d  w ith  Galcdonold and c r o s s -fu ld  axes may bo jiv o n  
th e c p e o if ic  t i t l e s  o f  tlie Caledon aid  f ovoments and the G ro n s-f o ld  Iloverlentc 
r e s p e c tiv e ly .  \
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IX. DaLHOSNIK SLQfOk
^fT ^ ttfir aphy 6310 L lth o l or:lo a l  V a ria tio n s
kooks o f  the B l a i r  t h a l l  S e r ie s  are not found in  t h is  s e c to r ;  
th e  raeta Bedimencary rook© c o n s is tin g  o f tlie  P e rth sh ire  Q u a r tz ite  and Ben 
Lowers and Ben Lagaah s d iis t u .  The l l t h o lo g io a l  v a r ie t i e s  w i l l  bo d escrib ed  in  
a n tr a tig r a p h io a l order*
Ad in  tho D u n a la sta ir  s e c to r  th e S o h io h a llio n  Q u a r tz ite  in  a  
w hite + aaccjiiaroidal q u a r ts !te  w ith  a sm all proportion o f  fe ls p a r  o f raa. n ly  
a l b i t i o  com position. Uurrent bedding i s  o c c a sio n a lly  seen as in  th e band o f  
q u a r tz ite  e a s t  o f Groog Varr (P t. 05,33 y 27) > b u t as a ru lo  i t  ie  absent* The 
q u a r tz ite  in  sometimes o f  a f la g g y  ch a ra cte r and o c c a sio n a lly  sho ts s c h is to s e  
bands as on the or ago south wont of Dalhoanle (P t.D 7 ,2 0 , 80).
The K jllieoran ldL c a o h irt in  t h i s  s e c to r  again  shows con sider­
a b le  v a r ia t io n s ,  and viien i t  i s  qu artz ose i t  i s  v e iy  hard t o  d is tin g u is h  i t  izhl 
tho s c h is to s e  v a r ie t ie s  o f  Gam  H airg Q u a rta ito .
Some v a r ie tie n  seem to  be p e b b ly , w ith  p ebblee appearing as  
elo n g a te d  s p in d le s , th e d ir e c tio n  o f e lo n g a tio n  being p a r a l le l  t o  tho f o ld  
axos. Those are e e n ily  confused w ith  v a r ie t i e s  which show is o la t e d  parphyro- 
b l a s t  i .e *  augers o f fe ls p a r ,  u s u a lly  in ioroclin e. A t one l o c a l i t y  e a s t o f  
Creag Varr (P t.D 5 , 15 ,6 7 ) a very cu riou s quartzose g a m e tife r o u s  v a r ie t y  w ith  
sheared out p lic a t io n s  o f th in  s tr in g s  of arnphiboLite -was c o lle c te d . In  gen eral
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although o c c a sio n a lly  n l ig h t ly  g r a p h itic  tho K illio c r a n 'd -s  S oh iot io  
e a n ily  d istin g u ish a b le  from th e othor s c h is t  fo rrn tio n s in  th e so cto r  
th a t  i s  Ben Bagaoh and Ben Lawors by bein g non oiloareou s and non g r a p h itic .
'J’he Cam I'airg Quartzite i s  a very vari& olo form ation which  
c o n s is ts  o f ooarse s c h is to s e  and g r u n u litio  quarts i t  os. Where m assive, 
the Q u a r ts its  i s  much co a rser than the S o h ia h a liio n  Quartzite. On Hie 
margins o f Ben ^agaoh s c h is t .  Cam 'a ir s  quarts i t  e i s  s l i g h t l y  oarb jnaceouo. 
\o traced  northwards from th e neighbourhood o f Cam Mairg the q u a r tz ite  
becomes progressively more s c h is to s e  and g r a n o li t ic  resoirbling Hoinen in  
its f la g g y  aspect. One o f the d is tin g u is h in g  fe a tu re s o f tho q u a r tz ite  i s  
tho o ccasio n al presence o f sedim entary aiaphib e l i t e s .  Suoh, fo r  in sta n c e ,  
ore s p o r a d ic a lly  found in  tho bod o f j l i t  Mor near Kinlooh lianaooh. Kies.; 
are very r ic h  in  quartz o f  which th ey have up to 2 $ ,',  otherw ise th ey can be 
m istaken fo r  e p id io r lte s .  The q u a r tz ite  bar dor in^ the southern shore o f  
booh Rannooh i s  o ften  e x te n s iv e ly  fe  i3pathized* Tho fe ls p a r s  arc both a lb it e  
and microdLinc and are o b vio u sly post-sedim entary as p ro gressiv e  a lte r a tio n  
can be observed u ltim a te ly  r e s u ltin g  in  replacem ent o f  p r a c t i c a l ly  a l l  Hie 
quartz. Soros iro n  and calcium  have been a ls o  in trodu ced r e s u lt in g  in  
devcloprant o f  riagnetite in  the q u a r tz ite  and a tendenay fo r  mioa3 to  be  
re p la ce d  by anpliiboles and ep id o te. The r e s id u a l mica f la k e s ,  in  f o o t ,  show 
an un u su ally dark co lo u r. The q u a r tz ite  have se v e r a l s i l l s  o f post-raeta  
raorphic fe ls p a r  porphyries in tru d ed  in to  them. I t  is  u n lik e ly  th a t such 
minor in tru sio n s  arc re sp o n sib le  fo r  the afore-m entioned raetasoraatio e f f e c t s
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an the bulk: of the material introduced in disproportionately large. The 
laetasaiatised rocks are "well displayed in a email quarry sou'th of Loch 
S&nnoch ( l  mile south west of Kinloch Hanaooh)*
The Bon Lagaoh Schist is a carbonaceous sahist which is fairly  
uniform in composition, but frequent variations in the proportion of mica 
and pale green arphibale of trojolite-acti oolite series rofloot the fact 
that it  was originally more or less calcareous. In fact, there are 
varietxes of Gahist in which the proportion of tlio araphibole is bo high 
that the rook becomes a carbonaceous amphibelite, an on tlio western slopes 
of Creag Vari. On the t ip of Creag Vurr suoh calcareous bands have been 
altered into a quurtaoae anphibaLite commonly known as GarbenscLiefer.
Sporadic thin bands of quarizice aro not unconmon in tho Ben Eagaoh Soliist 
of Creag Varr.
The Ben Lowers Sohist of l&io sector is on tho whole rather 
different fro i the oaloareoua muscovite phlogopite sahists and Garbensohiefers 
of tho type locality Uon Lowers). Tho rausoovito boaring sohists s t i l l
persist, but are generally subordinate to tho coarse garnetiferous amphibolijesi 
which contain but lit t lo  felspar and are of a sedimentary rather than 
igneous origin. These amphibolites aro evidently high grade equivalents of 
the calcareous Garbensohiefers. when such rooks are anaooiutod with neta- 
igneous amphibol iteo i t  is of ton impossible to trace the margins of the in­
trusion. There aro two important outcrops of Ben Lowers schist in this 
section. The first occurs on the \/eitern margin of the Dalradian Triangle 
and is separated from the Struan Flogs by tlio shear zone of trie Boundary
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Slide* It  is possible to map tliis outcrop of the Ben Lawem Schist as a
separate entity. The other outcrop which occurs in the core of tho fold
which w ill bo culled tiio Creag an Fhithich synfuna. Here tho sahist in 
often inextricably mixed up with Ben Eagadh Schist, both having boon broken 
up into a complex melange.
Distribution of Outcrops
Throo types of lithol qgioal belt? ere characteristic of this 
sector *—
1. To the oast two belts of Killieoran'zie So31st, separated by a 
belt of quartzite conform to the pattern of outc?rqps farm & by tlie B lair
tholl cores of the Dunalastair sector. South of Sohiohallion tho quartzite 
is  in fact associated with a broken B lair itholl core. There is litt le  doubt
that this structure is analogous to the recumbent fold described in tho
previous section. Builey and HoGallion (1937) realising tlie analogy have 
callod it  tho Creag an Sarra syaforut It is proposed to call it  the 
Creag an Karra recumbent fold or nappe ( lap 9).
2. Inroediately west of the Creag an Sarra fold there are two folds
involving Ben Kagaoh and Ben L&wers schists* They are tending north-south 
and neither is following the great recumbent folds. Considerations of minor 
structures, to bo discussed, show that:-
(a) The eastern fold is  a broken antiform to be called the 
Creag Varr antiform.
(b) Tho western fold is a broken synform to be called the
Croag an Fhithich syuforra.
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Vpp 9 -  General Map of Dalhasnie Sector*
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The3« folds have a different mode of origin from Dun&l&stair,
Ben a f0hual-Laioh and Oreag an Karra recumbent fc&ds.
\o) West of Creag an Fhithioh synfoim there is a marked 
change of strike, and tho trend instead of being north south 
becomes 30°  east of nvjrtli -  30° west of couth. In this ground 
there are two folds, the first of relatively minor si|td.fi- 
cance has JCilliecrankie Schist in the core. This is tho Meall 
Pubh antiforra. Jfoe cooond one with a core of Ben Ijawcrz Schist 
further south widens to the Chonthill bolt of G-len ayon, which 
according to Bailtjy and MoCallien (1937) oorres ^da to die 
Ben Kagaah fold which Bailey (192$) has identified south of 
Loch Tunrnsl.
The above generalizations oan be substantiated onlv with the help \ 
of minor strictures which w ill now be considered.
Distribution of Minor Structures
It has boon shown that the area affected by the aross-folding in 
tile Duruixast&ir sector is  characterised by floxure-teetonics. This ofl'oat 
is not ao noticeable on the western margin of the Ben a'Chuallalch fold; 
nevertheless, it  persists through and is especially apparent around the 
Creag Varr and Creag an Fhithioh folds where even quartzose portions of 
killieorankie So*dst show a strong puckering. To tiie wont of those two 
folds, however, a remarkable change taken place. The Cam Maizg (juartsite, 
the Killiocrankie Sohist and the Jon Lawero Soidst of eall Dubh and Che&t- 
h ill cores exhibit a ll the characteristics of shear-tectonics. Puckering 
and phyllitio lineation disappear* On tho other hand, sheared out closures 
of folds and toctonio inclusions become abundant and boudinage is prevalent, 
the rooks assuming a ll the peculiarities associated idth tho "Moino phaso". 
This change takes place at the sane time as there is the general a ango in
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strike. In other words the line of Creag an i?hithiah fold corresponds 
to a rapid change in tectouio style and tho axial plunge of folds.
A ll tho areas in vdiich the flexure tectonics prevail are character­
ized by folds with north-south to north-west-south east trend,all of whiali 
are tlie result of the crcas-fold episode of move -ant. On tlie other hand 
tho urea characterized by tlie shear tectonios as an own on the map 10 show 
axes trending 25°-35° east of north to 25°-35f? west of south. Tlie absence 
of pliyllitio lineation on Gross-fulu ujojb implies tlie absence of the 
effects of tlie Cross-fold Movenients. In other words tlie rooks west of tlie 
Creag an ihithiah line did not suffer from Groce-fold Movements and liuve 
been affected only by the preceding Caledonoid hove ^nto.
The Killieorankie 3o.dot outcrop south of Lodi xiannooh which 
shows iiunosr folds on oross-fold axes may appear to be inoonsistent with 
this generalization* These folds, however, show a significant difference 
from the cross folds of say Greag an Fhithiah synforn, far they are recumbent 
f  Ids showing a measure of reoumbenoy sinilar to the folds trending 30°  oast 
of north. In addition the latter folds have a comaan plane of sohistosity 
with the recumbent oros3-folds, a ciroumstanoe, whiah indicates that the two 
are oonterrporanaoua or nearly so.
llinor Structures and Greag Varr Told.
Bailey and MoCallion (1937) working north of the Tumrael realised 
that Creag Varr represents a large upfold of Killieorankie Soliist plunging 
under the cover of Ben Bagaoh Soliist. ^uite apart from tho evidence of
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mapping it  is apparent that a ll the minor folds of tho KiUieorankie core 
are plunging at a small angle northwards, thus implying an antiforrjal shape 
to the fold*
The junction of Ben Eagaah Schist and the KiUieorankie Schist oan 
bo stopped very precisely and in plaoos s i^&ll portions of Oarn Mairg Quartzite 
are s t i l l  present in between the two. Movements on tho junction have been 
very strong g o  that in parts recumbent folds of quartz it  o and amjhibolito 
havo boon folded recumbently again, Following northwards tho plunge gradually 
revenues and yot the outcrop of Ben iia^ aah Schist thins out. Such a rolat- 
ionahip moans that the Creag Varr fold is not just a simple antifona but a 
more complex structure* Considering the eaqtem boundary of the Ben Eagach 
Sohist on Creag Varr p«rt of the explanation becomes ininediately apparent as 
there the Sohiahalliori Quartette core of Creag an Barra fold is seen to ooour 
next to tho nonist with only sporadic siloes of Cam Mairg Quartzite and 
Killiocran’dLe Sohist in between* Evidently a slide separates the core of 
Creag an Barra f  ,1& from the Ben Eagach schist of Creag Varr. This slide is 
no doubt partly responsible for the disappearance of the Bon Eagach Solu.st 
northwardc. In fact the slide eliminates tho Ben Eagaou S o liin t  from the 
eastern lint) o f  the Creag Varr upfold. On the western linb of Creag Varr 
upfoid the Ben Eagach Soiiiot is on either side adjacent to tee raenbers of 
Perthshire Quartz it  o Series, which implies that tho Sol dot is synformal on 
thic linb# Now, i f  the slido on th*i ©cistern Hub of the structure is held 
responsible for the cutting out of Bon Eagach S c h is t ,  on the western liirb 
tiie soli is  t w ill plunge out northwards in any case. Such an interpretation
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accords well with the fact that an independant grounds it  is possible to 
prove that the Grcag an Sbithioh fold is a n/nfona. It  must be separated 
by an antifornaal core of Carn 'lairg Quartzite fro a tlie ayaforaal linI) of 
the Creag Varr structure. In fact this is the case.
The continuation of Greag Varr structure can be seen south of the 
Tunnel. The western limb of Ben Eagadh schist co?*ti**ues normally for another 
two .alias, but tlie eastern li.l» oi' the antiform is more complex as here it  
lias been subjected to a most violent deformation. Throughout the sahiat 
Isolated bodies of Corn Malrg Quartzite and discontinuous masses of a highly 
g a rn e t iferous hornblende schist arc dispersed os tectonic inclusions. Tlie 
trend of the ttinor folds and pry H i  tic lineations, howerve r , indicates that 
a very broken synform is  present in which the Killiocrankie Sohist is  
occupying the core.
A strip of KilliecranldLe Schist separates the Ben Eagach Schist 
from the Creag an Barra belt of Soiiiohallion Quartzite. This strip is a 
tectonic position whiah is consistent with tlie explanation advanced hero. 
This very tight oynfnm of Bon Bagacu Schist tends to converge towards tlie 
western linfc and undoubtedly would liavu met it  about a mile suuth of 
Dalhosnie (i>t„C7, 80,39 ) but for the intervention of a slide. This slide is 
the continuation of the slide described from tho westom lint) of Creag Varr 
Btruoturo north of tlie Tunnel and whidh may bo colled the upper Creag Varr 
Slide. The convergence of the two llrdbs of Ben Sagaah Schint is due to the 
fact that south of tlie Tummel the plunge of the cross-folds changes fra  . a 
few degrees to the north to a few (3°-^0v>) to tho south in consequence of
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■which the Oraig Varr anti form shows a closure occurring 1 mile south of 
Dalhoanie. Throughout the Creag Varr structure Hie attitude of Bchistosity, 
raiich is normally of strain slip typo is 4D°-70°  to Hie east, indicating 
a westerly overturning.
Minor Structures and Craag on Ehithich Synform
It has been demonstratod that the Craig Varr antifcaTO is a highly 
ooraplex structure. Similarly the Greeg an Kiitliich synform shows a oansider*- 
able complexity, The synformal character of the fold is obvious i f  tho 
plunge of a ll the minor structures at ita two oiesuree is considered. The 
northerly closure whiofc is some 2 miles north of Kinlooh Rannoch occurs in 
tile rogion of south south wenterly plungo. On the other hand the southern 
cl os ire is in the area of northerly plunge. The moot complex area is however 
the central part around Creag an Ifcithich where dividing line a between the 
Ben Bagaoh and Ben Lawers Schists aa well as the Junctions v^ ith Carn ht&irg 
Quartzite praotica ly disappear and axl tltrce formations aro thrown into a 
melange of disconnected masses aidoh arc neverthe-eaa onaracteriscd by a more 
or las8 uniform plunge of folds and lineationa which is 4*-10° south.
On the assumption that the saiiscoaity agrees with the axial plane 
it  can be said that the fold has a vertical axial plane south of Pt. C7, 30, 04. 
it  i:< valiable in the neighb vurheod cf Greag an Phituioh and it  is inclined 
to Hie east north of Kinlooh Rannocli. Immediately west of Creag an J?hithioh 
the distribution of dips indicates a subsidiary antiform overlain by Cam 
ilairg Quartzite. The structure lias evidently a westerly inclination of tho 
axial plane. Such local variations in regional dip of isool^.nally folded
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oeriea nay bo due to the existence of a large intrusion of epi&iorite 
auaort immediately to the west.
That the Bon Sagnah 3alist margining tho synf ana und teo 
surrounding Cam airs Quartzite aru frequently interfolded is obvious 
on considering some exposures in a stream immediately east of . JiLt Mor 
(it . C5, 15, 15) • Hero at the junction of the two formations recumbent 
folds of quartsite and the infolded schist can be seen. The infolds of 
quart site possess CaleClonoid trend and farm upfaLcbs projecting into the 
s a la t  Indicating that at this poait the structural succession io right 
way up.
North of the Jura ml, in so far as Creag an iliithich fold is con­
cerned clie effects of tfie uross-foid Movement** become very touch less
pronounood. fho jhy liitic  lineation is inconspicuous and most folds trend 
25°-35° oast of north to 25°-35° west of s out la In ofi’oot liiat was e 
Croc i-fold ay if  or a south of the 1 umaei becomes a Caledonuid fold north of 
the river, fcuah a case could easily arise when the two trends are not 
□oparated by too great an angle.
w«ypii nubh w ntifonrf1 and Minor Structureo
West of the Creag an 3<bithiah eynform tlie roost notable structure 
in tho Koall Dubh belt c*f Killiecrunkie 3ojiist flanked on tho either side 
by Cam Hairg Qu&rtslte. This belt continues northwards joining tee main 
bolt of the K ill * sci aukie Schist which runs along the western side of tho 
Creag an Earra fcld. Southrrards the last exposures of the Meall Dubh belt
arc necr- noar the sum i t  of Meall Breao, two and a half miles south west 
of Kinlook Rannoch. Lineations and axes of folding indicate tiiat locally 
tlie disappearance of the “belt car be explained by plunge, which in at a 
few degrees 3 °^*"35u west of south.
\ puzzling feature, however, ir; that the plunge changes ita 
direction just a few hundred yardc further to tho south, where numerous 
exposures of quartzite, Bon Eagadh Schist find Ben Lawers Bc!d.st show ninor 
folds with an average plunge being 25° oust of north at 10°, and yet tho 
K ill is or ankle Schist fa ils  to reappear. In fact, the exposures of the 
Killiecrankie sohint described above are the most westerly exposure 
rocordod in tho Area, despite che fact that the Pebbly Quartzite, which is 
equivalent to Cam Mairg Quartzite has been ma pped at numerous 1 coalition 
to the west* The failure of the Rillieorankle Schist is possibly primarily 
sfcratigraphioal although local tectonics are probably a contributory factor. 
There is also indirect evidence in support of thii? contention* Several 
discontinuous beJ fcs of a quartaose garnet itLca sheet have been found by 
Bailey and MqCallien within the great area of Carn Mairs Quartzite situated 
between the Greag an Fhithioh and Chesthill belts of Ben Lowers end Bon 
Bagach schists. The one immediately to the west of* the Grcag an Iftiithiah 
fold is well exposed. It  can not be connected to any major structure) in the 
area and seems to be more in the nature of a stratigraphioal infcoroalatiun 
and may represent the final Tjonifeat&fcion of tills particular dediiaentary 
facies.
After the above discussion it  is obvious that the evidence 
favouring an ant i f  or rial character for the Meall l)ubh belt is inconclusive,
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but In a dio-rict where holts of 3cn Eagach and Ben Lawars schists 
appear to he conform!, a belt of Killieorankie Schist with Girn H airg  
Quartzite on the cither aide is reasonably interpreted aa antiforraal.
Oieathill Belt of Ben Lawers Sohist.
Separating the western outcrop of Cam Mairg Quartzite from tho 
Boundary Slide in a belt of Ben L«wers Sehiat which has been traced by 
Dailey and MoCallion (1937) «H  tho vmy to Glen Lyon and oalled the 
Chesthili belt. In Glen Lyon the core of tho belt consists of Ben Lowers 
Sohiot bounded on either side by Ben Bagaoh Schist and Cam Mairg Quartzite. 
Sporadically a ll theso i’ormalitioo have now been traoed on tho cither aide 
of the belt in the sector under consideration. On the western aids of the 
core for most of tho distance Ben Lowers Schist is directly adjacent to 
the slide zone, while on the eastern side of the core Ben Kagach Sohiat 
continues as tx thin band Intervening between the Ben Lowers Sohiat core 
and the flanking Corn Mnirg Quartzite right up to the southern shore of 
Loch Rannoch ( aP Si ).
Except that thi? belt of schist stmcrfcurally underlies tho Cam 
Mairg Quartzite no generalization can be safely made until the country south 
of the Area is re.-exan.ined. ?he Ben Lawers Schist having been traoed to the 
upper reaches of Carlo bum seem to continue further south towards Creag 
rd (Map 11). However, as the irw shc^s Boiloy and McCallien have continued 
tho outorop between the Chtnthill and Rus’cich belts. They point out that 
ouch a continuation can not be X '^re  ^ 00 basis of local exposures. 
Uiatovor the precise structure of the Chcsthill belt it  appears to be largely
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Map 11 -  Chesthili and fuakioh belts*
(Aooor&inj' to Bailey A toCallion)
sheared out by the Boundary Slide.
Yfbile in the Lunalastair sect or the rooks adjacent to the Boundary 
Slide hr.ve not suffered appreciable post-Tnetarnorphic deformation, in this 
sector occasional patches of Tiy Ionite arc to be seen ( :'t.C3, 75?©) and 
tho microscopic examination of tMn sections indicates quite widespread 
effects of retro-ntttar^rphisu. fids subject w ill be returned to later.
_Sargaiv
The conclusions reaaho& in this section rrjay be sunrjurized as fallowsi-
(a ) The continuation of tho quartzito closure of the Creag an Earra 
nappe has boon recognized in this sector.
(b) West of this belt of quartzite there occur two major oross-folds, 
the Croag Varr antiforra and the Oroag an Fhithioh syeform.
(o) Moat of Creah an Shithid? **ynform the trend in Caledonoid.
(d) The orosB-foldfl of this seotor are oblique to the Caledcndd trend.
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X. KX^ ARPOCHY SECTOR
Struoigraahy and Lithoiogioai. Variations
In tills sector the metasedi mentary rocks range stratigraphio&lly 
from the Dark Schist of the Elnir tholl Series to the Killieerankie Sciilat 
of the Perthshire Quartzite Scries. Variations in rock types are Juat as 
considerable as in tlie other sectors.
The Dark Sciilat on tho \aiole is similar to the Dark Sohist of 
Dunalastair aeotor, especially east of Schiohallion. It  usually possesses a 
linear rather than planar foliation and associated with it  occur sheared 
out discontinuous bodies of gametiferous amphibolite. It has been already 
noted that in the rea this kind of structure is associated with do dnant 
cro3B-folding and indood immediately north of Sohiohsllion where the effects 
of cross-folding are not as strong as elsewhere in the sector the Dark 
Stihisfc of a fragment of the Trinnfoor nacpc hue a good planar sohistosity 
(Man 8 ). Thu same schist develops large por^hyroblasts of kyanite and 
hornblende. An associated calcareous schist is very rich in tremolite and is 
presumed to be Park Limestone.
The Dark Sdhiat of the Creag an Earra core is associated with nu loroua 
calcareous bands and layers of limestone as seen in a series of streams 
flowing into s lit Kynachan. It is impossible to say whether strati graphically 
one or a ll of these limsatones are equivalent to 1he Dark Lamest >ne. In 
several localities these rooks show layers of a aurious vexy dark fine grain 
quartzite, which is extremely splintery on fracture and is charged with
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graphite Y.hile no definite otaba ient can "bo made about the origin of 
this rook, the author is inclined to think that this is probably a mata- 
raorphoned sedimentary chart. t one point it outcrops by the roadside 
(Pt.L7, 20, 02).
South and 'wont of Lodi Kinardochy where a aeries of intrusions of 
metodolerite and hornblende schist occur II icstonos show tho development 
of largo black a of highly coloured act in oil to and a strongly plaeoohroio 
epidote implying rr»ta8o;aatia introduction of iron. Both Dark and tthlte 
limestones of the Blair -* tkoll Series have been affected.
The Banded <>roup has the same general lithology as elsewhere in the
J reoL.
Whfte IiimMtono apart from occasional onrioliment in tremolite and 
phlogopit© does not show any outstanding variations* trading through 
honeycomb wok it  paneos almost imperceptibly into Schiohallion Boulder 
Bed. On Bohiohallion itse lf the Boulder Jod i3 repeated. As in the Dun- 
alasiair sector the second, horison of tlic boulder bod is generally wore 
quartzose than tuo main horizon and is characterised by s a i lo r  pebbles. 
Though granitic pebblen exist they seem to be less abundant than in the 
3hiiiahallion Boulder Bod proper. An exposure of this rock occurs a hundred 
yards south of Braes of Foss.
A few yards east of the lattor exposure tho Dolaoitic Beds of 
Soniahallion make their appearanoe. Here they are represented by calcareous 
schists with occasional thin oands of limestone bearing pale green tremolite. 
Bands of trenolite rock also occur, one ox' the bands being composed of
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highly paoked spherulitca of rataiting bladae of tremolito.
The Dolomitic Bodn increase considerably in width when traoed on 
to the eastern slope of Schiahall5 on, whore tliey are associated with a 
considerable mass of biotite cohint and flaggy sahistoso quartaAtes.
The balk of Schichillion quarts!to of Sahiohallion is  & massive 
rook very occasionally slicing evidence of bedding. Some ex, onures ahow 
folded currant bedding* Tho Killiocrsnkie Schist is again a variable 
foxrjation of sohistr and sahistoso quartaltos.
Distribution of Qutoropn.
The existence of' three Blair Atholl oorea is obvious from the map 
12. Of these tho two most important are !-  \
S
1. The Creag an Earra core which continues into Dalhoanie sector south 
vfest from Sohiohallion and which truncates the remnants of the Dunalastair 
and Ben a’Ghuallaioh cores in the Kinardnorr sector*
2. The .OLlc Mor core with a subsidiary oore next to the Loon T ay  fault.
Separating the Creag an Earra oore from the A llt Mor core there is
a fold of Killiecrankie Sohist intermittently flanked by Sahlchallion 
Ooartaite.
The Creag an Earra oore is extremely broken. On the northern lirnb 
of this com the flanking quart site in soon only in one or two very ariall 
exposures south of Sohiohallior. (Pt. ?9? 30)* On the southern flank
again the quartz!to has bcor* subjected to strong naveuoots ©nd is cut out 
altogether '*hen tho core is traaod north~eant\«rda. A oocnlex structure oootrs
FoUowliiC P*31«
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Map 12 -  General map of Kinaxdoehy Sector*
on the eastern slopes of Schichallion where the calcareous DaLcmdtic Beds 
are truncated by the Grcag an Barra core. T^is is shown by Bailey and 
KcCalliou as due to the operation of SdiichuIIion Slide.
The Eolornitic Jodr and the associated biotite s aliists of 
Schidhallian read", on unusual width of oena 500 yds. across the strike. The 
beds are quite strongly folded and show a ll tho signs of deformation and 
yet the original thic'mecs of the horizon must hanre been considerable.
Sowie duplication by folding ir surpectod, since the subsidiary horizon of 
boulder bod is ropuatod twice across tho strike from the Daloruitic Beds to 
tho Boulder bed proper.
South of tlie Gre&g an Farra core ir. l i t  Mor there are several 
exposures of Ihoatano occurring on the boundary of tho Creag an Barra belt 
of quartzite and the llillieorankie Schist tc the south. Tho limestone is  
evidently a part of the Iroag an Burra fold though tho connection with tiio 
main core is nowhere soon.
Two other prcfolenatical calcareous outcrops occur wholly within 
the Xiliieesankie Schist south of the two main cores. The first is an act- 
inolite rich rook with sub-ophorical small bodies o f soisite and oaldte.
Tlio second is a very small patoh of a pale lisaostone situated on 
the eastern slope of Dun Goilicli It  is conceivably a
glacial eratic, but tlie minor f  ids have oxactly the same plungo as those in 
tho surr unding Ailliocranlcie Sofcist, naiaaly ID J south of east at 20°-25°-
Tho l i t  Mor core f-<rms a h ig h ly  com plicated outcrop which can 
not be adequately examined u n t i l  the minor s tr u c t  jivje are described.
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Distribution off : Tin or Struotuf*egx
It  should be cibee'Vad thct this is the meet comolex saotor of
the J roa and though the minor structures demons tr a to conclusively tiio
existence of at Xqast two and possibly three episodes of' movement*!, the 
direction of tho axes of the first move >ent are suggosbed only tentatively. 
However, comparison with other soot ore >rovides the explanat: on of the Local 
sample xi ties.
Tho difficulties of intorprotation arise fron'i two factors i -
1. Dominant cross-folding on axes varying frcfci due west to 45* south 
of west. -  This move icnb is attested by a ll tho usual criteria of refolding 
suoh as foldod-folds, extensive phyllitic lineation and the occasional 
development of strain bands.
2. The influence of tho Sahiohaliion mass of quarfczite, resulting in
tha axes; ox* minor folds swinging into parallelism with the boundaries of
the quarts be. although bhe strongly deflected folds are local in tiintributioi 
the presenoo of Sahich&llion jnay be partly responsible for tho more westerly 
trend of oross-faiding in the greater part of the aeotor.
The extent of the influence of oro3s«*faiding in terns of major 
tootonios can bu soon from the general distribution, of thu strike of the 
various foimatioas. Two important croas-folos are seen at the western part 
of tlie sector. Both havo the cores of B lair *itaoLL Berios, but Tixereas the 
oonbination of dips and plunges proves beyond any doubt that the fold south i 
of Loah Jiinardoahy is plunging under the quartzite, i.u> one north of . «ooh
x-,eo Map 13* I
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M*p 13 -  Structural map of Kinardochy Sector*
Kinardochy is pl.ung ing off the qn*rtaite (Map 14)* This means that fron 
west to east a sequence oousluting of a Layer of B lair Atholl Series overlain 
“by the quartzite Tdiioh in in turn overlain by another layer of B lair Atholl 
3oriea has boen folded on exos ^hioh trend down the regional dip in this 
sector* In other words two cores of B lair Ithdll Sorioa and the intervening 
quartaite have Leon refolded on cross-folds.
South of the southern of the two major or03a-folds the outcrop 
of KillieortAnid.e Sahist on Dun Coiiidi has been strongly affected by theeo 
movo^ ients producing strong crenulation and in piece# the development of strain 
slip sohistosity. In. a ll tho oases 0:0. ined (l£3) tlie inclination of the 
strctn-tslip schlstoaity ia towards north-east, whioh ie ilie aaiae in tho 
K ill iecranlc-e Fo ista v/o^ t of Trinufour.
Suoh coincidence of the vergenoo of axial plun@3 suggests that tho 
orosa-folds of KinardocJiy sector belong to the same general movements which 
have affected tlie rooks of the other two s-ecters and \rinich liave been already 
called the Or iss-f old Movement#.
In this sector the amplitude of the major cross-fold^ increases 
south eastwards towards the Loci: Tay fault. In fact the Creag an Earra fold 
and tlie western limb of the l i t  llor oore arc not appreciably affected by the 
major cror. a-folding.
•Melativdy weak post-Croas-fold Movements are indicated by tho 
occurrence of a phyllitic lineation trending on easi-went axes. Suoh I-neuticna 
are aoen on numerous surfaces within the Killleorankie Schist of Dun Coilidu 
Bie low inolinat’on of those lineations and the fact that thev are not
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Itoliuvving i
Hap 14 -  Loch KlncuxLoahy folds.
deflected by tho or 03 s-fold* sup oat3 that tho/ are later, and they ray 
ho dbnneatad with tho easterly plunging folda in tho ground south of west 
of Loch Kinavlodhy. S id: folds weuiujy poa^oss a smaller angle of plunge 
(f>J~20Q) than the cross-folds proper vhioh plunge 25°*^5°« Those folds mey 
be tile enfeebled representatives of tho oast-west folds associated with 
the Sohidhaillion rasts, 7±dch themselves mey be slightly yo 5 wer than tho 
Or033-fold Move lents
So far pre~Crocs-fold lavements kiVO crdy been ii^lioc. The 
ctronigeot evidence for their existence is that idie major croas-folcb refold 
mere than one B lair . tholl core at the same tine, in affect using the pre~
Ore sc-fold foldc as layers; the earlier fclds being Isoclinal thus constitute 
the la y e r s  involved in the later folding. Moreover, the siiapo of the A l l t  
iicjr B la ir • tlioll core suggests that it is of tho bojoo series of structures 
as the Dunciastair, the Ben a'Chuallnich and the Ureag on Earra recumbent 
folds. The general strike of the Blair Atholl Series on tho T?estom linib of 
Alit More coro ic dale don old and as it  has boon already suggested this lirab 
lias ncrfc been appreciably ref added by the C r o s s -fo ld  Movements, it  is  c le a r  
that the pre Grose-fold Movements were Caledonoid.
Unfortuna ;oly tho original plunge of the B lair Atholl Caledonoid 
coro3 can not be prooved conclusively, although the evidence of the minor 
folds is suggestive. A ll the Caledonoid r&nor folds of the sector can bo 
classified into t-
(a ) The open flexures (b ) The rseudbent folds (Map 13).
A few open flexures plunge iO°-35° 'west at small singles (0°-13°)
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I t  i s  f a i r l y  c e r ta in  th a t th ese represent th e v e ry  l a t e s t  ep isod e o f  ndld  
deform ation and arc reepons ib lo  fo r the s l i g h t  flu o tu a tio n s  o f  plunge o f  
th e e a r lie r  fo ld s . Tho open fle x u re s  arc not acoo p an ied  b y a s o h ia to s ity .
Sharp and recumbent folds on Caledonoid axes have been notiood 
in several localities. These generally plunge 20°-^0J west of south, north 
of Loch Kinardoohy and 20°-45° east of north, sooth and west of Loch Ainardody 
The implication of the plunge north of j. o q a  Kinardochy is that tho quartz!to 
separating the main l i t  Mor oore from tho subeidiaxy oore next to the Looh 
fay fault is ayn formal. I f  so, then tlio h ilt I‘or oore is untiforuul and the 
ahango on Calodoncdd plunge wiiioh uocura just oouth of Lodi /Inardoohy is  
due to the influence of the cr Jfla -fold acting as a cul.duution of plunge. It  
also irplies that tho closure of / lit  Mor oore occurring just south of l i t  
Mor is also anti formal tho Caledonoid plunge having undergone another reversal 
of direction.
The above in fe re n ce s can be supported by tho obvious analogy  
vh ioh  e x is t s  between th e ; l l t  Mor fo ld  and tlie  major B la ir  AthoiU. coroo o f  
D u n a la sta ir  se c to r. I t  has boon argued th a t both tho Bon a 'C h u a lla io h  and tlie  
D u n a la sta ir  fo ld s  are in  the nature of recumbent ant i f  or as w ith  the B l a i r  
A th o ll  S e rie s  in  tlie oore. Tho / l i t  Mor oore is e v id e n tly  analogous to  them 
and th e re fa ro  i s  another recumbent an tiform  separated  by a synfoero o f q u a r t-  
z i t e  from y e t  another ro c unbent oore of B l a i r  A th o ll wiiioh occurs ad jao en t t o  
the Loch Tay f a u lt .
Conclusions
S tr u c tu r a l fe a tu r e s  o f  tho Kinardochy s e c to r  shoe 12ie sane 
movement p ic tu r e  as those o f  tho D u n a la sta ir  sector* The roolca Lave been  
a ffe c te d  by two ma^or movements producing
(a) A s e r io s  o f  recumbent fo ld s  w ith  B l a i r  t h a i l  ooro c lo s in g  
to  th e  north.
(b )  Two m ajor, aim oat n/mraotriool c r o s s -fo ld s ,  w^.iah r e fo ld  tho 
recumbent u n ti forms.
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XI. QBCMEERIC SKMESIS CP DAUi/JKlHS
R o o a p itu la tio n
A t t h i s  s ta g e  i t  i s  p o s s ib le  t o  summarise thu main fe a tu re s  
produced b y th e  arogenio deform ation o f the D alradlan rooks in  the A rea, an 
fo llo w s x-
(a) A l l  th e rooks have s u ffe r e d  a t  le a s t  two im portant phases
o f  do a or. a t io n ; Hie f i r s t  being resp o n sib le  fo r  production o f th e la rgo  r o -  
oumboat fo ld s  up t o  f i v e  and a h a l f  milen in  am plitude and p o ssessin g  
CalcdonotiLd tren d. The second episode i s  resp o n sib le  fu r  oronn fo ld in g  o f  
v a ry in g  in to n s lty  an u major s c a le ,  being p r a c t ic a lly  n e g lig ib le  in  tlm  
extreme w estern p a rt o f th e Dal radian T r ia n g le  and stro n g e st a t  th e  apex o f  
th e t r ia n g le ,  whore a recumbent or m o -fo ld  w ith an am plitude o f  o l  o a t 2 
m iles i s  found.
(b) Tho oros ,- f o ld s  do not p o ssess an a b s o lu te ly  co n stan t tre n d ,
b u t va ry fr a a  north-eouth in  the woe tern t o  10 °-2 0 ° south o f o a st in  th e
ea stern  p a r t o f  the Area.
(o) Prom e a s t to  w est f iv e  im portant c r o s s -fo ld s  have been recog­
n ize d  (flap 15 ) •
1 .  Synformal core n orth -w est o f lo c h  Kinardochy.
2. A ntiform al core s o u t h -w e t  o f Loch Kin&rdochy.
3- Tlie g r e a t recumbent fo ld  u t Ulen E rroahty, where i t  
o o n s ists  o f  a recumbent an tiform  and a  complementary 
s y n fo r  n.
4* Croag Varr a n tifo rm , atten d ed  by two t i g h t  ayn f orras.
5* Croag an J h lth io h  syn f orm.
Jfe llo w in g  p*03»
I mile
Trend of antiforms 
Trend of synforms 
Trend of nappes
l .r a n n o c h
Map 15 •  Structural l i n e s  in  tho Area# 1 » t • t
lp 2p 3# ^  5 811,0 o °i10B a? cross-fo lds; 1 , 2, 3» 5 aie
ooroa of Oledonoid nappes. '^ Q to:ct.
(d) The nuin Caledonoid Movements were responsible for production 
of four major rcoicfcont folds wifch oore a of B la ir Atholl Seri os and an over-* 
riding recunbent fold with a oore of Killiecrankie Sohist. The folds again 
from east to west aro as follows
1. ..lit  Mor fold with a subsidiary ansa'lor ooro tc the east.
2. Creag an Earrn fold.
3. Dunalastair fold with an adjaoent incomplete Trinafour ooro.
J*_ Ben a1 Chualloioh fold.
i>. Heall DuU. "aatifonrf' u id i  is the only one with a core of 
Killiecrankie Sohist six owing trie original Caledonoid trend, 
though more northerly than usual.
These five antifonaal ooros arc associated vdth intervening synforraal cores.
Tlie oore of Bon Lawerc and Ben Eagooa odiets outcropping woot 
of Meall Dubh antifoxra, again possesses a general Culedoncid trend, but its  
exact status w ill do, and on future investigations in Crlen Lyon.
(e) The plunge of the cross-folds is  in Dunalastair and 
Kinardodiy sectors, where it  is  dominantly due south-west to earth south-west.
In Dalhonnie sector the plunge of the or os a-folds is go nor ally
low (0°-20°), and fluctuates locally frosa south or south south east to north
or north-west. The plunge is at 10° east of couth at the extreme northern 
part of the sector, while it  trends at a few degrees north to north north­
east at Creag Varr. Crossing tho Tunnel tlao plungo is again southwards and it  
reverses to northwards in the southern parts of the sector* Thu Caledonoid 
axes of Meall Dubh "uxtifoanri* show similar fluctuations in £)lunge. Such zones 
of culmination and depression of plunge trend approximately east-west and
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noy be related to tho oast-west poot-C rose-fold I eve onta detooted in 
Kinardocly sector.
( f )  The boundary between the Dalradian and the Moiniun rooks is 
a slide, which has boon called the Boundary Slide by Bailey and MoCallion 
(it 37 )* A number of other slides exists within the Dal radian rooks and 
can bo recognised frou mapping.
i!ron tho above structural relations a geometric form of the 
Dal radian rooks may be deduced. E&ah lithalogioal unit involved in the re­
folded cores of Dun&las<*air Ben u'Chuallaiok and Groag an Karra forms a 
sorles of almost rlffrit angle bonds. The may (S i) shows that the northern 
part of oach bolt dips approximately eaat-wards or east north-eastwards ut 
its  northern extreme in c<xif onrdLty with tlie general dip of the overturned 
part of the Dunalastair ooro. However, once traoed south, .ad** all, the bolts 
approach vortioality near the right angle bend. In fact tiiat vortical portion 
of the Creag an Earra fold is of quite a oonsidorablo extent. As oach re­
folded Caledanoid core is traced from the eastern part of the rea to tho 
bond it  beo ^ mss at first vertical, and further to tho north it  overturns. 
Bearing these facts in mind, it  is  eonvonient to scart the reconstruction of 
the geomatry by trying to reconstruct the form of the Boundary a ll do.
HoQoaatxMoUon of tha. Boundary Slide
At tlie western part of tho Dalradiun Irian,;le the slide is 
i, alined west south-eastwards with the general dip of tin Dal radian rocks 
varying from 45° in the south to 2f>° in the north* Frun Lochan Bo oil
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Chath&iohe to the Lodi lay fault tho average inclination of tto rooks is  
65° southwards or south-eastwards. Theao are the parte whore tho elide is  
Calodonaid in trend and essentially conformable to the Caledon old folds, as 
the outcrops of the £nlradian formations trend parallel to it. Ignoring for 
the moment tlie corrugation of tlie slide by the cross-folds, i t  is fairly  
evident that fro t Lochan 3 ©oil Chathaidhe up to Trinafour and round tlie 
apex of the Dalradiaa Triangle until the L’rrodhty Water has boon readied 
again the elide is conformable to the recunibont folds with Blair Atholi 
cores, however, over die three mil os of ground which separate Colrtg from 
Brrojhty Water the slide is evidently oblique to tho dtlodonoid struoturos, 
cutting off the Killieorankio 3chint apices of tho Caledon old folds and 
transgressing from ^rinafour fold to the bottom of Chenthill belt. From tho 
western boundary of the Dalradian Triangle to Lochan Beoil Chathaiohe, tho 
oonformable slide lias boen folded by tlie Cross-fold Movements. The Cross-fold 
Movements hove not disturbed this essential oonfornxL^ y ,sinoe they have folded 
the sheets of iwcunbent folds and the attendant conformable slide together.
A oorrolary of this deduction is that whore the cross-folds are 
at right angles to tho Caledon aid folds the plunge of tho oross-folds 
indicates the pre Cross-fold inclination of tho slide, provided that there 
has not been any appreciable post-orogonio t i l t i n T h i s  would nuan that 
where tho oross-folda are oblique to cho Oaledonoid folds the plunge of the 
oroas-folds w ill be loss, as indeed is tlio oase with the Creac; Varr and 
Creag an Bhithioh folds.
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The persistence of tho vertical belt near tho bends of the 
cores of B lair Atholl Series has to be re-examined from a different stand­
point. The rccunfcont cross-fold at Glen Grrochty possesses quite a high 
plunge of 23°-30°. Suoh a fold can not continue indefinitely at depth. 
Moreover, whereas tliis plunge indicates the inclination of t l»  aye for:al 
part of the oroos-fold, There the antiformol part is encountered the plunge 
is  evidently ntuopor. Since the a:aa of tho antlforznul part of the cross­
fold trends almost at rig^it angles to the trend of the Dalradlan formations 
between Loohan an Daira and Loamn Be oil Chathaiaho, the local steep dip 
of 60°  is equivalent to the locel plunge of tho anti formed part of the cross­
fold. This means that unloss tho Thole of the cross-fold bends downwards 
the oocnon llnfb of the nynformal and tho anti formal parts Is dying southwards. 
X a other words the cross-fold alters in style. Evidently, in tlie process of 
disappearing the oonrion liirb first becomes vertical, giving rise to the 
relatively persistent vortical bolte near tho bond of tlie cores. It  was found 
that such a deduction helps in the droning of tic structural contour diagram 
(P ig.25) of the Boundary Slide. The diagram was drawn by sketching in the 
contours of tho Caledonoid sogmonts of the elide, in the first place, and by 
extrapolating those contours in the cross-fold by bearing in mind tlie 
in$>lications of tlie cross-fold plunge just described.
Geometric Shane of the Nappes
Pitted into the complex crcugh formed by tne slide there arc the 
refolded nappes whose axial planes follow tlie geometric form of the slide.
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In Klnardoahy sector the nappe□ ere overlying tho upper limb of the antiforael 
part of the Glen Errochty cross-fold and are in the same position as in the 
pre-Crocg-fold times. Here it  is obvious tl^at tho Trinafour nappe in the 
lowest, followed tectorically upwards by a combined oorc of Punalaatair and 
Ben a#ChaallJdc3h folds, tfiioh are in turn covered by the Creag an Barra and 
l i t  lior folds (Map Si). Here the expos'ires on the ground represent a section 
essentially parallel to the uLosurea of tho folds (Fig.26a). On tlie oilier hand 
in the Dunalast&ir sector the ground surface approxlmatea to a cross-section 
(p ro file ) of the Caledon old nappe a, which have been upturned by the Gross-fold 
movements (Fig. 26b .
In Daihosnie sector anotficr cross-soction of a nappe (Croag an 
2axra fold) is aeon, West of it  the eflacta of #\e  Glon Erroohty oross-fold 
die >ut abruptly, although two smaller cross-folds (Creag V&rr and Creag an 
Sfcithich) are aeon refolding a Caledonoid nappe wholly composed of the members 
of Perthshire Quartsite Series and Ben Lowers and Ben Eagaoh sd is ts . The 
upper or pr dbably both lirhs of thia nappe form tho Cam Mairg belt of pebbly 
quartsite which overlies rauah of the southern bolt of the Killieorankie 
Schist, which covers tluj uppor lisfcs of the Creag an Earra and l i t  <Jor folds. 
Tlie sou thorn part of this belt of quarts!to ia outside tho Area, but its  
lin lts  aro shov« on the map 3£. The quartaite evidently formas a cover to the 
nappes whiah possess cores of B la ir .itholi Series. This interpretation of tlie 
structure a ia portrayed in tlie block diagram and is further illustrated by 
the aerial sections across tho Dal radian rocks. (SoeSJ*. in the folder.)
x i i .  MOEmi u  H p a a  o f  h b  m
Introdnctl on
The Moinian rocks underlie the Boundary Slide where it  la 
Oaledoncrtd and fom an envelope round the Dalradion aore. Owii^ g to their 
generally uniform litholpgy they nrcvide only limited structural data, 
^evorthclenn in a number of ways their study has supported and supplemented 
tho oTOoluaiovm reached from the at udy of the Dalradian rooks.
do o il Schist, whioh has been classified as a Moinian Schist by 
Bailey and MoGallien, presents a ratiier ncvel problom and w ill be treated 
in the eeotion of slides.
Stratigraphy and Lithological Variations
An effective stratigraphy of tlie Moines oan not be established 
frun avai lable data. The r^ka of Jho rea, wliieh aro locally known oa 
Struan Plage are generally psaraoitic rooks but contain oooasional bands of 
polite. Whero tho exposures aro adequate as they ore south of the Tunnel 
and round the apex of tlie Dalradian Triangle it  is possible to differentiate 
ana map various bands, although tho boundaries aro more or less i l l ’•defined. 
Blsorftoro. Moinian rocks are generally only sporadically exposed and are 
usually ouvored by peat, or glacial deposits. An additional difficulty is 
intrxlioed in places whore the rook is abnorijolly rich in felspar, esxjeoiuliy 
ndorooline, riome of whiah forms distinct porphyr oblast s. In suoh ouses it  
is difficult to discover whether tho present character of the rook roflootn 
its original composition or is due to a subsoquent introduction of felspar.
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Though " flagginess" is an almost; itoiquitous feature of the Moines of tho 
/rea, i t  is especially pronounced near the Boundaiy Slide. It  has been 
already noted that such flaggineas is largely tectonic in origin.
The flags oocasiwxvlly show a grading texture but it  is impossible 
to ascertain whether or not thin represents graded bedding as tlie rocks have 
been reoxystullisod extensively. At one locality near Straan (Pt. M2,35,5^). 
well preserved current bedding is seen to bo ovorturoeh. Such original 
structures are frequently soon in the typo of granulite known as ‘'so li and 
pepper Muine'1 in whioh micao are relatively small and do not possess a very 
pronounced orientation. These rooks are masuive rather than flaggy and the 
preservation of tho original structures probably implies tnat the "salt and 
pepper*’ type represents a less disturbed portions of the Moine sequence.
Mineralogioally the Mcinian rocky are quartzo-feispathic gran- 
ulitcs with varying amounts of mica, both plagioelaue and potash felspar are 
present and normally in the Area potash fulsper is more abundant. Under tlie 
microscope it  is possible to see, that whereas potash felspar is normally 
quite fresh, the plugioolane felspar shows extensive micaceous alteration 
products. Moreover tho potash felspar texturally Icibes into other minerals, 
while tlie criterion of ldbing doos not in a l l  the casus ii%)ly the late origin 
of the lobing L&neral, it  is virtually certain that tlie larger crystals of 
microcline formed in tlie Moines of the Area are late, since ti*oy aro soon to 
interrupt and cut across niLcas (lJ*ig. 28a). TLo proportion of potash felspar 
to plagiodase varies quite considerably. Exceptionally there are varieties 
nhiah arc j cor in potash felspar such as to the south of tho Tummel.
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Tho proportion of Ldoaa in tlie Moines is variable, but only 
occasional thoroughly politic portions hnvo been noticed.
Highly quartsoee Moines occur on Oroag Kinachan south of the 
Tunnel* In fact Wilson (l90fj) has included these roolcs into Perthshire Quart­
zite Series, t the other extreme* highly fclspathic Moines are known from the 
neighbouxhood of Trinefour (Pt«Fl,89,50) * Gocrreneso in these rooks may be 
indicative of de ree of re crystallization an well ao a reflection of original 
lithologionl character. however, a bond of very coarse Moines vtiitit surrounds 
the apex of the Dalradian Triangle is undoubtedly a lithologioal unit, as the 
tAogs are small (Map 13b). On the other hand tho coarsely fel spathic gneisses 
w?*fc largo biotites and occasional garnets, rhinh oocur south of Glen Srroohty 
0*1;.K3 ,32,80,,) are evidently intensely metamorphosed roolaa and rose b is  the 
Koine Gneisses of tho injection oorplexos.
A puz.uling feature of the Moinian rooks is an almost complete 
absence of hornblende sdiista and epidlorites idiioh are so abundant in tho 
Dalradian rooks, despite the evidence to be presented (p.128) that at least 
some of the opidi^ritos aro later than the mein T'ovements.
gtiuoture
The v isu a l indues ability of recognising upecific horizons 
within the Moines makes the elucidation of structural pattern a matter of 
considerable difficulty, but two features are readily apparent
1. The regional distribution of dip3 round the Boundary Slido in 
general confirms the structural relations inferred within the Dalradians, To 
the west of the Dalradian Triangle the sheet dip of the Moinian rocks carries
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them under the Dal radian, to tile east of the Dalradian Triangle, where the 
elido possesses a Gnlodnnoid strike the Heines again dip under it. They dip 
off the Dalradian roc" .a adjacent to the Grlon hrroohiy oroos-fold ( ap S^).
2. Vertical belts with strikes in agi'oermnt with tho axial direction 
of the eross-folur exist in several localities within the Moines, showing 
that these rooks havo been affected. by thu drces-fold Kweiiiants# The moet 
conspicuous of tnoso belts occurs at the apex of the Dulrudiun Triangle. It  
oantinues for 3 dJLen in north-westerly direction.
a nother belt occurs near Bohaspie; its ocntunuation being un­
certain an the exposures fa il both to the south and to the north* Tho rooks 
here have a north-south strike.
Another nearly vortical belt can be do toe tou on tho southern 
slope of a h ill known as Sron bhoin (Pt. Dl,39,99) • In a ll these bolts tho 
character is tic n flagginoss'1 of the Moinian rooks is folded. I f  as has been 
suggested this "flag; inesg'' is at least in pari tectonic in origin its  
development must have proceeded visible ci osa-faiding. In other vords there 
is a parallelism between the tectonic histories of the Moines and tiio 
Dalradians.
Thera are indeed many indioat., unu that the tectonic pattern of 
the Moines is one of extreme ooL'iplexity, aa iuuy be seen from a detailed study 
of the Moines exposed on tho northern sippet; of bleu Srroahty went of Struan. 
fho lower reaches of Arroohty tau-or as well as the lu lls  immediately to the 
north show several exposures of generally massive lloino gronalltes. In the 
river (Pt. M2,95,55) while the bulk is uniform psamoitio granulito some
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somlpelitio portions occur, t one point especially very intricate folding
in seen (7ii>.27). The dip of schiaioeity xshich is axdal-planal is about 30°*
o ’ o2fJ south of east and the axes of folding plunge 35 north of east at 10°.
The dip and strike of sohistagity corresponds to tho average dip and strike 
of " flugginess" of the surrounding rocks. Half a mile west of these exposures 
on tho brow of a h ill (PtuM2,35, 5k ) current budded paam it io  granulites 
again show a echistosity dipping 30 J-4D° in south westerly direction. Tho 
average dip of bedding in 20°-25° east south-east and the evidence of current 
bedding ie that the grcnulites are overturned. I f  the movements producing 
ovort-xning have also produoe& ociiistoaity, then tlie criteria axe conflicting f 
for whoroas the current bedding proves tlus rocks to bo upside down the 
relations of sohiatosity to bedding indicate that the fonaL\tiaos occur in tlie 
upper l i T3j of a fold. The only possible conclusion is t;.at tlie rocks nro 
ohc-ving tho evidence of two movements. The sdiistosity appears to be of a 
"strain slip" type, the plunge of tha cidrtJ.ec produced trending 25* north uf 
oast at 13°-17°. 30 tlie second movement is Caledonoid. The dip of sohistcoity 
here i 3 hl^ier than the general "flaggineas", whereon in tlie expouuror in 
ISrrocfoty Water it  oorrer. ends to tho " flaggineas’ • I t  seens reas enable to 
nuggost that the latter rocks have been deformed only by one sat of movements 
tdiioh are Caledonoid. On 1he h i ll ,  however, the rooks hrve suffered a socond 
episode of movements which is also Caledonoid. here, therefore in an exanple 
of refolding on tlie sa./O sot of Caledonoid axes, tho first folding having 
been strong enou^i to produce recumbent folds. Judging by the stylo of the 
plications the second Caledonoid movement has produced relatively open
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Following p*98«
Fig* 27 -  tyl of folds from Glen ^rroohty.
Fsmsnitic band, otipolod; politic band, 
dashes*
overturned folds tho direction of overturning beixjg to north-west.
One milo and a quarter to tlie east ir* a stream several exposures 
of a very flaggy granulites snow a general dip of 40C-50C at 1Q°~2G° south 
of east* Tide may be a bolt of later eroua-faLding but exposures iire poor.
A further half a mile to tlie v;ost, a proi.duent series of oraga 
shuws a bolt of steeply dipping Moines striking 20° north of oast* and tho 
inclination varying frcra 20 j west of north at 70°-60° east of south at 90°.
The "flagginesa” here ic folded on relatively open folds with the axial 
planes inclined south waaz at 25* • 'i-hoae open folds aro obviously of tlie 
same character and belong to tl*e same movement as the "strain slips*’ of tiio 
seaond Csledonoid movement. Their plunge is l£°-2t>° trending 20° north of 
east (Pt.K2, 62, j 6 ) ,
Sisrj.lur oonsiderations apply to the rooks of a small quarry i* 
mile to tho south. The OaledjonGid folds continue fox* another mile westwards 
whore they are interi'iipted by a bolt of oros©-folding. Hie relatively even 
variation of strike on the mop gives the erroneous impression that there is 
a swing of Galodonold folds into cross-folds. The oross-foldiqg is aajai^anied 
by a well-narked phyllitic lineation which is seen to crinkle tlie axial 
plane sohistosity of the Caledon oid folds. Tlie axial plunge of tlie latter* 
has simultaneously been changed from north-easterly to westerly. Thia belt 
of cronn-foldinc continues south of Glen Srrocdrty as is obvious from tho 
distribution of dips (Map Si).
Tf the above inferences are coiToot tlie tectonic history of the 
Moines In elds re a aan be suimarised as follow* i -
* 99 -
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(a) Eocm&etit folding oa Caledonoid aroa.
(b ) Open folding on Caledonuid am&.
(o) Open refolding on oroea-folds, tfiich hers trend 
2on«33° south of oast and plunge at 30°  in the 
boro direction.
Late vovemerrts
Pour »ilee north of Trinofour and outside the rea thero ia some 
evidence of yet later movements, inducing a con older able amount of strain 
banding on appr ar„ ma t aly © set-west axes. This strain bonding is well-displayed 
under tho Palnaar rdoah bridge. In plaoe3 this tncveinent givon rise to a 
series of closely spaced faults (fracture cleavage). Whoreas a ll the other 
movements do not affect tlie matanorphic state of the rooks retrogressively, 
these latest movements are responsible for the replacement of bioiite by 
olilorito. However, tliis phase of deformation evidently forms part of tho 
main erogenic oyde as there 1g no granulizaticn of quartz or felspar and 
while in daces actual breccias of Mcdne fragments are produced these 
breccias ( Pig. 20b) are parallel to tho "flagginess" **nd tlie quartso-felspathic 
elements of neither fragments nor the matrix ehov? any strain shaddows.
Following p. 100,
2i -  Structurec in tho hoinen.-
a . Parphyj o b la s t  oi utlcsrscline in tern ee t in g  JlaJc.n oi* i.dccu
b . A sk etch  oi* a b r e c c ia  i*ram tlie . oiner, oi* c la n  Gfiixy.
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XIII. 3LIDMS
latroductiwH
Tha lorm slid© wa3 in it ia lly  intrudueed by bailey ( 1910) to denote 
a fo ld -fau lt without the necessity of reference to inrusts and lags. I t  was 
soon re ilised  that slides oftan exhibit a style which is  sympathetic with 
the iDojor folding in a particular d istrict.
tfhilc a slide can originate via thrusting or lagging and be folded  
subsequently it  can alfjo originate in tho proooas or folding. Obviously i t  
la important to distinguish between tho two icypos and some progress in this 
direction ha;'* been mcdo in ijchionailion iirea.
The ltTgfiat of iho  elides in tho >irea io tht? Boundary Slide which 
conforms to tho pattern of tho Dalradians in many olacea > but cuts a iarply 
enrosn then north oast of Colrig.
Tectonic I it,i;orf) o f ' i ln + ' i l t M ': ’ Slide.
The fact that alcmg the western boundary of the J)alr«dian Triangle 
*hioh ie Caledonoid i »  trend there is  a re latively  sharp truncation o f form­
ations indicates that the slide has probably originated either simultaneously 
with or entirely la te r  than the folding of CoLednnoicj nappes. Sinoe none of 
the nappes contains a acre of Moinian rocks i t  is  like ly  that sliding con­
tinued a fter the cessation of the main Cale&unoid Movenente intersecting a 
series oi na pea oblique2y. t this fciine the slide was evidently in the 
nature of a banal piano ureter lying the nappe complex.
The oblique intersection of foruiationo Ly the slide seorao to be 
related to oraso-foldiog, ainco when tho slj.de is  viewed down the directicn of 
the Glen jurroahty arose-fold  i t  is  seen that UiQ sh^ar ng out of the Cole- 
don old nappes is  moot marked on tho lower l i  rt> of tlie sytifor a l  and the 
upper l i  nb of the antiformal parte of the cross-fo ld  and is  negligible on the
carrion lirib (Pig. 29). This suggests that tho cross-fold has originated 
by n mechanism of pushing (sec p. kk ). I f  30 tho oolique intersection of 
tho Caledonoid nappes was achieved during the Cross-fold Movements. Shearing 
wos probably rcro Intense towards tho a ex of tho Dnlradian Triangle, while 
it  weakened oouthvprds whore the overfelding of the Glen Errochty cross-fold 
disappears. This circumstance would explain the more northerly Caledonoid 
strike in the western parts of tlie Triangle. This also irapliec that merely 
by flattening out tho present Boundary Slide and elimination of tlie oroun­
folds i t  is not possible to reproduce precisely the pre-crose-fold surface, 
sinoe during the Cross-fold Movements that surface was stretched more towards 
the north than south.
Tlie push has evidently originated fron a north-easterly direction 
producing a thinning of the north eastern or eastern lintou of the croso-fold 
anti forms, such cm Croaq Varr and tlie southern of the I.och Kinardoohy folds, 
and reducing tho restore licto of the orosn-fold synfome such as Creag en 
Shithioh. Thun the attendant slide in these localities have been originated 
by the Cross-fold Movements.
Tre-Cross-fold Slides.
Sxarid.nafc3.on of the <J&ledon*iid nappes with core a of B la ir Atholl 
Scries on the map Si shor/s that a ll of them are characterised ay a reduced 
lower linb. It has already been suggested that they dose northwestwards, 
which supports the idea that the alidea are tlie basal thrust-plonoa of tho 
Caledonoid nappes. T^ese slides coincide closely with fwnational boundaries 
in the Qnlodouoid nappes and may be assuood. to have been oonteftDoraneous with
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the sain Calcdonoid dveraonts. Evidently, these siden have been produood 
by drag raeahanisra (see p. k3 )• I t  Is mainly in these slide aonea that the 
Caledocioid folds havo been found t o  indicate tlie tectonic nature of the 
Blair htholl cores. Tula in itse lf implies that the basal slides of tho 
Calodona±d nappes owe their origin to the Oaledonoid Movemnts.
The lower slide of Creag Varr ia of a pusssling origin, sinoe though 
it  is  folded on a orosa-fol&3 there are a number of Caledonoid lineations near 
tl o t.lide. Moreover the Ben Suguoh Schist at the junction with Hie under­
lying Killiocrankie Schist shown frequent refolded folds. On Hio other hand 
tho slide was probably active even subsequently to the Cross-fold Movements, 
sinoe Hie horhblondo schists adjacent to its western vertical part are broken 
intc a typo ° f  melange indicative of brittle movements, ‘Ac problem is not 
easier i f  a solely post-Galedonold origin of the slide is assumed G3 then the 
question arises an to what has haonened to the Cam Mairg Qaartaite, which 
has disappeared leaving tho Killleorankie Schist adjacent to the Ben Eagoch 
Schist, In nhort i t  appears necessary to postulate that both Calodonoid and 
OrosY-fold Movements participated in the evolution of tlie slide. Such a com­
posite origin appears nocoosary for sovoral other slides shown on the Map 17.
ffc£rce of Deformation on the hi i.do a
The degree of defoliation associated with the lower of the Creag 
Varr slides ic unusual. In general Caledonold slides show tho obvious signs of 
deformation in the sense that the adjacent formations are broken into a 
series of discontinuous lenticular bodies, \4iioh are often closures of folds.
Folio. r p# 103.
Coledonoid slides 
Cross fold slides
Slides of composite 
origin
Fault
Normal
junction
Blair A tholl Series f -  1 Perthshire Q uartzite
Ben Lowers t  Ben 
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lop 17 -  Ll o i In the rorw 1 . •
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Suoh a an be seen near Sohich allion slide east of Sohiohallion, and to a 
lesser extent noar tho Ben ©'Qhuallaidh slide, which shews exceedingly de­
formed and folded quartzHe, Tlie slide junction of Cam Mairg Quartsite and 
Bon Lowers Schist of Cheathill belt north of Looh Eannoch again is of the 
same type as Sohiohallion slide. It  is at rirst sight a puzzle that the major 
B; jndury Clide docs not appear to be aceogiated with any striking signs of 
doror. a ti Jii,aud indeed its ruoo* niiaon on the westoxn aide of the Dalradian 
Triangle was not easy view of the occurrence there of an apparently con­
tinuous pasattge from tlie roofs of Koine type into those of Dalradian type.
On tlie vies torn sxde of the Triangle the presence of the Cliestliill belt of Ben 
Luwem Schist nkid© possible the accurate location of the Boundary Slide 
(bailey and McCall ion, 1937 )• The presence of post-metainai*phio felsites and 
porphyries wiioh follow the slide in this part of Ilia Area tends to obscure 
the position of the slide in the critical area of near Coirig. However, after 
a detailed re-examination of the ground a solution has been found. In fact, 
an understanding of the tectonic significance of the Be oil Schist has thrown 
new light an tlie problem of tho deformation involved along tlie Boundary Slide.
Beoil Sohist.
As a ser>arate entity the Beoil Schist was first recognized by 
Bailoy and KoCallien from the type locality Lochan Beoil Chathuiche. The 
sdiist there is a rouooovito biofcite rich rook containing quarts, alblto and 
ncLoro aline as the other nain minerals. It  has occasional garnets viiioh rapidly 
increase in abundance and size in proximity to boudiruT°an^hibditeo vaiioh are 
loo illy >7c 11 represented. Simultaneously adjacent to tlie an%i iboliteo tlie
-  10/f -
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proportion  o f  miens decreases os the garn ets appear.
In typical Be oil Sdhist Hie la ^ e  and poruhyroblaatio micas g iv e  
tho rock its very diagnostic aspect. Bailey and MoCallion (1937) have napped 
tho sonint from a point a mile and a half east of Lochan BoodLl Chathaishe 
round tho apex o f  tho Dalradian Triangle and continued it  as far an Erroohty  
Y/ater (Map 18a). It  has boon  found possible to reco4;nizo the schist through 
inter>nittent exposures to Colrig arid thence in a sooo iimiwdiatcly con­
tinuous with the Dalradian rooks right to the Bouth'^westem boundary o f the 
Area. In this ground Hie cchist is sanduiohod between two nilla o f  felsite  
as far as LocL Rannoah and from then onwards it  ovarlleo one o f tho s il ls ,  
the upper one failing. Here as well a3 on Colrlg the sahist has beon
\ j\ c t  u d e d
e v id e n tly " b y  B a ilo y  and M oCallion w ith Bon Lavers S c h is t  in to  th e O h csH iill  
b e l t .  That t h is  i s  not so i s  c le a r  as in  p a r ts  a f la g g y  g r a n u lite s  i n d is t ­
in gu ish a b le  from l o c a l  v a r ia n ts  o f  Carn Mairg Q u a r tz ite  in te rven e s between 
the Bo o i l  S c h is t  in  tho rooks o f  the C h e s th ili  b e l t .
On the eastern side? of tho Dalradian Triangle Beoil Behiat is
clearly unrelated to tho Dalradians and lias been therefore included as a 
member o f  the Moines (o f. Bailoy and JjaOallicn 1937)* Now the schist not 
only has beon detected in the western part of tlie A rea, but mapping o f  tho 
Moinian rook typos indicates that it  has transgreasive relations to the 
Moines as wall as to DftJLrudian rocks. On tlie other hand the Sehiot is  
unmistakably related to the Boundary Slide (Map 18b). This indicates that 
the origin of Hie schist is bound up with tectonics rather than stratigraphy.
The schist is a tectonic schist (see Ainj and Hast 1935b)*
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Tho development o f  la r g e  p o rp h yro b lan tlc  ndoaa, which are d ia g n o s tic
of the Beoil S a h is t ,  was recognised by Sueas (1931) as of te c to n ic  s i g n i f i ­
cance. In other ror,pacts ti*aro are vrido variations from plaoe to  plaoe  
reflecting local lithologioal variation in the adjacent Moines. T his alone  
disposes o f  the possibility that the schist has any suratigraphioal id e n t it y .
Suoh cawou of modianical ooavergenoe on and adjacent to th t l in e s  o f  
tectonic din location iiavo been reported by Ueud from Jnat (l>34)* There, 
however, the production of a tectonic souist is accompanied by retrogressive 
iQutawoj^hio a.
J jgiolunu ons
The con ten ts o f  th is  s e c tio n  can be summarized as fa llo w s
(a) Obvious meohnnioid effects of do formation appear on 1ii<j relatively 
minor eliden.
(b) The iuain Boundary S lid e  i s  accompanied b y tiie pixse/ioc o f & te c t o n ic  
s c h is t .
(c ) It  i s  possible to a ssig n  a tentative tin e  sequenoc to the s lid e s .
(d) Both tho Galodonaid and tho C r o s s -fo ld  Movements p a r tic ip a te d  in
fo r m tion of oertain s±ides suoh as the Boundaiy S lid e .
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XIV. TO TCKIC HlSTu&flT of  OHPCBMIC P B F Q IH iT iq :
Rglr,t:i ma . - i tie C. led ^ >!■ I > nd the Prosa -fo ld  roromant/..
Throughout the prooeding account a clear out distinction lias boon 
ra^ de between the C*tIodonoiA‘and the Cross-fdA Movo:.-©nts; and incised on 
tha scale of tho r^ea elone such a cliatinction is ve ry useful, as it  
prwidcs a basis for geometrical representation of th e major structures.
Tliio, however, need not in d ic a te  th a t in  f a c t  the two mcvo jenta vwre 
f le x ^ a^e^ ^ y  a con siderable interval of time. I f  erosion iuoS. removed tiie 
rocumMent p a r t o f Glen iirroa t T o ro sa -fo ld  the stru a tu re would have appeared  
ho be more in  ti e nature o f an a x ia l  derpre: lion. B e lt s  o f ucdal cu lm inations  
and depress!on a  occur throughout tlie H ighlands, aonotirnes a tta in in g  th e  
s ta tu r e  o f major or^os-folds. In  tlio s e c tio n  on fo ld in g  i t  has boon 
in d ic a te d  th a t  these oulaination3 and depressions are p o s c ib ly  d ir e c t  b y ­
-products of tho main, in  this case Caledonoid fo ld in g . While a culm ination  
a t ta in s  a n jt ic e a b lo  am plitude only a f t e r  the primary fo ld s  are alroacty 
e s ta b lis h e d , theo r e tio a lly  i t  o r ig in a te s  a t  tlie a arc time as the main fo ld in g .
I t  i s  a r .rtte r  o f o b servation  th a t a c c h is t o s it y  does not develop  
u n t i l  fo ld in g  has a tta in e d  a co n sid erab le in t e n s it y ,  marked b y  recumbency or 
compression o f fo ld s . Thus i t  i s  p o ss ib le  to  coognizo in  souo l o c a l i t i e s  tho 
co n d itio n  in  which a s ih is t o s it y  has developed in  agreement w ith  th e a x ia l  
p la n es o f  the main fo ld in g , b u t n no lias y e t  formed in  r e la t io n  t o  the  
card ie  laentary oulid.nalI^xis or depressions. ion ouch a a d iis t o a it y  docs fo ru  
i t  i s  superimposed on tlie main e o h is to s ity  and so  appears as an entirely later
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structure. It  is in such a way that the relations between Hie CGletfonoid 
and the Cross-fold Movejonta appear to be best explained. Such a hyputhoaia 
provides an interpretation of tliose slides which reflect tlie action of both 
Galodon idd and Grosr.-Jolcl oveirxnits. --orecvor, important evidence on a 
regional scale beyond the limits of tlie present area also points to an 
intimate relations'. ip botwoon Caledonoid taxi Gross-folding i -
(a) Throughout the Grampian Klglilands major cross- fo ils  are rarely 
recumbent and when they are tlie recumbency in aancli loss than tiiat of Cale­
don id  Isolds.
(b) The orosH-fold belts do not persist across tlie strike of Calodonoid 
folds for any long distance. On a relatively minor scale this con be scon in 
relation to the Kinardochy fold.
(o) The m^ in Cross-folds are at right angles to tlie Caledonoid trend and 
as recumbency is achieved the plana of cross-fold schistueity becomes aub- 
parallel to the Caledonu(id cahiatosity» 1 plying the operation of a similar 
sot of external forces.
(d) Cross-folds earlier than the local Caledon old folds have been re curded 
on a major scale fron the Dal radian rooka of Donegal (see* Holmes and 
Reynolds, 1954)* On a minor sc ole cr 033- folds with a ocramon schistosity with 
Galedcnoid folds have T>eon observed in the ..roa. Ia Cow&l four alternating 
opioodos of Caledon old and cross-folding can be seen (330 King and liost 1955a)* 
Sinoc it  is hardly conceivable that tho direction of main erogenic forces 
fluctuated in a corresponding fashion, tlie more plausible explanation is  
that Hie 0 parent id.tarnation of move oetrtc is due to the differences in tho 
rate of evolution of main and cross-folds.
li ig to r y  og Movements
In terms o f  tiie fo rego in g co n clu sion s tho h is to r y  o f erogenic  
deform ation r e s u ltin g  in  th e f a r n t i a n  o f  the major str u c tu r e  o f  tiio Area  
appears t o  have boon as fo llo w s
(a) Main Calednnaid Movements -  A lthough fchu e a r l i e s t  stru c tu re s  th a t  
can ho reco gn ised  arc dominantly Oalo ion o ld , saae minor roour&oni o roee-  
i o id s ,  sharin g tlio same a x ia l-p la n e  w compromise" s o h ia to n ity  have a ls o  
been noted, Tho presence o f suoh a s e n is t o s it y  in  i t s e l f  im p lies tiia t the  
rocks even a t  t h is  c tsg e  iiavo undergone a co a p lo x, probably continuous 
deform ation, and vl>iie in  goner^U. cro ss-fo ld in g  is  oontompuraneoua, i t s  
p rogress to  recumboncy may liavo been e a r l i e r ,  lu to r  or sim ultaneous w ith  
the reoumtenoy o f none o f the minor Calodonoid fo ld s . Those Movements 
produced major s lid in g  c iia r a o to r is tic  o f Culedonoid nappes*
(b) A su b sid ia ry  Gale ctenoid Movement in  resp o n sib le  fo r  r e fo ld in g  o f soue 
o f  tho Moine g ra n u lito a . The e f f e c t s  o f t h is  movement were not a p p reciab le  
in  th e D alradian roc*cs o f tho Area.
(o) The major C r o s s -fo ld  M0ve nents resp o n sib le  fo r  r e fo ld in g  o f la rg o  
p a r ts  o f  D alradians. Only lim ite d  rooimbeucy i s  shown by tho G-lon -irro ch ty  
fo ld * New s lid e s  d ir e c t ly  r e la te d  to  -these raa/anents came in to  e x iste n c e .
There are a ls o  contemporaneous or perhaps s l i g h t l y  l a t e r  e a s t-w e s t  
f o ld s ,  which aro o s p o o ia lly  w e ll developed around S c h io h a llio n  b u t con tin u in g  
s p o r a d ic a lly  berth to  the '.rest producing a l i g h t  culm ination and depressicna  
o f  x>lunge, and to  tho o a s t g iv in g  r is e  to  occasioned p h y l l i t i o  l i n e  a t  icm.
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(d) L ate C r o s a -fu ld  Movements inducing s tr a in  bands in  the Moine g r a n il i t e e  
and oaoasiuntdly in  th e B e o il  S c h is t .  These movements were very weak b u t  
th e y  may have boon resp o n sib le  fo r  tlie b r e a c ia tio n  of e p id iu r ite  on th e  
w estern flank o f  Creag Varr.
p a r  in.
- I l l  -
xv. distribution o? nmnoiMnc in im ia jed zawaa
introduction
The following aspects of tlie present investigation Imvo proved
especially relevant in a consideration of the relations between structure
end nietamnrphipjr
Sa Distribution of tl>o n©tamar::foio nones, 
b} Textural relations of 'Ljc i^t amorphic LL.no rala.
(c) Structural relatione of the epidioritec and hornblende sohints.
These Qopootn w ill be examined. in tlie present and ti*e two f  oil owing 
sections.
Influence of ^rigi.ial ^onoogition and hctaaoixtiazs
While tho mneralogioul composition of rreta i^crphie rocks durjends on 
motanorphic intensity, two other factors are important, namely i -  
1. The original composition 2. Metasomatism.
From the point of view of original coiipoaxtion a ll the rjotanedii-entary 
recks of uhe Area can be classified into three major groups :~
1. PsamndLtio 2. Politic. 3* Calcareous.
Of those politic rocks aro especially useful in inetajaoafphi© studies. Tlie 
frequently impure calcareous rooks are also useful 5 though in terms of •oiiier- 
alogiccJ. composition they are not entirely un&rfaiguoua in evaluation of the 
metamorphic grade of the rook. The psarritics rocks ah-ow practically no inLne zo­
ological variation with progressive meta: lurhiflm. ?or tills reason grade of 
metamorphisfB is difficult to establish not only in tlie quartsuse rooks of tiio 
Dalradians- tut also in the prevalent rock typos of the Moines*
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Tho cpiu.' or.*.tea and igneous hornblonde schists show marked minoralogicol 
olianges in tic lexvor grades of ratajfiorpliiain, but no significant change is  seen 
beyond the garnet grade. Thus although a consioarablo part of tho Area is in 
the kyanitc aona, the epidioyitos found therein aro not recognizably difioront 
froti those of the garnet a one.
The possibility of a widespread rutasoiuntio alteration of tho rooks is  
difficult to assess Grace no cl^ondoai analyses lux Vo been carried out, but 
throo relatively localised ei\eote attributable to metasoratism have beon 
established:-
1. . .rocs of Cura Mairg Quartaite soreti/noc show iblspL.tuiaation on quite 
a considerable scale. Both Ka+ and K4 have been introduced giving riso to
an almost quarts froo albite-nviorooline rook* t trie aarie time 03-1 ‘*+ and Ca+* 
have been introduced, since the biotite rich x>artinga of these rooks tend to 
develop very highly plaaoohroic opidcrtes ami arphihales, the latter ctoviously 
replacing biotito. Sor.s magnetite also appears in tho rook* The adjacent post­
er ogonia folnitos are too a a l l  to iiave boon responsible for tuose changea 
(j?t. 36, kU, 03).
2. Areas of scapoLitisation are found especially in proximity to certain 
epidioritua which liavo been onplaced into calce.ro oue rooks* Tire rain areas 
sh /wing this modif ioaticn have been already described (p-5*f and p,55 ) and 
aro shown on tlie rap S^.
3. hear Loch dinar doahy on tho boundaries between liras utcna© and spidicrites 
(l-tJC9,63,95 ) and (Pt. L8,50,972 another variety of raot&aomatio alteration ooou:
Hare the marginal facies of limestone bee i*ies highly oh&rgod with largo
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pozphyrablastic an^JiibQlus showing intense plaeochrcxLsra from pole brcx/n to dark 
green. They are associated with higlily plaeochroic epidjote and evidently 
sogjo iron t'lac: been introduced into the limestone#
Two mecaiorphio n^nss have been recognized in the Dalradian rooku of 
the Area
1. Garnet some 2. Kyanitc zone.
The course of the iBQgrad separating the two a ones is often uncertain since 
west of Ben a’Chuallaiah bolts of qunrtzitc and politic schist alternate. For 
tliis reason the isograd has been shown as passing tlirough the quartzite, 
although the quartzite is  of course free from kyanitc,
The chief differences of the presuot map ( ) frera tho mapping of the
metaraorphic zones by Bailey and McCaliien (1957) are ac follows s-
(a ) The recognition of the Lyanito zone parallel to the Boundary Slide from 
the apex of tho Dalradian Triangle almost to the shores of Loch Ranr.ooh. The
chief difficulty hero was the fact that rocks of the Ohosthill belt of Ben
Lowers Schist have boon affected by an eoieodo of mild retrogressive metaraar- 
phism, which dbBcuros the fact that they contain sore kyonlte. Usually the 
mineral is altered into an aggregate of hydromica, \#&ch under the rtLoroo oopa 
shows a curious trolissod texture. This is probably due to tendency of tha
mica flalces to grow along the cleavages of the crystals of kyanite.
(b) Between Dalhosnie and Teiipar there or© two belt3 of Killiecrankio Schist# 
While tiie western >olt uhow3 kyanite right up to the summit of Goal Jharn, no 
lyanite has boon detected in tho eastern bolt south of tho Tunraal#
(o ) Staurolito han “boon frequently detected but always in associ­
ation wSth kyanite, so that there in no justification for inserting a st&ur- 
oiite a one between xyardte and gamot r.oneG.
Relations botwean mte "sity of Structural Dc-bmatien and' letaiaorplilo Mtnor^f*.
The d-.stribution of tho .yanite ^one as represented on tho 
map S3 shows a marked correlation with the areas of most conspicuous sliding* 
Indeed,relationship between souea of shearing and inelamorphio intensity is  
ofton obvious from iho individual exposures. It is convenient to describe 
these cffocos by reference to specific minerals.
Quarts and 'felspar -  Although there aro virtually no mineral- 
ogiccJL changes to murk variations in grade in the psamr&tio rooks, certain 
textural changes msy bo recognized in aggregates of quarts and felspar. Quart- 
aitcr. whether pure or schistose near certain slides, such as Lhe Creag Varr 
and tho Boundary Slides, usually liavo a granulitio appearance. In addition 
felspars often segregate into augens (Eig. 30 ) whiah are elongated parallel 
to the axes of local folds.
Micas aro evidently especially sensitive to move out:;. On the 
Boundary Slide tho development of tho conspicuously ntLoaoeous Beoil Sahist has 
already been shown to bo related to extreme shearing.
To a lessor oxtont this is true on the well exposed lamer Jroag 
Varr slide ?diere at tho junction of Killiecraakie Schist and Bon Eagaah Schist, 
micas are especially large and in places a mixed rook is prod iood intermediate 
in character between the two 3 chi s ir ,
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Follavri:;: j>• 13JW
Pig. 30 -  Audens of riloroolino elonr&ted parallel to the 
exes of local folds.
itflww i  ioritou tbu \a*oml of tJsC3 fo ld  axuu
a l« :Ln 1 j «o: ,
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Garnet -  The dependence of size of tho ccrcuon alrandino variety 
01 garnet on tho location of the rock with respect to tho major all oar zone 3 
ip specially marked. Between Lodi jiannoch and jDunalastair garnets, though
/
widely fo nd era generally inconspicuous, out near such i^ajor ulidea as tho 
Boundary Slide and tlie Jraag Varr slide there is a rapid increase in
the avei'ago size of garnets. NunarouB exposures or. Creag Varr saaow tills phen­
omenon particularly well, where in tlie immediate naiglibourivooA of tlie slide 
there arc certain bands in which tho bulk of the rook is ccetpoaod of garnets 
(Pt. G3, £3) I'r/ * A certain oxporjurc of apidiorite near the top of the 
or*ug shows garnets up to £ in, across; other smaller bodies of epictt orite 
on tlie top of the crag aro also richly gametiferoua. Moreover certain rock 
typae, from which garnet is nor.'Ally quite absent, show the development of this 
sinoral, The Ben Eagach Schint of Croag Varr lias numerous s: n il bodies of a 
slightly schistose micaceous quartaito, intorprutod as relicts of Cam Mairg 
Qtt&rtzitc which has beon sheared out 011 tlie slide. In tills particular location 
these rooku aro appreciably g&roetiforous, and moreover i t  is apparent that the 
garnets have developed largely' at tlie e:q>ense of tlie micas, A slaitoh (Fig. 31) 
of a specimen of such a luartsite shown this effect most clearly since the 
garnets are surrounded by halocc of pure quartzite with no micas, whereas tne 
bulk of tlie reck is evidently micaceous* t tho came time tliin calcareous bands 
in don 1*1 adh Schist have been altered into a GarbeuschjLofer (J?’ig*32).
Kyanite -  Tho recognition of kyanite in the fie ld  is often Inexpeofc- 
edly difficult, On the one hand a tre idlitio anriiibole heavily clouded with 
graphite in tho Ben Eagooh v.nd Dark schists estd o?-osely airnlatea kyanite; on 
the otlier hand crystals of kyanite, # 10n wrapped in nxioas, os they often are,
Ib llq w ir r  >>• 11%
Pig. 31 •  A sketch of garnet iferous
quart .ito fixxn Crong Varr (to aoalo).
F o llo w in g  p . 1 1 5 .
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aro not easily recognized as suoh. However, many localities in thu neighbour­
hood of the Boundary and Oroag Varr slides (nee Map 3^  ) show the develop­
ment of ky unite in quarts and quartz-felspor veins* In such cases kyanite 
grows in large bind, a oil owing the cliarecteristic blue colour.
Filieroas metamorji&c grade oppours to bo onhanoed in proca dty to 
slides tiuare are location a in vhich the rocks appear to lag in i otainorohio 
intensity by ooniparioon with their general ©nvironi.ant.
For instance tlie fine gra nod schists, often associated with Dolo- 
uitio Beds iiave been alroady com onted upon (p .55 )• Tjjoso vary from a light 
grey fine grained rook with an almost decunsata arrangement of predominant 
white mica and sparing biotito, to dark brown biotito schist with green tour­
maline. The former occur in lilt  na Moino Bhuidhe, the latter in Temper burn. 
Both ty >os cunr-only certain abundant s. .all cubes of pyrite. It  is suggested 
that these r<>ckB have been probably protected froru clef or atiou by the 
Sohiohallion Quartzite in which tlioy form stratIgraphioal intercalations. 
Indood where, as cm the eastern shoulder of Sahichallion tlie Bdordtio Beds 
have been cut abruptly by Sdhiohailian glide they urc much more strongly 
rooiystallized.
The schists adjacent to th? Ben arChiuiLl&iqh slide and 11c 
Sohiehalliosi elide north east of Schichailion arc not marked by the develop­
ment of oonapiouous porphyroblastic lieu. The time-relations of tho various 
slidoB probably provide the ezqplanation for tlie diffci'ences in o/iaracter of 
tlie associated schist* tho tectonic schists being more conspicuous an tne 
Cross-laid slides. ,
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Time Rcxdti  (mu bgtggen Kc tamer :jhlsm and SlldinK
It has alreacty boon oug0osted that tha Creag Varr slides owe 
their origin and deformation both to Caledonoid and Cross-fold Movements 
(p.102,). The quarts fcyanite veins which occur near the slides are clearly 
later tiian those movements, since they often occur acroea tho schistoaity. 
This implies that ’'die advance of metamorphisra to the kyanito grads was 
later tiian the Cross-fold Move nents. The development of garnets VTith S- 
akaped trends of inclusions (pJ2l) indicates that Keta»4orphiom was partly 
oonton^oraneoun with deformation.
Tho 3-en a'uhualJ.nick slide on tiw other 2iand, liavlng boon formed 
by the Caledonoid Movements w:iiah prsuoeded Groan-folding, dooa not affect 
the distribution of metancrphic zones and is probably prs-mstanHjrpuio.
Although there appears to be a relation between tlie Cross-fold 
zonea of shear and tho ootanoxpidc grade, tho relationship is by no means 
direct and oinple, for the netaTnorpnio Mhigh" responsible for tho formation 
of kyanite is evidently later than tlie actual shearing on tlie Croag Varr 
slides. This conclusion is evidently the rovor30 of that advanced by Bailey 
and MaCallion ^1937) • They were impressed by tlie fact that tho limits of 
ijywiito zone are confined to the D.LLraulan formations, and tnat Beoil Sol ist  
wliicii tiioy -ncludod into tlie Iloinian sequence is froo from fyonite, though 
according to them it is sim lar lithoipgicaHy to aomo varieties of kyanite 
bearing Killiecronkie Sc* 1st. iloreover* tliey argued that, though garnets do 
exist in the Beoil Schist they are s.Jail and sparcu. This particular observ­
ation lias boon now investigated in some derail. The relevant cxpocjursa whiah 
provide tho evidence arc south and south-west from Loohan Beoil Chutliaiahe.
Hore nui lerows disconnected strips of gamctiforous amphlbolite are ir/volvod 
in tho Booil Schist. Whilo tho Be oil ScMot away fro n tho csnphibolltes ia 
rich in porphyrofolastio ir&oas, tlie cohist for a thickness of 1-3 i llD* round 
tho amphib elites is voxy poor in nrioa and has tho appearance of aendpelitic 
Mcdnoa, oiacrph for tho fact that; muscovite is absent in it  and the rook 
shuns large garnets up to £ in. in dia,n0tor. I'aro aver the garnets uro clonry 
Inter than tho biotito flakes na tlie latter aro out and interrupted by tho 
former.
The inference is  that garnet grow at tlie expense of musouvito by 
tho addition of certain constituents from the a,:|>hlbolitea. Suoh addition 
oould have happened only via luetar.i.r i^iic diffusion, the oxter.t of diffusion 
being roproseutad by the thickness 01 tho garnetlaed ugucL In addit on., it  
is  also to be inferred that only viiure a body of aia xhiLuiite occurs in 
lrii«diate proxl i t j  to tho Beoil Sgiiist, the ueoeasary material for furin­
ation of garnets in &ie latter is available# In other uordo in tho case of 
he o il Schist controlling factor in this ittstanoe ia the original composition 
and in parties.dLar the abnormal r. cu noas in muscovite, i f  this exceptional 
abundance of muscovite tends to prevent ti e develop .©.it Ji gar iot  ^ it  may 
well be that a s i dial compositional control is responsible fur tho absence 
of .granite. Tixat tau mosocrvite-biotite aasoriolago is .consistent with con­
ditions under ioh the steiuroliia-kyanit© oubfados of uo eenrphiboiite face 
10 produced Las been establiaiiod by workers on aet&movphio fuoics (Turner 
X3^L, p.fij).
t the margins of uaptih elite u the garnets transgress the planon 
of suidstosity and ure consequently posi-tectonic.
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W I. TlXimth SVOLOTIOtl OF IKS WmMOWHIO IOCKS PI THE ABBh.
i ntroduction
Interpretation of the textures of rocks is notoriously d ifficu lt, 
hence aily the itogt clour out and una^iguous relationships can be used in 
metainarphie studies. The graphitic jbcluats are ocxancnly tho most in forrativo 
since roliofe Ox ^rapiiite-mioa layers are oomivonly pxeserved at a ll stages 
throughout tlie mo'fcamozphic history*
In addition to tlie evidence of curlier fabrics prov; dsd by such 
inclusions, tiujy often supply the proof taut tie growth of new mineral a has 
boon controlled teotonioally.
Growth of Itetamorphlc kElnorala
Growth of tho met a aaxpliic minerals involves a variety of prooesses. 
In quart sites or limostoncs tho 3c?ninant effect in probably reoxystaHisatian 
enhanced by lamellar gliding. In schists tho redistribution of material and 
growth of porphyrdblawi3 is satisfactorily accounted for by netanorohio 
diffusion. That no mechanical deformation is nooesoery to explain such growth 
is evident froRi the existence of "lielioitic'1 inclusiono in minerals ouch as 
kyanite and albibe (Fig. 33)* Similar inclusions may also bo seen in tour­
maline , in which it  often ha pens that onrtain aunes show preferential 
clearing of inclusions (Fig. 34)* Sometimes a si alar effect oun bo seen in 
garnets (Fig. 33 ) in which the inner zones tend to dear thtmsalvoo of 
inclusions, whereas the outer zones s t i l l  rotain them. ftio growth of suoh 
garrets mist have occurred at varying stagea, being slower at first, ao that 
tho innor zones are cleared of inclusions.
Fig. 33 ■ Holioltio inclusions in fyrnltef
X 25 P.P.L.
F o llo w ii^ g  p * U $ *
Ptg.3^ -  Helioitio inclusions in touitttf\linoj
X 25 P.P.L.
' .35 - '.-'lioitio inclusions In garnetj x 25 P.P.L.
j%iitboloc chow different types of growth. In meta-scdimentary rooka
they often form uniform reasonably eUhedral cryst sir, whioh show the un- 
dlHturbed helioitio inclusions (Fig. 3  ^ )> though sometimes poiklldblafltlo
crystals with indefinite cutlinoa have been dbserveu (Fig. 37).
The hornblende nohint a of igneous origin usually shew er M b  ales with 
a good crystalline form end few inclusions. However, there ere epidiorites 
in whioh roJLict acres of pyroxene* are detectable. In these th© an$Mb lew 
form aggregates of numerous polkilchlustio individuals (FigJ3). Such a texture 
has not been observed in the n»t&-sedimentary rooks of tho iwa.
It  has boon sug .astcd that tho rate of growth of motarsnr M o minerals 
varies. There is  algn same evidence that during the growth of a mineral tho 
rate of supply and the nature of the supplied material varies as well. This 
is  especially evident In zoning3 which is  sometimes wi&^sprsad. Examples 
of normal, roverned and oscillatory zoning in felspars have boon found.
Dating of Minerals
Th© most useful minerals in interpretation of the geological history of
*
rooks in the Area arc s- micas, garnets, felspars and kyanitos.
Frantically every thin section of a schist shows numerous planes of 
oriented micas intersecting at vuzying anflen. tthilo it  is practically 
impossible to dote the earlier deformtions, i t  is  easy to rooognis© the 
latter defor rations. The corrugations associated with tho Gross-fold Move­
ments are ofton recognisable under the microscope. Only rarely, however, 
ure the cleavages of tbo individual oxystols of mica actually flexed.
Usually thr micas are completely roaryntollized and whare each flexure is  
defined by a number of crystals of mica the individual crystals themselves 
show un&orformed cleavages (Fig. 39)*
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Pig.36 -  Euhedral eranhiboleo in a sedimentary nmphibolite*
X 25 C.P.L#
f ig* 37 -  Poikiloblaotio anqphiboles in a sedimentary nn^hibolite;
X 25 C.P.L.
m u  p .7.i‘ „
Fig#38 -  Granular eprt cdorite) 
X 25 C.P.L.
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The? sequence of ^rwfth of fcyanite, plagioclas© and garnet are beat 
illustrated by certain representative thin oectioisn of roefcs Cron Creag 
Vorr. Here a ll three Tinerala are evidently of late development, as 
nlnoes of prarfcitio inclusions pass uninterruptedly from one mineral to 
another (Fig. i*X))- Thoee planes have nanifbeily bean plicated prior to 
crystallisation of the ondoeing fcyanita and felspar. Kyanitos nons tines 
enclose flexures incur rod by rdoa flax>n, the flexures having a Cross-fold 
axial dire otic*! (rig* 33)* Sir&lar relations ero shewn by tonrmlino 
(Fig. 34) viiioh is  plmeoohroio in shades of brown* l n addition to the micas 
wi ioh fellow iJio flexures 3 another episode of growth in represented by 
ndcAc T?hich arc parallel to the axial planes of the flexures- A s t i l l  later  
evrent is nhare the biotite has beeu strongly deforced and partly altered
to chlorite. Slight retrqt receive actamorphiem of this Mod is  oapeaiully 
notioeabl© in spoedxrons from the rw tom  alt>!->o« of t?>e orag.
Other thin sections of Jen Sageoh Hchlst from Croag Varr also show 
g&motr with S type of inclusions end ocucsionally even "snooM>aHs” (Jig. 41). 
Theso garnets have evidently grown during the movements* SinsLlur inolusicns 
occur in tbs garnets of tba gcrnstiferous quarts!to from the top of the erag 
(Fig. 42). Study of oriGntsd specimens shows that tlie axes of rotation of 
auoh garnets correspond to the local trend of tho cross-folds (approximately 
north-south).
Tho contemporaneity of the gTowth of gamete and Cross-fold weucnto
*
nay nirall^rly be inferred from tho ‘illAecranitie Schi«ts of Dun JoJLlloh, where 
" anew -ba ll7 gome be are associated with the pieces of strain s lip  ochistoeity.
Follow ing  p * l
Flg.41 .  Snowball gamete in the Den :o;,aah Schist*
X 25 P.P.b.
Pig*41a -  Snowball garnets in the ben Pagach chiatl
X 25 F.P.L.
Following p*121.
Fig* 39 • UralistufbecL post-tectonic micas in a flexed layer*
X 25 C.P.L,
i i/#V “ .Yanis of inclusions passing through several minoral groins*
X 25 P.P.L.
Itany thin section*! of tho rocks from Croag Varr also nhow garnets which 
internally are fu ll ql oriented S type inclusions, T^hilc possessing a clear 
outer unrteB (Fig* 41a). fho xily explanation that spears consistent with a ll  
tnosG oases, ia that there have bee.2 two diafeinot stages in tlie growth of 
gurnets.
1. 3ant©i^>oranecdB viith Gross-fell l£aveu«ita.
2. ftubeequent to the Gross-fold ‘eve enta and avowing no direct 
rolationa with any of tho nuvernenta.
In broader tcrnm this suggosts tiict at least two stages are represented 
in re c ita l m tar orphiaift.
Siirdlar conclusionc *ire inpliod by the growth of microcline in the 
h i l l  lo cron :ie Schists, \$iich undorly tho : on hagaoh Schist at Greag Varr. Those 
sohigta develop uugona or niieroolin© which uro parallel to the axes or rather 
sharp recumbent folds (Pig. 30)• Tho augena consist of very fresh rnicrooline, 
the growth of which soonio to liavo been contemporaneous with defoxmitian. In 
tain sections tlie re aro also seen vsiniete 01 laicrocline which cut across the 
general banding (Fig. 43)* Those are unattended by a Jf draghtharatie effeats. 
The firs t  stage represented by the growth of augens is ooritemporaneeus uith 
tectonic deforaation on Gross-fold a^e3; the second indicated by tho veins is  
clearly poet-tectonic.
9gylod.onaid jjb^ vamontn and Jcta^or^fci.a_ra
It  ir d ifficu lt to ascribe the formation of any raj-tainorphio minerals to 
the Galodonoid Move »unto. Indeed in Ohesthill bolt garnets of tho Bon Lawora 
Schist appear to be largely post—toctonio. This is  shown by the fact that thin 
ouartsose laminno often pass without deflection frcra the nurrounding rook into 
garnets*
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Fii »l 2 -  Jiow-ball ganiots in tho gnmotiforoua quartzi te*
X25 C.P.L.
Fig.k3 -  Poa t -  too tonic vo inlets of mioroolinag
X 2$ C*P«L#
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Hovtevcr i f  aa suggested tho Caledonoid and tha Crosa-folds evolved 
broadly oontonpcvaneounly then at leaut a part of n»tanor^hiaLi is ei lultaneous 
with both aets of * i.otreirwnta.
xvii. gipx^a m  sa jsgg.
Introduction
Both In rrdnoral oopositlon end in toxtiro tho opidiorltes and the 
hornblonde-adlists shoe considerable variation. Their outcrops vary greatly 
In sine, ranging fra i largo nasacs op to half a nilo in areal e: tont to 
voiy small bodies of a yard ot* too in length and oevoral indwe in width.
Tho five largest itbboos (Map 19 ) oootir at
1. Ileall Dearg
2. ^inardociy
}•  Trinafcxir
4. Dunalastair
5. Creag Varr.
In addition there are very cons devious intrusions at Craftnagooen 
and westwards at CaLrlg, as noil as in the rcminent crags an the eastern 
flnnJ: of Den a'Chuellalch.
Even at titc ocalo of hand s ociTcno thono rooks vary £r<o horriblondo 
sahlats to massive non-sd Jxtooo epid- orites, both varieties representing 
meta-ignecus rodcs. rsoopl in the Bon Lowers Sd«lst where the nota-sedi ontary 
and meta-igueouo aqM baliton occur side by oido, i t  is  an a rule relatively 
oasy to dintinguinh between tho two types, as msta-lgnouus hornblende-sohlsts 
arc generally the darker and the less garnetiferous of thu two.
Poxwytd. PetgQRX-mfar
Tho epidiorltos of the Area vary ixitragraphically according to grade 
of rxitaruorphism and to;Aurally, .ill wore evidently basic ignooua rooks and in 
sons cosos it  is possible to shoe that they were originally doloritoo. Thus a
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Follo^nr
Tlap 19 -  ptdioriteo and z ^ 1; veous h. *inbloniv3 schists of 
tho Area (Solid  hi dc) •
1 , Ig.*11 Dearp; 2 , Kinexdocly; 3» ^rdnnfQou; 4 , DunaLastair; 
5 , Creep Varr* f B(sn c'Clxivrllaloh; C9 Oroftnnpowon; 00 , 
Colrig] I»f Loch an D&icu
spoalncn from Trinafour (Fig. 33 ) shone cares of partly alterod pyroxene 
ourrounded by snail pdkHtiblastic crystals of an M b  a le , vhile traces of 
ophitio texture persist in tho rook. In tho case of many typical hornblende 
schists, howevor, no original textures remain.
Curtain epldlorltos, notably those near Lodi Xinardooly, show abundant 
ro licts  o f original phonocxystn of fblspar. The interior of tho piienoorysta 
is  usually d ia lled  with rod-o!iapod crystals of aoisito and olinQEoisito 
(Fig- 4 4 )# A oraaH intrusion of opidlosito no or hod tan an Daira shows not only 
ro lio t phenooiysts but also original arygdalos s t i l l  partly f i l le d  with 
c'dcvlto, though t l «  bulk o f tho present in fillin g  consists of pale green 
crystals of amphibole (Fig. 4 5 ; •
TCost of the epidiariteo vhioh show preservation of original igneous 
tosrturos aro confined to the eastern parte of the rea. West of a north-south 
line passing through the sunrdt of Den a'Uhuallaich tl e hornblende-ochints 
predominate.
Doth the harnbiQiide-nalilsto and the granular epidioritea aro gornet- 
iferuus. Garnets are, howovor, much more conspicuous in tho harriblonde-sdiisfcs 
and aro as much os h a lf an inch across in the Cruag Vrrr intrusions, a phen­
omenon that nay be associated with shearing an the Croag Varr slides.
There is  also  textural ovidor oo for tills contention, sinoo in the 
granular epidloritos gamots ocour in um ll clusters coo only located at tho 
margins bo tween felspars and arvhiboleo (o r pyrOHono) (Fig. 33 ) In hornblende- 
sahists on the other hand gamete show on oyod structure with tfelopurc (o ligo -  
olase to andesine) and hornblendes sweeping round them.- Those rooks frequently 
develop b « j9 b lo tlte  which also follows the outlines of the garnets (F i 4 o ).
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Polio*.: v p*12 5«
Fig*44 -  Bacons tituted phonoor ats in the opi&ioritc*
X 25 P.P.L.
Fig. 45 «* An onyjidale in an opidiorito^
X 25 P.P.L.
2
Foliar "v:. .1 •
Fig»it£ -  Flakes of biotite oonfoxalng to the shape of a gruwjtf
X 25 P.P.L.
Apart from horriblendo, plagioeloae and garnet Bribe re of opidote- 
olinoBOisite group and a cor tain amount a; quarts, aron and sphono are o n  an 
in tho mota-lgne an an.Mbolitea of tlio Area. liner ale of the ©pi&ofco-aaioito 
group are probably significant in gauging the motarnoriiio grade, for tlioro 
appears in general, to bo an inverse relationship between gamot on one hand 
and epidoto, olinanoisito and solnite an tic  other* For inetanoQ ti e 
opidioritoo ooar Loch Ilnardodiy shoo few carrots but ual sals .'to and ulin>- 
soisite and judging ft?om tho associated nota-aedi;xontary notorial they arc in 
the garnet r.ane* On tlie other hand, tho epdLcELtos of Trdnafour though 
granular have an abundance of nnull garnets but are rolatd.voly poor In the 
minerals of epidote group.
'This moans thv.t while on textural grounds a dlatioctian oan bo made 
between the granular and schistoso neta-lgnoous aayhibalitea, on ninoralocioal 
grounds the distinction is betuoen the cpidotio aiphibolltoo of tlie garnet 
sane and tlie garnet for un am iiibolitce of the tyanitc ocne* Such a n&norol* 
pgioal distinction does not apply to the stu-scdi lentazy aia hibolitcs, which 
even in tho garoot none are prone to develop Large game to.
structural reaturea of tlio ii-ddiorites and ornblondo-Goi dsta.
The horriblmido-sail eta are as a rule structurally conformable masses. 
Locally u;too tlona to this rule occur, as near . uchtipart shore tlio original 
igneous bodies wero at least partly trans roasivo. Tlie style of folding 
exhibited by theso schists, however, ooaforms to tlie style uf the folds in tlie 
surrounding Lcta-sodimontazy formations.
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oroovcr, on occasions whore ccxjo indistinct original banding ia 
present it  is possible to rove that tho hornblendo-sdkiato havo undergone
folding of tho same con laxity as the ncta-o«3i:»ntaxy r  oks, with which
0
tho * ore associated. Tills may bo soon, for instance 9 in tie sheared out 
an^hibolitss of l i t  tar near Kinlooh Rannoeh (?t35, 97, 50). TSorginally 
sons of tho larger nasnos of tie horriblende-oohists which have been broken 
up and dispersed throughout tie surrounding mota-oedr.nontary rodks. Hxarples 
of this aro soon on the h ills  nooth of Dalhosnie.
The typically granular ©pidioriteG, whioh aro very well opposed an 
Croffcnagowon and further to the west show an ontiroly different relations , 
and form a oerioo of strongly tronsgrosalvc sheets dip ing south-westwards 
at relatively gentle angles. ’Marginally they show sono shearing# but this is 
slight even by c Trparican with sorno of the poot-orogonic folsitos. ?1 or© aver 
they ah on hornfoloic salvages in which tho invaded oaloarocxi3 rocks are 
apprccirbly hardened. Internally tiiooo epldiorites novor show much folding.
Farther north and oa d a lly  north of Glen Brroohty ap x  >oohing tl^ c 
apex of tho Dalradian Triangle both the granular opidioritcn and the horn- 
blondo-schists occur together.
j »  Halation. or :too
The granular epidicoriteu of Croftnagooan out across the Dulnadran 
rooks vjhioh liavo beon deforced by Grass-fold Mover onto. Tho preservation of 
cphitio texture internally and the occurrence of a fine grained chilled  
margin shows that the intrusions have not tliomelves boon sign.Lfioantly 
deformod. IIovoruljeleuG tho preoonoe of gamete shouo that they liavo attained
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a comarafcivoly high grade of laBtanorphlssw Thus throe stages appear to be 
involved: -
1* Grose-fold II cverxntn
2. Subsequent Intrueloo of dolorite shee ts
3« Hetaicc^hisix
Jiio honi>lerxk>-ooL4.sts on the otlior Iiand have boon atraogly deformed 
by the Grose-fold Mcwenon&s. *ccro preaioo determination of tho position of 
tiio horrible n&e-schiotn In tho toot^iio sequonoo is usually l^osoihlo. I t  may 
generally bo suspected, however, that ti«y  wero gaplaoed before tie Caledon old
ovomoutfi. Thus tlio largo intrusion south of Kinlodi Boinooh of «±oh fo r a tho
*
eastern slopes of Meoll Doaig is oonoardnntly fionised by a toctonio passage 
sane of olioes of 'torn ifcxirg Quart&ito and strongly saliistace hornblende adust 
irplyiog that both format!ana have been equally defamed.
Certain of tho Intrusions do not prooinoly oonfam to tho two-fold 
classification into granular epldicriton and hornblende oohisto* The eaotom 
a: • ouldor of Den n’Jhuallaich shoos several proninout crags vhiah apparently 
represent sheets of epidioritc parallel to largo scale Joints -  Bath the Joints 
arid the cpidloriteo aro evidently poot-Croao-faiding * but tho opldiarlteo show 
a e lic it  linear foliation and parallelism of hornblende oryaxlo* i.vidontly 
certain njveentn have ooc*rred canto? ^  aronously to tho aBu-Croeu-fold notc- 
morphism,
«►
A more important u:x»pti an is re jrocanted by tho lin&rGoaly epldlorites
*
which "/ill be described in sold detail#
Klnardoohy ffpldiorltoa
South and south-westwards firm the shores of Lodi Kinardodiy occurs 
& largo and oonplex moo of epidlorlte* Lxoopt at tho migin tlio opidlarites 
are not strongly sc Istoae, and m most parts aro doooly intorfoldod with 
tlio adjaoent ffhito Limastono and portions of Sohiohallion D xildor Bod. ;!uoh 
of tho mass oh owe prominent phonooxysts of felspar and occaoi anally ophitio 
texture is revealed by tlie white woatlierlng of the s«ialler felspars.
In detail tlio complex contains two typos of opidioritc bath parphyritfo 
and ninoralqgioally similar, but one type intrudes tho other in a series of 
dyboo. diioh Lave nlie&red margins but undistufbod interiors, ./here the <fyhes 
of the second episode are thin they ere nuch finer in grain and can be easily 
distinguished in the fie ld  since they weather in a lighter grey (Fig. 47. • 
Thicker $rfc»s again show fine grained margins, but internally they assume a 
speckled appearance owing to tlie presence of phenoaryato.
I f  i t  la  assumed that tlie second episode of intrusion oarros onds 
to that of the granular opidioritc of Graftnegowon, i t  is  . ooeiLlo that tlie 
f irs t  episode corresponds to tlie hornblende schists of ot.cr localities. Tlie 
epidioritoo of tlie firs t  episode ore in terf aided with the surroirading lime­
stones. Halations betuoen the epidioritoo of tho second opioode and the 
limestones aro d ifficu lt to ascertain.
Ho precise analogues of the extremely schistooe harriblondo-schiots, 
whioh are so abundantly represented in the western parts of the Balradi&ns 
of tho Area, aro to be found & iong tlio snail intrusions of tills are* .. This 
may lad y  that owing to wanker pro-mo tanoppiiie move onto, both tin pro- and 
poot-Groos-folA epidiarltos have here the sac© general appearance. However,
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Fif*#47 •  A spoain*m of the older epi<lio,lte cut by tho younger one#
Scale in inches.
thorc wnro a one nave cuts poot-datir^; the intrusion of tho second episode 
of opidiarites.
Sunn&ry
(a ) Thoro wore at least too episodoe of intrusion of ddoritos now 
mtanorphoeed to epidioriteo. lie f irs t  eploode in pro Croon-fold and. 
probably pre-Caledon old ua well. Tho second episode is post-Oroon-fold.
(b ) Tlie main episode of notanor hisn is  later than the second episode 
of intrusion.
(c tfeak poot-intrueion nceenents nre roconsiblo for the develop no nt of 
a fooblo llncution of hornblendes in none of the poat-Croos-fold opidiarites.
(d) The cnrldenoe of tho epidiaritoo oonfixno tho conclusions readied on 
other grounds tliat an In  artant episode of regional notunorphinn luio occurred 
later than tlie Cross-fold Movorionto. In foot a period of intrusion of 
dolor!to has intoivonod between <i;c Cross-fold Mcrvenonta and tho mtanorpliisn.
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xvm. posf-qtfju&ao gvsiiTs
KotroEronaivo Motumor iiinm
Three parts of the Area show thei effects of retrogressive notainor- 
XiiAom. They tire as fallows i -
(1 ) Tho rooks in the immediate neighbourhood of tho Lodi Toy fault, 
whore quite an oxtenslvo broociation of quurtsite and dllloorankie 3d 1st 
oan be coon from Clone oulark to to tho shores of Loah Tujnol. Tho rooks h vo 
boon trr .r formed to a low taiporaturu asner&loge principally represented
by quarts, ohlorlto nerioite and calcite. These effects die out rapidly west 
of tho fault.
(2) The rooks at and near tlie Cross Varr Slide have suffered an episode 
of »j±ld rotrogr® naive motaraorphian whereby notao garnets tond to be transform cc 
into ohlorlto, while kyanito shows alteration Into hydror-deas. Ids is  
evidently due to ruourrenoo of laet-metanicrphio movements on the Creag Varr 
elides.
(3) Parte of tho wins chill belt of Don imiwers Schist and tho adjacent 
oineo fixow retrogressivo netancxmhiun resulting in elimination of kyanito
and a tenConay for tlie garnets to be replaced by chlorite (Fig. 43 )
hilo i t  is  d ifficu lt to date and indicate tho causes of tlie lato 
bkovo onto an Greag Varr, i t  Is possible to o.: slain and date the other two 
epi nodes. Of these Loah Tcy fault belongs to the more rooent m jveont. The 
retrogression in Qheathill belt is  arubably due to tho presence of nuiaoroiQ 
igneous intrusions at the relatively slight deformation associated with t era.
Flgjt|3 -  Replaooment of garnets by chloritej
X 25 P.P.L.
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Tho opinion expressed in the nonxjir for the Shoot s j  is  tiiut the igne his 
episode is  eanrieatod to the intrusion ox' the nowor granites. In faat i t  is  
Inter.
;vidonoo in thin connect: m has been Obtained ftpom the dykes or 
felspar porphyry which aro \/ell exposed in the Lorry north-viont of Struan and 
near Cl'inn. Here tlio tykes n exit tun b greet variety of xenoliths, aar\j of 
them of a pinkish granite (Fig. 49) and a grey dloritu. These xenaliths are 
similar to the typos of rook occurring in the Glon T ilt and Glen iianvio in­
trusions and prove tliat the foisitos aro poot-granlte. i very strange cirou i 
stance is tnat some of the nan-granitic aoendlths aro of the type usuJJLy 
occurring in the Ddradian rat, or than the Hdnian sequence. Ia particular 
xenolithc of a felspathie quurtcito called by l i r r x  (1912) the porous quart- 
site has boon noted. Similar dykes txi a h i ll  situated half a nxllo oast of 
Struan and known as Creag Loi;t:;o also contain Monoliths of a hornblende nclti^t 
he poverty of the surrounding p in ion  rooks in hornblende schists strongly 
suggests that 1he xnnoliths aro derived from a Dalradlan as :o tillage.
I f  do i t  is  likely that together with xonu iths of diorite and granite 
tnoy tiav© been brought up from depth. Tliic uvioonoe points to the prdbai ility  
that here at any rate I'oineo aro underlain by Dalradiitnn.
L'l txiuc and 3tg»t.uggg_ Iptruslcxig
The post erogenic intruoionu vary from vory ad d  quarts-fclspar porplyr- 
ico and felsitao to rather more basic diorite parol lyrioo. Huncrous l.uv* 
rophyros ranging from deettcs to vegositec and korr.. ntiion occur as well.
In the mala these intrusions aro more cannon in tlie urea of the *'oinian rooks,
Following j t l j%
Fig*49 -  Xenoliths of a pihlr granite in potphyrito.
Scale in inches.
where they arc ah lefty dt‘ en and fallow the general C^lcd >nolu grain of 
tho country. South of tl*c fumrael some of the dbrkos aro seen to out across 
the iioundaiy Slide, though horu their trend in often irregtLLtr.
On tho other hnnd at tho western boundary of the Daradran Triangle 
the igneous intrusions form a aeries of s i l ls  which are in general p&rallol 
to the oh et dip of the roe 3 . Their intrusion iias evidently been aBSocintud 
with considerable shearing as sono of them o Low the of Toots of a mild raotu- 
morphian (Fig.5^  )• I t  in evidently this shearing whioh accounts for tlso 
retrogressive of Toots n >tioed in the roo?:o of the Chesthili belt.
illsewtiere tlie intrusion of the late igneous nunsen has beon aoco*j£»uiiol 
by the formation of explosion breccias, whioh i f  traoed laterally have taeir 
matrix rc h  ood by tho Igneous Material. One patch of such broocia is seen 
in tho midst of tho Klllieorar&io Souist on tlie northern slopes of Gael Cham 
(i't. D8, W-, £5).
while any of these intrusions are evidently related to Joints, the 
series of s i l ls  parallel to tlie Ohoethlll belt has been influonced by the 
overall structure of the metazDorpi lo  rocks• Indeed it  is no c .incidence r tliat 
where as at Bron Choin the s i l ls  aftivorjjo and thicken a nuito a conspicuous 
bolt of or.un-folding oidnte within tlie itoinian rooks, vidontl/ tlie tectonic 
control of orogonioal!»y do for: ud rooks persisted into post-erogenic periods.
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? b llc w ir .r  v #v  •
Fig*50 — Thin section of r  sheared and EBtanorphosed por >Tiyry|
X 25 P.P.L.
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xix. sTHUcrua i. m  Udr itvm  ic  listor?
OF IfiS S& * ’
Sufficient data have been son gathered tojeti or to attonjyt a
general reconstruction of ti e history of the Area. Obviously throughout 
the Orogeny tliere has been an inter-play of various forces giving rise to
a coraplex picture of too tonic and rota orphio ovants.
Tlie aiduct tectonic and .ieta,:orphlo events tliat are roao&nisahio 
aro not necessarily tho earliest happenings in the evolution of vxreyeny. 
In foot tic f’cor^ >roniserT oohistoeity of the earliest reoo^niced iaovo; uutn 
is  itso lf an Indication of on earlier pliaao of deformation.
Again i t  la a tentative suggestion that the strongest earlier 
txjveucnts wore associated with weaker retoi torphian, the main retajorphisn 
being essentially past-toctonic.
ith tho no reservations tie fo il  wring oo;uenoe of events in 
inferred :-
(a ) Sedimentation, intrusion of dolerite s i l ls  and dytaeo and oome 
deformation.
(b ) Cole onoid aovemonte -  iteounfcent folds w rc  produced. Those 
folds oloood northwards and evontually become nappes with basal thrusts.
inoo tlio succession within these folds in structurally normal it  is  
reasonable to assure that the raovwrent was from south to north and the 
nappes were produced by drag mechanism.
ft
(o) Weaker move ontB on daloOonc/id a;»n wero responsible for Jio 
relatively open folds in tlio Melnian roolss of Glen Hrroohty.
(d) Strong Movonento (the Cross-fold) -  The Calodonold nappes wero 
rofaldec on axos trending in general at right ar^los to the Oaledonoid 
strike, though oompro:«iae*-structi3rQ3 juoh aa tho Croag an Fhithioh synforra 
wore also produoed. These rjovoucnts wore responsible for a lindted rsoum- 
benoy in the region of Trinafour and a very strong Gliding on Creag Varr, 
Creag an FhitLich and Boundary Eli do3 aa well as on other minor shear
2.otic 3. Itet&TQcrpidsm aa high as garnet grade and responsible for the fornh* 
ation of *anow-nall" garnets was associated wi£h these ruoverientfl.
I f  as previously suggested tine raaxirium of the Gross-fold Moverrcnto 
corresponds to and is contemporaneous with t!ue weakening of Calc&onoid 
def or nation, then this iifitaraorphisra was also associated with the Caledonoid 
’ 'avoments. There is also seme evidence of tho slightly later east-west folds.
(e) Intrusion of dolerite sheets and dykea producing looiil oontaot 
setamorphisi*.
( f )  Second episode of TnstarnorphlBni, associated with gome ,/3ck mover cnts 
probably on cross-fold axes, sinoe this la tho direction of tho plunge of 
lineation in tic linoatod forribiende-aahista At Ben a’Chuall&ioh.
(g ) 7a ak late orog&lia movo ©rvCB giving rise -go strain bandn in the 
l!oinian rooks, and probably the renewal of movements on the Creug Varr slides.
The erogenic hisfciry consists of two ;«iain events.
(h) Tho intrusion of porphyries, lamproplyroa arid feloitea accompanied 
by weak TnovaTrcnts producing some rotrogroaaive iTOtajuprphiara.
( i )  Tear faulting resulting in tiie formation of Loch Tay Fault.
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